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20. A•STACT (Continued).

; material and spatial distributions of these variables. Aalyses were made of
chemical equilibrium conditions, burning of aluminum droplets, a.nd of size
distribution of condensed material versus location in the flow.
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I NTRODUCTIO,

I.1 General Statement of the Practical Problem

Among the hazards of large rocket launches is the possibility of a

propulsion failure that leaves parts of the vehicle exposed to burning

propellants. While the probability of such failures is very low, it can-

not be totally discounted if the consequences are serious. Thus it is a

matter of concern that some vehicle components such as radioisotope power

sources wvo-ld survive a propellant fire environment without release of

toxic material. This imposes a rather stringent requirement, which can

be met more reliably if the fire envirorawent itself is adequately charac-

terized. Ideally, it would be desirable to be able to calculate in advance

the thermochemical and flow environment that would be encountered by an

object in :he fire. Because the eftect of this envircnment on the object

is also determined by properties of the object, it is also desirable to

be able to run reasonably reproducible and inexpensive tests on specimens

in the fire environment to screen designs and materials that are chosen

to survive the fire environment.

1.Z Coal of Present Investigation

The purpose of the present investigation was to adapt, develop, and

apply labcratory scal methods to characterize the fire environment of 'TP

3001 propNellant burning in an ambient atmosphere. Particular epnsuis was

placed on those aspects of the fire environment that seemed to be most

im-portant to deteriorative effects on objects immersed in the fire. To

this end, the experiments included limited testa on i.mersed objects.

Properties of the fire environment that were assumed to be important

included flow velocity, temperature, density, gas composition, and droplet

size and composition (aluminum (Al) and alumin,' oxide (A1 20 3 )). It was

recog-nried that the chemical reaction zone of the prcpellants was l'cali:ed

near the propellant surface, except as modified by the long burning t.-e

of aluminum droplets in the combustion plume. Considerable emphasis was

_iven to this latter attribute of the combustion zcne besause it was the

least well understr~od factor in the fire environment, and was expected to

3



bt a critical factor in effect on immersed objects. As will be seen later

in the report (Section 4.3, 4.4), the state of the aluminum combustion is

indeed a critical iaccor in immersed object response, which must be charac-

terized in detail as a function of location in the fire. Considerabla

effort was devoted to this task.

1.3 Previous Information Regarding the Fire Environment

The general nature of the fire environmnt has been determined

previously in cerms of rocket m.otor conditions, but only for specific

propellants and environments, and only in qualitative terms (References

1 through 3). This knowledge was used to torecast the nature of the present

p:oblem (below), but could not supply the quantitative data applicable to

atmospheric pressure with UT? 3001 propellant.

Tests have been run on large blocks of propellant (References 4. through

6), usually to determine the deterioration of test objectu in the fire

I. Pokhil, P. F., A. F. Belyayev, Yu V. Frolov, V. S. Logachev, and A. i.

Korocko, "Combustion oi Powdered Metals in Active Media," Gorenvle
Poroshkovbraznvkh Metallov v Aktivnvkh Sredakh, 1972, (translation
from U. S. Air Force Foreign Technology Division, WP-AFB, Ohio,
FTD-MT-'4- 5 51- 73).

2. Pr'ce, E. W., Combustion Instability in Rocket Motors with Aluminized
Solid Prooellants, Naval Weapons Center Technical Publication 5505,
June 1973.

3. ?rice. E. W., "Comments on '"ole of Aluminum in Supprtssing Instability
in Sc lid Propellant Rocket Motors,'" A1AA Journal, Vol. 9, No, 5,
M.V 1971, pp. 987-990.

-. Ceneral Electri, Snace D.":iei.<n, Firnal Report, Sa.et': Test No. S-3
S~L1id Propellant Fire. Document No. ..•S-. Julv 19•3.

5. Snow. E. C., Safety Test No. S-6, Launch Pad Abort Secuential Test
Phase II: Solid Propellant tire. Los Alanco Scientific Laboratr...
js klAmos, \,ew Mexlzo. LA-,03'a-MS. August 1975.

t6. Snow, F. C.. Solid Prorellant lnVact Tests. Los Alamoq Scientific
Laboratory. Los Alamom. Now mexiec, LA-ei.53-MS. March 1976
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environment. While these tests obviously come closer to simulating the

conditions of concern in a launch accident, tests are costly, and it is

difficult :o generalize the results because of the problems of making

syste•tc- measurements of fire conditions in large fires.

Much of the information describing the fire environment can bt cai-

culated with existing computer codes. In the case of nonaluminized

propellants, these compotations often provide more accurate information on

gas composition and temperature than one can expect to inasure--and at

much lower cost. However, such computer codes are based on existence of

chemical equilibrium. In the case of aluminized propellants, the slowly

burning aluminum droplets prevent chemical equilibrium in much of the

volume of the fine environment of interest here. As a result, the thermo-

chemical equilibrium calculations are helpful in determining a picture of

how comosttions and temperatures go in the fire environment, but only after

the spatial distribution of the aluminum combustion has been indeoendently

established by other c*ans.

One ocher source of info.--&tion on the fire environment is that ob-

tamned by observation of rocket exhaust plumes. The references on this

subject gives some idea of radiation and A1 2 03 product droplet size. No

#t:empt was made to review this literature because the information was

considered to be of doubcful relevance (i.e., does not simulatC Lhe

interior of the atmospheric pressure combustion zone).

!..4 General Nature of the Combusticn Zone

From previous studies of cocbustion of aluminized propellants, a

reasonable advance descript~cn could be constructed, and is described here

to assist in undcrstanding the subsequent studies and results.

Because of slow aluminuc combustion, the combustion zone has the Macro-

sco.• c structure shown in Figure 1. In a thin region (roughly 1-cm thick)

adjoining the propellant surface, the oxidizer and polymeric binder decom-

pose and interact. 7hss is followed by an. extended Region A, (Figure 1)

in vtwich the aluminum droplets are burning, and the gaseous products are

near to equilibrium cciposition fi.e., e.quilibrium for the amount of

alun.inim burned at t.hat point). Region B corresponds tc a distance from
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the burning surface great enough so that all aluminum is burned. Along

the sides of the combustion plume there are regions where the environmental

air has mixed with propellant products. Because the propellant products

are highly fuel-rich, air admixture leads to further reaction and heat

release, concurrent with dilution and cooling with atmnspheric nitrogen.

The important aspect of this imacroscopic description of the combus-

tLon aons is recogniidon of the diiference in reaction rate-controlling

proceases in the different regions. Near the propellant surface, the

dominant rates involve binder and oxidizer decomposition and mixing. In

Region A, the rate is limited by the aluminum droplet combustion. In

Region B, composition is constant. In Regions C and D, the rate is limited

by air mixing. The principal scale effect in going to large propellant

*=ples is the decreasing importance of edge effects (Regions C and :).

Region A remains the same thickness for all sample sizes that are large

enough for complete aluiainum combustion before appreciable air admixture.

Determination of these sam•ple sizes is one objective of the investigation.

The macroscopic structure of the combustion zone is substantially

determined bv microscooic detail,, as Is the nature of the two-phase flow

seen by an object iriersed in the fire. Looking at the combustion sequence

on a more microscopic scale, the oxidizer and binder on the propellant sur-

face decompose to gases, while the aluminum oarticles (10 to 30-.-m accumu-

late and adhere to form larger agglomerate droplers up to 200 ..m in diameter

and more (Figure 2). The cxidizer and binder gases mix and react near the

burning surface. The aluminum agglomorate droplets igniLe, .nd burn briefly

on the surface (Figure 3,, then move out into the gas flow. There they burn

so sljwly that they produce an extended combustion zone roughly one meter in

thickness. The final product flow is roughly 301". aluminum oxide, which is

in liquid droplet form. The foregoing complex of processes is described in

Figures 3 and 4.

F•gure 4 shwos the course of the combustion at the aluminum droplet

cloud in more detail. Starting with a vetiety of agglomerates in the

20 to 200-_m-diameter range, the droplets b)urn by two paths that produce

distinctive t'roduct oxide droplets. (Figure 21. Fine Z - _m) smoke
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droplets are formed in a flame envelope around each aluminum droplet.

Oxide olso forms and accumulates on the aluminum. This in turn forms a

distinctive oxide lobe that eventually becomes a residual droplet when

the aluminum is consumed. Thus an increasingly dense oxide cloud develops

&s the burning aluminum droplets and moke move away from the propellent

surface, with the initial residual oxide consisting of relatively small

druplets, and larger ones being formed later as the iarger aluminum drop-

lets burn cut.

It is not entirely cleer to what extent the microscopically complex,

spatially nonunifor-- aluminum combustion field must be characterized, but

the results in this report indicate that the detail is very important to the

p~ume offect on 1=arsed objects. This explains the consideration of detail

I'n the foredoing, and a subsequent r mplct on tse investtigtions and the

apprnoach used a aebe In reportin t realct ns

1.5 Strategy in Reporting Results

7he structure of this report was governed by three widely different

motivaLions:

Much of the work was exploratory in nature, because of the

limited arount of advance informtion on experimental methods,

or on identity of dominant mechaiiisms. For thii teason the

project work statement startvd with a topic entitled "Screening

Studies". These Are summor'z:ed early In the report for further

orientat'.on cn She proolun and motivation of laLer work.

2. The physizchem..cal processes In.volved are me complex and inter-

active thip. no i.mpie sequential description of the investiga-

tions -ir their significance is possible.

3. While the objoctive of the invastigatioits and this report is to

describe the fire environment, this is an artificially linited

goal; the h'.e of investigation is continualyv oriented towards

those factors contrulling the effect of the fire en"ironment on

objects imm-ersed in the fire--even to the point of prcliminar%

obs!-.'ations oe L eroed objects.



Following this Introduction, the results of the chemical equill-

brium calculations are suemarized in a way intended to show how the com-

position and temperature in the fire environent would vary (over the

RegLins in Figure 1) it one knew the spatial distribution of the aluninum

combustion and air admixture. This is follo-.ed by a summary of the

Screening Studies, vhich include (among other things) prelimrnary evaluation

of the dimensions of the aluminum comasbcion zone. Follcing this, a brief

section discusses the aspects of the heat transfur co an immersed object,

vith a summiry of direct observations made during the investigations.

The results of these observations brought forth the weakness of the concept

of temperature during heat transfer in a two-phase reacting flow of this

kind. This led to the next secticm, which is it discussion of the microscopic

teperature distribution in the combustion zone. The following sections

concern radiation in the fire envirunzint, varialebs concerned with flow

rates, and determination of size and cu."osiLion of droplets In the con-

bustion zone. Detailed discussion of experirents and analysis are pre.

*ented in the .ppendizos.

13
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2 FIRE E IROtM.'T UaSED ON CHE•ICAL j
EQUILIBRILUM CALCULATIONS

2.1 Applicbtility of the Method

Chemical equilibrium calculations have been used effectively in pre-

dicting rocket moter performance. and the method is highly perfected. In

the present problem, the method is suitable for those situatias where gas

combustion is complete and air admixture minimal. Such calculations vould
give the corp@.ition, temperature, dansity and viscosity in Region B of

figure 1, but vould provide no information about the site distribution of

the Al203 droplets.

In regions where the aluminum droplets are still burning, chemical

equillbvium calculations have some value because equilibrium is approxi-

mated in most of Ohe volume-i.e., everywhere, except very near each

burninrg aluminum droplet. This to the situation in Region A of rigure 1

where useful calculations could be made if one knev how much of the aluei-

nun was consumed at each point in the Region. Lacking that information,

the calculations can be made anywa7, using percent aluminum reacted as a

parameter. Such calculations help ro illustrate how the aliminun ingre-

dient contributes to gas composition and temperature, but leave the com-

buscion tone undescribed as far as its spatial distribution is concerned,

because that is determined by unknovn rate processes in the aluminum drop-

let combustion.

Applicabililt.: of equilibrium calculations is more limited in the

regions of the combustion zone where air admixture is appreciable (Regions

C and n of rigure 11. Reaction rates are governed not only by molecular

collision rates, but by relatively slow overall diffusion rates of air

and propellant spscies. in addition to the slow combustion of the aluminum

droplet,. further, t.e aluminum and its oxide product droplets do not

diffuse into the air in the same way as the gaseous propellant products,

posing a very complex problas. The equilibrium calculations do provide a

means to explore the approxinate effect of air admixture on gas coaposition

and temperature.



During the project, a series of chemical equilibrium calculations

Swere made for UTP 3001 propellant at one atmosphere. These calculations,

made with the ACE computer program at the Air Force Weapons Laboratory,

involved calculations using percent aluminum reacted, and percent air

admixture as parameters. Results ore described in the following.

2.2 Equilibrium Conditions for Adtabatic Combustion

Combustion of UTP 3001 propellant at one atmosphere leads to the

product composition in Table 1.

Table 1. Composition of Reaction Products as Given by Chemical
Equilibrium C.alcutations with the ACE Computer Programi
(Adiabatic Composition of UT"P 3001 Propellant at One
Atmosphere).

Mot Weight

Product Specie Fraction Fraction State

A1,0 3  0.0748 0.3997 Liquid

Ri0 0.1123 0.1060 Gas

HI, 0.2815 0.0297 Gas

CO2 0.0147 0.0339 Gas

CO 0.2635 0.3868 Cas

HCl 0.1207 0.2306 Gas
N2  0.0788 0.1157 Gas

Other properties of the equilibrium products are summarized in Table 2.

The results In Tables 1 and 2 are applicable to Region B in the com-

bustion zone as described in FIgure 1. This is a major part of the fire

environment of a large piece of propellant, encompassing that region more

than cme meter or so from the burning surface, out to those regions where

air admixture has become important. For a large propellant sample (e.g.,



rij

iti
Table 2. Properties of Reaction Products in Table 1.

Temperature 2990.K

Average molecular wt

excluding AI. 203  19.082

including A12 03  26.707

Density

excluding A12 03  0.778 x 10"-4'/cm 3

including Al203 1.088 x 10" /cM3

1 oeter across the burning surface), the t,-rerature ..ulaced by this

means is probably nore accurate than can be ueasu 7 '.t ly.

2.3 Eftect of Incomplete Aluminum Combustion

Closer to the bur-ning surface, the aluminum is not all burned. Equi-

librium composition yes calculated for several assumed values of percent

aluminum burned, as suggested in Section 2.1. The results are shown in

Ftg•tres 5 and 6, the latter shoving the temperature. In these calculations,

some assumptions had to be made as to the temperature of the unburned

aluminum (the couter program simply ignored the unburned aluminum and

corrections in temperature vere made by hand calculations for Figure 6.

Of the three assumed aluminum temperatures referred to in Fig-ire 6, the

value 2535:K is most plausible for Region A, while lover values are ap-

propriate near the burning surface (which corresponds to near 0% aluminum

reacted).

from Figure 6, it can be seen that the aluminum combustion brings

the temperature in Region A up from about 2350:K at about I ca above the

burning surface, to 2990K at the start of Region B (Figure 1) vhere

aluminum combustion is complete. In the process, H20 and CO2 are reduced

to H2 and CO, as indicated by Figure 5. Concentration of other gases
in Table 1 are relatively constant. The calculations are instructive,

16
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but cell nothing about the droplet size distributions at each point in the

combustion zone (Figure 4,) or the dimensions of the combustion zone. Di-

mensions noted above were dstimated from experimental observations.

2.4 Effect of Air Admixture

As noted in Section 2.1, some estimate can be made of this effect in

Regions C and D from equilibrium calculations. The primary effects of air

admixture are to dilute the plume with cold nitrogen, and to oxidize the
H, and CO back to H 0 and CO2 The first effect cools the plume and the
second heats it, so aodest air admixture does not have a critical effect

on temperature. Further out in the mixing region, the temperature must

drop off, indicating depletion of Zuel species from the plume, continued

mixing with air, and a shift to lower temperatures and an oxidizing

atmosphere. This trend is reflected in YFiure 7, which shows hcw the

temperature changes with percent a.r admixture for equilibrium co3position.

The different curves are for different percents of aluminum burned. The

cur%-es show the low sensitivity of temperature tc ai.0 admtxure ;p to

about 50t concentration of air.

It should be stressed that the chemical equilibrium calculations are

relevant and give accurate predictions in those regions of the combustion

zone where the gas-phase reactions proceed much more rapidly than aluminum

droplet combustion (Region A of Figure 1) or air mixing (Region D of

figure 1). In the mixing region, equilibrium between gaseous species may

be approached, but it is uncertain what the state o-f the aluminum will be,

primarily because it does not diffuse laterally with the product gases,

but does react with the air-enriched mixture. In view of the uncertainty

of the aluminum and aluminum oxide concentrations in the air admixture

region, the equilibrium calculations serve there primarily sas means of

setting limits on the uncertainty regarding temperature. This will be

discussed further in the context the air-piune mixing problem in

Appendix A.

Turning to the effect of air admixture on composition, the condition

0% aluminum burned wys chosen to illustrate the effect cf air concentration

(Figure 8). This corresponds to the mixing region i ediately above the

19
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Figure 8. Principal effect of air admixture on concentraticn of
reaction products -- case for X. alumtin burned.
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edge of the burning saMple, but may approximate much of mnixing Region D,

in view of the slow lateral diffusion of condensed material. In the figure,

all concentrations go to the composition of air as the abscissa approaches I
1007. (low conc.entrations for th.e gases shown). However, starting at 0.

2at.r, the ti 0 concentratior, initially holds steady in spite of dilution,

as the H, reacts with the incoming oxygen. The CO2 concentration actually

Increses up to 507. air admixture, due to oxidation of CO. At higher air

concentration, the concentrations in the figure drop off rapidly due to

dilution. The subject of the dimensions of this mixing xone is touched on

in Sections 1, Z and 5, and in Appendix A.
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3 SCRLE.,-NG STUDI•ES

3.1 Introduction

A t t h e o t cs t o f t h i s b t tz d v , , ,-e-i so f.r. b L , h, - e f ir ,

A ' r -s a3uaitni -d ao 'id propcllan'ts, but tie

t' tc, - i,. UL.tt c that In -. ....... ..... "-n-. u :.1 a t osp cr:Mc co d lti ,ns,ir for VTP 3 " 1 p r -p %:I l a .n Fa: Vr1t: ' , !tC tl L I" ;1 :L ia

u n r e s o lv c d i :su ,s , su c h 8 :. t I ,. s.e: C O f a '' . ....: n ,: gg ic-cr ,t . o f t h ,c p a r ti -

c u : p..je l l a : ", "1 .i t ": . ; r d ' O': t h u d -. ; - • t s , t. ; r e C . . : ; e J.1 - :u t: ;

of .x!d " for:e,'d as fin -C.mLkJ t and a., surface oxide on bur-ning dr-,pl-,

whih f,,r..s =ach larger oxide druplits in the plume). Since these ques-

tlons .tvr ," k ,:isidered to -r cririt a! :c. the effect of the f--u On P'.mcr .

c , :tc s, i: aas essential that : -,s be developed and applied t .o ..-

$1S ; ¢ , ruat >ns. Be,,fore initllat , quantitative v.-asure :L:t:. , :t was

: t..' t l '. - .., " s s yr t v is o s c c •-ve r .t s t e ad i e s d ' biC -n e d t o o bCn i n i . .t~c ;:

. ' • , : . " a r d e v a l u :a t t c n .,1 c in d . d a t t- e: x p r t t z c tt : t . ;

T ,st ,A-ol e P vcp a ra tt ,:c and P -. l t, n a rv Ph ct-o Iraph xc 4....c .

,ni tes ting was dir -cted ,'t :;arr-vig the scope oi thL rA lt

bv c ex r -. :;:.:l obser'.at.-c r. ± cof :' t .t C. various size sn :plc: i ,,:

" :U : r me, --Chcds and varri ,uts pr3 ,ssc of coating tl. ;i 2. s -.

": 'c sa: p .c o,'o ,r than the burn ing surface. was desired u: b.- i "
- ' -,- .-., n .-.. : W u. " .. j, -. ' a L., v s, a ,S A- r

S v a~ci~ Cae, a 7e fl, rn

sho .ved L it* -a it S . .t .d.-:. , ... ; .(;-.-L- (. " r . d -I d. .,l''.V 1..'. . a'

al-s theti.;a a% -

s 'ir:.ttt' .Ki .i .:r,-t- N ,,.n ,. S.C :. 5..4 :al -. : L 'tS st rvu -d -<c, t .,' dat:•m-trate

t:A- detais of tiCc t.'o-;tae not -i the ' :. .:d tc'.r -':ied
"-amn • , t .t a . . tn -::..7 t d ;i ' ; , c t -r ":. . t r " " -.

U t "' e s s .,u "t t v at o s : t' - : r 1 .,: ' : t : .' , a -i : -' : -i : t ~ r , t - i r t l s a - ; >~ l w a .,
rc q,. Ucd to i .o[• . ,':n:';-i1 co.-.:o; ten p Ixe.' .. ;";t f'ru 5. t L,•-n ",'S, ac-

.''-;, . .- * ""'• .; ar c e. tr mca.1 ': i-,a red I ,..;' : o 'r , tF, zur(-.r A', a:,d .'•
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Figure 10. hl1vn plk'si•v Z rn t | 2. •-c arin'l,. *h lOWiing rebponse of products
other than alumintim 3,ginus,%.. 1 , iln.:,, I IOW. intreaks in the upper
plus indlcatc motion %I hbrniný- . •'m,m.rut .. during the time the catnra
shutter was open intermitttctt naltu*rc Af the s.treaks is produced by a
1000 Hz chopper In the Ii?.1t !iPth to pacilitat,, velocity determinations).

Figure 11. Photog.-aph ,of i 'i-crn-diametcr 4ample with igniter wire and
igniter paste.
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and boron powders, in a polybutadiene binder thinned to the dcsired

consistency with toluene. The sides of the smaple were inhibited by a

snvar of petroleum jelly, which had the virtue of rieltiný and flcwing away

from the burning surface, giving a clean edge, Other inhibitors either

faileJ to prevent burning down the aides (Figure 12), Or dccu=u1ated on the

periphery in such a way as to modify combustion or obstruct the view of

the surface (Figure 13).

The early studies shr..'ed thait caeera settings equivalvn: to 0.0' sec

at f/3., with ASA 160 color film yielded satisfactory exposure of tLe plume.

Howevvr, it will be noted later that the bright, burning alutr.nu,- acglunm-

-rats tend to be obscured by r a' m s.oke cloud unless exposure tin.. can

be reduced to about 0.0002 sec (with corresponding increascis in apertL.re

a,'di'r "ii I n .- ed ). Clcso-up pictures of the burning surface and pl',-ate

structure were ta'ken wi :h a 33-:.= NiMKon ca-.-ra with a 200 to 600-c' n =r ,

Appendix B).

The piuie pir 2.c. ... a '.'.:. drep *t• are pr •sent

in iLi' plume fir .i.-vc; as I nnetcr ab-v, thc burning surfacc. ::car the

bur:nlng s..rfa ,e I-)ury the p i s l -. . do:-;inatvd s. .trczva s resul, ting

frcm s.l cira '. -, kAI0 3  particlcs in t.C - --d e), rail

f-r.-d f -.-., a nix. aegle-.erates burning on th.e prncilar.t surf ace.

Fre;' ,':c st,'dtcs have sho.,, that the burning aglom-trates form vwr-: -int

? 0 .nc-.v iroplets in a detached f lame enve lpe arLiund agg luo-. rate drop-

lets, an.c also forn oxide on the droplet surfacs. (R3efcrtnc-s 7 and 8;

Fivurc 15). Thus one expects the aluminum droplets to continue L.:' fcr-n

s-oce alter departure from the burning surface, and to pr:d,;cc larcr cxide

7. Prenti.e, J. I.., "Cor.bustion of Single Al'rntrr cpl't! ii) 'arACU.S
Oxidlzi.g Cases Includin8 C02 and 'water Vapor," (h1eoical Prc-..usion
I n._fo r--a' ,n A ,en c-"- P kA Ii c a t on .2-43, 1.' I• Do .-v ber 97 ,

205 .

e. Pr , ce, W. , H. C. C`'r,-stvnien, R. Hi. ý:nipe, C. ý.. Drew, J. L. Prentice.
and A. S. zr2hn, . Partic le C-nbus :- Pr.•ress ,Nava1
Ordna:nce :oet Stati:n 7c,.hnial PAipcazi,'n 3"', April i9fu.
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Figure 12. Photograph of a 2.5-cm sample with nonuniform edge

burning and divergent plume, unsuitable for test work.

Figure 13. Photograph of n 2.S-cm sample with accumulating
inhibitor obstructing edge hurning and viewing.
Generally 'sniuitabl|e for tent work.
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Figure 14. Photograph of plume near surface showing smoke trails
from aluminum agglcxnerdrtvs burning before detachment

from the propellant surface.

L
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Figure 15. Picture illustrating the surface oxide lobe on
qucnched aggloamerates (SEH).

Figure 16. Picture of deflected flov in the combustion plume.
Note the condensed material mplattered out of the
plume.
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droplets upon burl out, droplets consisting of all the surface oxide

accumulated before burn out. The photography shows the burning aggiomerctes

-- especially when the obscuring snokc is blown away by trar.sversc flow

(Figure 10). The residual oxide droplets (which are much larger tFan the

smoke droplets, and probably not blown away by the croes f'oza), do not shoW

in photographs because they are cooler than the droplet flame, and corre-

spondingly lets luminous (See also Sections 5 and 6). As noted in later

discussion, the residual oxid,, drc;,hlet. are observed in direct sxsrpiing

of the plume.

3.3 Mixing and Ar.ospheric Effects

As noted in the Introduction, the propellant plumre Is fuel-rich 3:id

reacts with air. This results ir. a mixing reaction region around thc

pl=.e which may be a factor in some fire situatioins. Further, the alumi-

ntr droplets :urn - in air, and can bt :prc i.jinan': in the picr.ures
Vý' ','.c p,-,:rt" ata :c - .',-Zj k t :, 1" :, .t ' c d t

obscured bv s.xokv. The cobu.ticn of a-lc.-. irates in air !s !,est dm.'.-nstra-

ted in tY' 'r-er." -'o:. o S .1 CI i i 1 1 i L i o k. ' ý7ure iV )

and b% drep!et: deflec:t.d r,:1 of the pltz.ic ;-•guc In.

Early rC.I:! i:.icate that, 1.c-'.c'.'er coltim'nar the flc•-. from the

burnin. ;urfa:,- appea.e,., mixlng of a,-r Into the- pl. rap~d, beth;

substantial (for 5-cm samples) at the center of the plu:ýý- at a distance

of 15-cm fron the burning surface (see later discussion .f "::e-.pcrat.urc

S-.casurament), Me mixing is by circulation as well as d!clar diffusion,

as iltustrated in tests cn large samples (12.7-cm diaetcr) as in

7I.,-re 17. Tests wcre run with the 5-cm samples and '~umer inside a

15-cm pyrex tube with flaw of different gases (Ar and 02' to. clarify the

role of mixing and reaction in the plum boundary. While only preliminary

in nature, photographs during these tests on 2.5-cm sar.plvs showded the plume

t,n be greatly suppressed in brightness in an argon atmcsphere (Ti;:Le i8,).

Tncse results support the interpretation of rapid plume -i!%ing and dlctaLed

u.;e of aamples at least 5-c- diameter in the subsequent 1n,'estiga:ion, with

most b-c.in? burned in 5-cm-dao.eter tubes to confine the pl-..Ic.

.I
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Figure 17. P'hotog~raphs of plume from a sl5'' ample, 'showi~ng

co)nvective mixing at the periphery of the plume.

Part a, full plume, and Part b, close-up wilth vortex
ring.
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(a)

figure 18. Photographs of sample burning in a column of
flrnving gas: (a) Argon, (b) Oxygen.
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3.4.Cil~ iof i Coin!Lrsvd .a'slIn F~~ lu:ncs

In order to establish the burning rates and size distribution of

agglomerates in the plume directly, it was p.,oposed that burning

ert-ats he quenched and collected at various locations in the plumeo. Pre-

litminarv calculations indicated that if the burnin~g surjace were orivnted

to gi'.c 4 horizontal plume, the agglomeratus would fall out of th., i:

d-.j to gravity, and earlier tests on a different propellant had si ...

tha' t LL. burning agglomerates would ther. quench if al1!o-d to f,,1 o! 11

tea'.et pl iate, Hovever, screering tests on UTP 3001 in open plu.-eL %h,-wee

that th..: aluminum~ a&Flouer&LeX were not quecnhed on Ehe plate, b\:t ir'stvad

us...a1I. botunced and continued to burn (ffiu:v 19). Various schtmeh r

CO 4chicve good quenching and collection fromn open pltiuses (i:nclincd

1`~I~it;.1L tt alc 2.xn of tho w LIo, i'- r the orc ;1 U;;"L wt

h1cad to-i' cvtn \' ~ if siuccessf. t o'cr vUL~cch~. .ri.

a zIni~evccJ. As a rcSult, systvmatic SLUdic were madC lirer by t-.-sts onA

ramleij burned in tubes (see below).

Doring the efforts zo quench-s.l;cpl aýglcrneratcs, copious quaniz lCi

otahrninu= ox'ide wcrc collected. -h.--s saaples revealed cth .ncd o-

H~it~Žn(Figure 21a) of fine oxide sr-.okiv and larger residual L)XdC ,.jAl.crs

ýJ %%-'l as the OX.'4e CaPM On the Sgrlon. .i'-LC3; (Figures 2ib, 2!) !U n

io:cr st-udies, eftorts were made to detcr~nirnc the veight-distan' o distr-

Oi.-L~on of slm~~msok.e and riesi%.ual ýxide, as well a.their s ~it:.
'ut ions. This will be discussed below and in Sections 8 throueh iI 1,a:nd in

A',pendix C.

3.5 Co)ltjction of Condensed Material in Tube Burners

7eci~use o" the problem of rapid iir admixture in the comt-i~st4:n ~u'e
t~i~was eventually shifted to Lonfined flow, whert! the sa:-iple %ýc fitted

i.a Lrube, And observ.atiors were ma.de st the tube vxit:. In tho case of
c: I incticn Of COI-dLn.Scd 7n4LCrfl1, the tu.'oe was oriented apen-et-.d-dolrn. . h e1

cu- o was thcr. quenched by various neaiis iiauch as dis;.sha:ge Into a pocl of



Figure 19. Ihoto'r,•ph ',:. ; . , :.,,Žr.It..s fallit'g out
-if a hoti, i ,Et:a pa tir..c, 0 i nl1 git,. And bounc i.ng on a
quench-co 1 Icct OnL p1 ;lr.

A
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Figure 20. lPhctute of an ag~l mer-te that quenched on a metal j
plate (SEN).
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Figure 21. Fortms of oxide droplets in the combustion plume: A
(a) oxide sqmoke; (h) quenched alumitnum agglofttertes
with lobe of mirface oxide (precursor of residual oxide
droplets). and (c) residuJal oxide droplets (formed from
oxide lobe of agghonjrate).
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alcohol. These mthads were explored in the screening studies and found to

yield (uenched ruaterlal in good condition (Figures 21 and 27,. later,

mort ;o,-plete testing is discussed in Secti.on 11.

3. b Co'riustio:" Zone Size and Structure

*The collected measureraents of the screening tud"ec irndicate L.at the

ex.-erincnt can be condtcted so as to ",irld a columnar flo-w frcn :h' -,rnin:

Lutr'acv, essential to lab,,rato-y 6L& 'allaticnr. of ire ,.. d" p atc -

cal cencern. M.: roscopic detil 0 of tio t-, - .hu, s prctruJdin

oxidizer particles (Figure 23a) and burning agl'crat.- cl 3iun,

particles (up to 500 -.-; Figure Z3!:0. In the region n-at -fact-

smoke strcamers fro.i the burning alt.ninum aggloerares s1.,".,.ir

flo-a trc:-arkabl.y so considering the irre,,lar natur of .t..

Alu.rn.nu-n a;ZIo...rates leave the burning surface alr17 J-i ,.

w -de -an . o f siz es , and ,.o,'e aw ay in tih c.irc ct ion c ." " c. v .. t- ., 4

T`.' d&:s$itV and lumincsi'," of the sroke plume increa.wcs ra1?:.ii a• ,.c

zatvrial flows away frcm the surface.

Prelýminary results suggest that 50% of thc alr.-.:. js r ....

about l3-cm of the propelan-t surfacc, with t, re :,:- (lar;,, a..-

crates) burning for up Lo r.ctc.. Pia.res :rc- a .rie'V sca~e samples

(5-cm d:a.e:,crJ .i;-Fear ut ,.:i.cr•t::ce rdp:.. :::i,:.>,. -':, •n :.-, air, as

c.idencd by their sensixiitv to at:,ospherw- cnvr.r. All, rasurc-enu

on op,'r, pilues beyond t or 7-c*i rora the k rtIce ( V.-., 15.;a'%r7-.cr ts C'

tc.-.pcraL,,;re, composition, agginteratýc sizes etc.) ar, ; - A'2. a'fectec

b," m'in•, and the test procedure was modified becausc of tl.ý '" conduct-

in.- th,; tests in tubes). .',Jxlng was apparentl:; lcsF rap d o: mc ax:s ' f

the p.ur! with 12. 5-crm diameter sa..pL3s, s JMply bVcc-1Sc cf t:he arr radiai

,::;i distanr'cs (hence the highly luminous upper pl,:-,c th 'a- e sa-plcs;

Yi-.rc 17a). Nonetheless, the mixi.g processes vith the large sa: ples "tre

s',ets large scale, as indicated by the apparent recrcu'ai..n i,

plun ,undsrtei (Figure 17b',. It is judged that the "'.5-c::. fa:pL! can be

used :s,. tt.St3 cx '...-:t Cu:ts on r-s.d c:•.._. s n ne r .-' n up tc :,--•.

from the pr-pe la.nt b:r:- - :, . s1.7r'ace I , 7e i-i-rerL d -.jcIcts are stea I

.)2.-:). hest oi the tests run on 12.5-cm sa.-ples .:rc r-:- in

26
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Figure 22. Typicnl sample of condensed material collected by
the alcohol quench method.
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Fi ur 23 De"l oflll "rp l.;c u n t
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(a)

ii

(b) I

Figure 23. Details of propcelI:;,t burnltu• aurtaLe: &; SRM

of ii zample quenchel !y im'£pingement of freon Jet,
ql,-., rri"trtiig uoxidizer particles; b) photograph
of a burning sample, showing aluminum agglomerates

burning on the surface.
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stainless steel tubes, and tubes were used on almost all tests on 5-cm
usaples wher-e quantitative measurements vera reported. -

The burning rate of the propellant could be estimated from test

duration, since initial sample thickneis was normally measured. The rats

was qualitatively reproducible, and averaged 0.127 cm/sec. The propellant

density was measured, and was 1.76 g/cm3 . Thus the mass flow rate in the
efflux from a surface one cm2  as 0.223 S/see.

Assuismin an equilibrium compoaition of products (after complete

combustion of the aluminum) as indicated in Table 1, and a temperature of

2990aK, the mass flow velocity vo•ld be 28 cm/sec (see Section 7 for details).

Velocities in the plume could be estimated from the length of streaks in

photographs made by motion of images of agglomerates during the exposure

time. Velocities obtained in this way varied widely, and It was concluded

that the most visible agglomerates were in the reduced velocity, front and

lateral boundaries of the combustion plue where obscuration by smoke was

minimal. The higher observed velocities were around 15 ,s/sec. For this

velocity and the plume height of about 1 meter seen for 12.5-cm diameter -

samples, the largest agglomerates must have burned about 0.07 second.

In summarv, the qualitative properties of the combustion plume as

estimated above are collected in Table 3.

I

I

I
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Table 3. Estimates of Reaction Zone Characteristics Obtained
from Screening Studies (Augmented by Use of Results
of Chemical 9quitibrium Calculations).

Propellant burning rate (measured) 0.127 cm/soc

Propellant density (measured) 1.76 5/cr

Propellant mass burning rate (p r) 0.233 g/sec/cm 3

Combustion &one thickness, (Figure l); 1.0 m
(Region A, obsearved values)

Burning time of large agglomerates 0.07 sec

Temperature after burning %f Al is 2990 0 K
complete (fro= Table 1)

Gas density in the combustion zone U.78 x 1 g.,/,cm 3

Mass of Al.O per unit vol,-iw in the 0.31 x 10 glc3

product' Hav

flow velocity 15-30 aIsee

"B aued on chemical equilibrlum data actually applicable
to region of complete reaction, Region B of Figure 1.

" B ased on several newthods of determination.
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4 HEAT TRAMSFER

= 4.1 Introduction

The primary effect of the fire environment on itaerwed objects is

temperature rise. Accordingly, heat transfer it the physical process of

primsr. concern (if the immersed object is chosen to be reasonably resis-

tent to chemical attack). The present project was concerned with character-

ization of the fire envirounmet responsible for the heat transfer. However,

the ultimate application of concern was heat transfer, and som consider&-
'ton of it was necessary to assure proper emphasis in the fire environment I
investigation. Indeed, heat transfer measurements were undertaken from the

outset of the project, measurements in the form of imersion calorimeter

probes.

It should be stressed that heat transfer in the fire environment is
Aa very complex process, primarily because of the (uncharacterized) cwo-

phase nature of the 7wdium, and the reac:ivo and reacting conditions in

the combustion zone. That is precisely why the first effort, the effort

chosen for this project, was to chara&cterize the medium. The second phase

problem of heat transfer is discussed at this point in the report primarily

to explain some qualitative findings about it and hcw they affect the

allocation of effort in the sttidy of the fire environment.

o. Heat balance for an Immersed Object in a Gas Fhlow

When an object is immersed in a gas flow, a flow field is established

around the object, fror% which heat of the gao to transferred to the object.

Depending on che shape ard site of the object, heat is transferred at

different rates at different locations on the surface, and a transient

te•ersture field develops in the object while it is heating up. If the

propellant yielded only gaseous combustiot" products (and the itmmered

object were geometrically simple and located outside the combustion zone),

* A further objective was to establish a modest site experiment in which
exploratory tests could be made on various test objects without
excessive cost of tests.
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then the heat-up of the imersed object could be calculated by any of

several existing computer programs. Characterization of the fire environ-

mnt would consist of determination of propellant flame temperature, den-

sity and burnhing rate; of product molecular weight, density, velocity,

heat capacity, thermal conductivity, and viscosity. All of these quanti-

ties can be determined vith sufficient accuracy from known propellant

characteristics and results of chemical equilibrium computer programs.

The heat transfer argumont is simplified further if the imnersed ob-

ject is small and is a good heat conductor, because it can be assumed to

be at uniform temperat.re. This condition can be approximated if the

tmmersed object is a temperature probe, designed to conform to a simple

representation of the heat transfer problem. In that case, heat transfer

can be described by a heat balance equation

SdTp 4
H (T - T) + Hr T Cp * + H T + H T - ) (1) "

9 p rg pdt rp 0 p 0

Heat in Heat in Heat Heat out Heat out
by by stored by through

convection radiation radiation probe support

where 7 Tp, and T are the temperaturev of the gas, imrrsed probe,

and ambienr environment respecLiveIV; HI, Hr , and H° are bulk heat

transfer coefficients (that depend on the detailed flow field and gas

properties) for heat in from the flow field, heat radiation and heat out

through the probe support: C is the bulk heat capacity of the calcrimeterP
part of the probe. For a specific flov situation and a specific probe,

this equation can relate the gas tTperature to the object temperature if

the coefficients are known. The coefficients can be determined by running

a test in a known gas flow field, measuring T vs time, and determiningP
the best combination of the parametrs for fitting Equation (1) to the

observed 7 (t). Then when T is not known, but is believed to be constant,

the same calculation can be made to determine T as well. In Section 4.4.

Equation (1) is used to interpret probe temperature measurements made in

the fire en..ironment of tUTP 3001. The results are wholly unsatisfactory

unless one considers the tuo phase nature of the fire environment. Tfea

*1=
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1
complications of the condensed phase products are discussed next.

4.3 Cc•p-ications Due to Condensed Phase Reaction Products

As not.ed ia Table 1, the condensed phase material in tht. comliustien

zone of 1:T7 3C01 propollant consists of about 15% aluminum near the pro-

pellant. wnich changes to about 287. aluminum oxide in the finil ruacti.on

products. As was seen in Figure 16, condensed phase material impinaes

directly on i£.'zrsed objects in the flow, which was observed to cause

ct-Ulat've build-up of material. This is demnonstrated by Figure 2:,, which

shlvs a r.r'rasil rod placed Icngltudinally in the plume with the end loca-

ted 7 c..• fro the propellant burning surface. Accumulation of deposit cn

Ehle •nd of the rod over a 15 second interval is conspicuous. Thuv bright-

n,ss of tcs accumulated mat.2rial suggcsts that it is very hot, and pos:-

test exa.C-.rattof indicates that substantial aluminum is presen.t. 7ý.us !t

seen lskl'. that the depositing mcaterial not only deposits cuat, o't the

alu•i.r.t,.: ccn:-ir,1;cs to add heat by o.xidaton.

From the fcregoing it is evident that the process of hea" transfer

1n.,'1v.!i r.: cniv convection from the _,as flou, but also direct de•,sl~tion

with i.•ping. c..ndensed phase material, along with heat relvas.: by. thii

macerlal thrL.ugh cheo-i.al reaction. Further, the accu-Mulatitig -aterial

cha:nes the heat transfer characteristics into the solid, in n tLln-

depend:n!. way due to depovit accumulation. These effects pc,6, a hC.al

tranifer pr.ie- for the future. For the present., effort I. Concreet.traLed

p:i or"..., .... characterizing those properties of the fire eni'1r~nc•.t that

dettranv :hcse heat transfer effects. As far as the condensed ,ha.ýe

•..iteria'l Is ccnerned, it can be assumeJ that the critical znsiderat.'crs

are thc ra..-, amounts of alurmintn and aluminum oxide, and the droplet

s•z. dis.tibu•lons and tet•eratures, subjects of Sections 5 ai:d E. through 1. !I

In th-e m.ia:-'.., attention is turned next to the actual heat tranJfer, and

an rg:i-ut1 J the role of the condensed phase.

4._, Calo,'l-net e r " .. nt

Aftcr relst4"el: uninor~ati-;c ..- asure.'wn's -'lth bare ther'mocouples

in the plume (Appindix i, pr•- fo:" c/rt was deC.Oted Co tesign and use cf

U ~ -- ___ -- ____
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figure 24. Photographtt of atcunjI.1,tio~n of Al 1O0 and Al opn a refrasil
rod immersed in th~e COMI)IJUtion zone.
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A

a probe consisting of a therm•couple-equipped copper tip and a shank con-

structed from coaxial sleeves of ceramic, inconel, and stainless steel

(Figure 25). Figure 26 shows typical temperature-time curves for the probe,

recorded in tests at different heights in open plumes from 5-cm samples.

From one such temperature-time curve (combined with similar ones from

tests in a clean flame of known temperature), a local effective plume

temperature can be calculated (Appendix D). Figure 27 and Table 4 show the

temperatures calculated from three rests at different distances from the

CA

Table 4. Calculated Temperature , K; Based on lIersion
Probe Heat-up and Equation (1) -- Assuming No
Heat Transfer by Impingement of Condensed
.Material.

Time I

Interval Distance from 7.62 cz 15.2 cm 22.9 cm
During \ Burning (3 in.) 6 in.) (9 in.)
Heat-up (sec) Surface

10 12 800 11 280 6050

11 13 770 12 240 6060

12 14 860 13 170 6003

13 15 540 '3 520 5970

burning surface. The muiltiple points at each distance correspond to

different times during the burn.

The most notable featui'es of the measurements are the very high

indicated temperatures, and the trend to lover temperatures at greater

distance from the burning surface. The chemical equilibrium calculations

(Section 2) indicate that the temperatures should range between about

2400 0K (near the surface where very little combustion of the aluminum has

occurred) and 3000"K (where aluzrrifm combustion is complete). Since the

values in Table 4 a&re calculated on the basis of the assumptions that the

4,5
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r ~S -TYPE~ THELMOCcliFLu 0N PROBE
12

j1  10
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S7.• 6 c (Tast 01701

15.2 cc (Toot will)

o I

7 22.9 cm (Test #174)

2
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TIM, SECONDS

Figure 26. Tempersture-tit4 cur-es for an imersion probe used in
the calorimter mods. The different curves correspond to
different distance* from the burning surface. Tests vere
in apen plud.s from 5-c- disaeter seamles.
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Fiiure 27. Indicated temperatures vs distance from the burning
surface based on heat-up curves in Figure 26 and on
Equation 1.
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heat transfer is described by Eque.tion (1) and that the heat transfer

coefficient is the sam a* in the calibration tests in a clean flame, the

inordinately huh teinperatures apparently rafloct b transfer

bv deposition and reaction of condensed material 4n. the probe, which is

not accounted for in Equation (1). While this is a critically important

result, It also enphasizes that there are serious troubles with any

cov*ntional heat transier coefficient-free stream temperature concept in

charactarizing heating of objects inrand iUi Lhe fMow.

Referring to the trend of calculated tcmperature with distance from

the burning surface, Lhe decreasing indicated cemperatures *%g&est that

a'tr admixture has appreciably cooled the plume at 23 cm from the burning

surface. An alter-4tc interpre'.Ition is that the nature or tcmperature of

condensed matarial evolves in such a way as to reduce deposition-reaction

heating further from the burning curface. Direct observation ol the probes

after testa indicated less deposit, mostly oxide, on prt bst when they were

heated at the 23-cm station. When the probe was near the propellant sur-

face. it exhibited extensive metallic deposit after the ceat. Thus one

might infer that the indicated te"merature drop-off with aistance frCnAA

the pr-opellant surface was because of an actual plume temperatute drop-off

(air admixture), bur also because the heat transfer --ue to depo•ition-

reaction decreases. The trend with time diuring individual tests is orob-

ably due to time dependence of retention and reactio7n of condensate, and

corresponding ti=e dependenee of the heat transfer into the deposit-coatee?

probe (see Appendix D). The trend of the Indicated temperature t.7aard-

expected flame equilibrium values at Srcater distance from t'he propellont

surface is consistent with the observed decre&se in depositicn, as IL the

relatively time-independc,-nt temperature there.

4.5 Water-Cooled Probe

The procedure for interpreting the teverature-timR curve frun. the

original imersion probe involved i callrarcon in a clean flame betorv

and after a test in the propellant fire (Appendix D), this procedure being

.mottvated by the realization that the heat transfer coefficient inust

change as a function of time due to accumulation of deposited material.

9
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Since such deposition is a fundamental aspect of the effect of the fire

environment, some consideration was given to a probe concept that would

more clear,ýy show the effect of accumulation of deposits. For this pur-

pose, preliminary tests were run on a probe consisting of a stainless

steel tube with a outside diameter of 0.63-cm and an inside diameter of

0.32-cm, extending througrh rhe plume, and cooled by a constant water flow

rate. The increase in water temperature is a measure of heat transfer

rate to the tube. With a water flow rate sufficient to give a temperature

rise of 30"C, the water temperaturd came to equilibrium in less than 2

seconds. This result indicated that the probe could be used to monitor

the change in heat transfer coefficient as proposed. Further development

of this concept holds promise.

4.6 Summry of Heat transfer Measurements

The results of these experiments establish the importance of con-

densed phase m=acertal in the fire en.vironment as a z.,&ior factor in heat

transfer. The resul:s indicate a complex impingement of the droplets on

the exposed object, with appreciable accu-wilation, and apparently ven'

extensive heat deposition (References 9 and 10). Further, the deposited

aluminum probably oxidizes, deliverLng 4t.ll more heat to the exposed

object. While no measurements were made Lo demonstrate the relative

importance of fine and coarse droplets of condensate, fundamental considera-

tions dictate that the coarser droplets will os mre likely to impinge on

inmersel ooject3. These results dictate that more basic information must be

obtAined on droplet size distribution and deposition-retention characteristics

versus Immersed object size, material, shape, and duration of exposure.

In the present investigations, particular attention was given to the size of

the droplets, as discussed in Sections 8 through 11.

9. Shchubin. V.K., A.I. Mironov, V.A. Filin and S... Koval'nogov, "Intensity
of Heat Transfer Bet-ve.n .'.No-Phase Flcw and Nozzle taWlls as Function of

Particle Motion Parameters." tzves-ya V!ZZ, Aviationnavs .ekhnika,
Vol. 19, No. 1, pp. 109-11-p, 1976.

I .. Kuznetso',, V.A., and O.E. Kashireninov, "Specialties of Thermocouple
Measurevents of Temperature Into the Flame at the Condensed Product
Formation," presented ait the AIAA Aerospace Sciences Meeting, Jan. 1976.
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5 T£M•LR.•LR

5.1 Introduction

In Sectjýn 4, tt was qphastzdd t•tat the 'e.a transfer could not be

characterized in a siwoe way as & fuhctA.an of Letipor&L=ie in the fire

environrsent, bocause of the complei wsy in which ha&t is tranaferred froe¶

the two-phase flow and depcidence on-its • icroscopic details. It was not

meant rý% implv that timperature was ill-defined (a1though there t•e problems),

or that the concept is not useful. Rather, it was mant to state that the

medlum is not microsccpicallv uniform, and is thermally nonuniform in tl:e-

sate -.ay s it. is physically *nJ chemically nonuniform. Specifically, the

te&peratucz is very high in che flaie envelope around the aluminum droplet,

loer in thA. gas-smoke field, and still lower in the aluminum droplets.

The purpose of this Section is to describe what we know about these

temperatures.

5.2 The Tesperature Zones

The extended region of the combustion zone of the prcieleant. in whJ.ch.

the aluminum droplets burn is a region where chemical 'tes, rel-oau continues

locally around the #luNinum droplets and flows to he su-'rounding ,edla;

with corresponding temperature gradients. Tne nost intente heAt releAse is

it a hiih temperature zone which ts a deteched fla-.e ervelcpe arouna ,!vch

aluminum dropi*L tReferonces 11 and 12). in thi.n flame envelope, the Most

energetic step is the for--ation of Al 2 03 in liquid form, pritLAri.N o-% the

surface of -existing smoke droplets in that envelope. it is th0 resulting

energy of that reaction, and t'ie corresponding high tcau[erarure of these

smoke droplets, that makes the combustion so luminous, Indeed, these

droplets are near their boiling temperature (Reference 11), and it ts partly

11. Christensen, H.C., R. H. YIpe, and A. S. Gordon, "Survey cf Alun.inu.m
Particle Combustion," Prcdv.namics, Vc., 3, published by Gordon and
$reach, 1965, pp. 91-119.

12. 'rIedamn, R., #,nd A. >a.eo, "Combustion Studies of Single Almlinum
Psrticleo," from Ninth Surpcsittri (International) on Ccmbustion,
Academic Press, i963, p. 709.
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because of the radiative disposal of energy that the rate of formation of

liquid Al 2 03 can exceed the rate of its vaporization (dissociation,. Ar
one atmosphere this process maintains the Al 03 temperature at about 38000K

(Figure 28). The region involved is an envelope surrounding all of the

burning agglomerate, except that portion covered by an oxide lobe (that

portion of the envelope is deficient in fuel species (Al, ALO, etc.)).

In a convective environment the flame envelope may be drawn out by con-

vection of Al and lower oxides into a tail as in Figure 29. It will be

noted in the figure that the luminosity of the convective tail quickly

decrease* in the bulk gaseous environment, reflecting rapid equilibration

with the lower temperature of that bulk environment when the supply cf

Al 2 03 '.forming rteactts is depleted. From a practical viewpoint, it should

be stressed that the high toeerature zone arcund the burning agglomerates,

while the source oi a large part of the radiant energy and heat, contains

very little mass, and only small droplets that may not deposit extensively

on objects in the flow.
inside the flame en elo, the aI'iminum droplet constitutes a second

zone, which is necessarily at a temperature below the aluminum boiling

point (-2740ýýX) and above the Al10] melting point (2 3 18cX), The reason

is that the flame cannot support the high vaporization rate of the boiling

point, while the combuation would be arrested or drastically reduc.ed if

the oxide were frozen (because it would encapsulate the agglomerate).

Thus one may regard the aluminum droplet as a second temperature zone in

the aluminum combustion whAich contains substantial mass, at a temperature

of about 2500'K, in a droplet form that impinges readily on immrsed

objects. Further, the impinging material will almost surely reacmt exother-

mally on the inwicrsed object if retained. These effects would be major

when the test object is near the propellant burning surface where %he

alluminu, concentration is high.

Al203 dissociates instead cf boiling, and the high energy of form&-

Lion can be realized only if heat is being removed to keep the
temperature down.

5.
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rho lb.g .eceratur, zone of the •lbminum combustion is all that

- volues outside the droplet flame envelope, where the tesperature it aome-

thin,t like a flame temperature of the propellant (with due regard for the

percent aluminum consumed at the particular location). The temperature

ranges from 23W0K near the propellant surface, to 30000K further out

vhere the aluminum is 100%. consused (as shown in Figure 6 and described A

in Section 2.2), with the temperature rise being due to heat flow from

the first temperature zone (aluminum combustion zone) described above.

From the foregoing, it can be concluded that met of the volume of
the fire enviraroant cons~ists of t~he following notatrial at the indicated

temperatures (assuming no air admixture):

1. The bulk of the volume (gas, smoke, and residual oxide

droplets) is at temperatures ranging from 2 3 5 0eK to 30)0'K.
Only the residual oxide droplets are 1ar59 enough for Impinge-

Mont.

2. The unreacted aluminum in burning droplets is at about

2500K. Droplets are large enough for impingement.

3. The flame envelope around the Alumi.rn droplet, containing

a very small mass of very hot gases and Al 2 0 3 smoke droplets,

oi at about 3800'K. It in highly visible because of high

5.3 SpaLidl Distribut•o.n of Temperature
•Tme oxpe:'mental methcd of this investigation have -ot yet established

the temperature distribution unequivocally, and from the discusuion in

Sections 5.2, 6, anJ 9, it is clear that to do so could be prohibitively

difficult because of the nonuniformity on a microscopic scale due to
presence of burning metal droplets. However, in this context It is worth
recapitulating the concepts o! the microscopic temperature zones of Sec.t'on

5.2, in the context of the getteril Region# of the pium*e shown in Figure 1.

Near the piopellant burning surface (lawer Region A) there is a

heavy flow of burning aluminum (teIgersture tone 2, dropolet temperature

aboult 2500-K); with a correspondingly lariet flame envelope radiation (zone

,m -5



1, temperature about 3800 K); and with a correspondingly low smoke density

in the rest of the volume (sone 3, temperacure 2400 to 25000 K). As the

material flows further from the surface (outer Region A), the aluminum

droplets (zone 2) decrease in size and total mass while remaining at about

2500OK; the total volume and radiation of the flame envelopes (tone 1,

temperature 3800 0 K) decreases; the population of both smoke and residual

oxide droplets increases in zone 3, and the temperature rises towards

30000 K if air admixture does not intervene unduly; beyond about I meter

(Region B), the aluminum droplets (zone 2) and their flame envelopes

(zone 1) disappear, leaving only a homogeneous flow of gas, oxide smoke,

and residual oxide droplets at about 3000CK as described in Section 2.

The regions of air admixture (Re$gons C and D of Figure 1) are less

well characterized, although the qualitative trends with air admixture

are discussed in Section 2.4 and in Appendix A. The same microscopic

details occur as in Regions A and B, with the amounc of burning aluminum

decreasing with distance away from the plume axis and the burning sur e.

In view of the uncertain radial component of aluminum motion and the

presence o ,2rtaex flow, it will be difficult to characterize this air

sdmlx'ure reqion. Since the behavior is less important in full-scale fire

".'enti, and sine it is feasible to suppress its unwanted effect with a

Consbtlsrion tube 1i .&boratorv tests, no further study of the temperature

in the atv almixture retion was made.

5.4 Temperature Ncasuramnt

This su•ject has been touchod on in the preceding Sections, and is

discussed in Rrtezeices '13 to 17. It has been noted that the te*erature

13. Dodge, L. G., "Optical Absorption and Emission Measurements in Flames,"
in Experimental Diasnostics in Gas Phase Combustion Systems, Vol. 53
of ?rogress in Aerqnautcs and Astronautics, AIAA, 1977, p. 155-175.

l.. Tourtn, R. H., Srectroscopier re Meaaureen, Elsevier
?ub'Ishing Co., 1966.

Gavdcen, A. G., The Spectroscopy of Fla-es, Chapman and Hall, 1974.
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is nonuniform on both microscopic and macroscopic scales. In Section

5.3 some limitin3 argiments regarding temperature were used to estimate

the microscopic temperature distributions (temperature zones) and the

macroscopic temperature distribution (plume resions, Figure 1). it has

been noted chat imersion type temperature detectors tend to respond to

the condensed phase in the flow in a complex way that defies interpre-

tation in terms of any characteristic temperature. Under these conditions,

recourse can be taken to optical methods.

The optical methods are usually based on one of three techniques,

which possess soe capability of specialization of specific temperature

asoneI 4 follows:

1. Resonance absorption (line reversal): This method uses

observation of transmitted monochromatic light having the wave-

length of a particular excited specie in the flame gas (usually

sodium). By adjusting the source light so that its brightness

is neither enhanced or reduced relative to adjoining wave-

lengths when passed through the plume, it is known that the

temperature of plume gas is the same as that of the light source

(which is calibrated). This method would be useful for determ-

in& temperatures in temperature zone 3, but the smoke nay be too

dense for this mechod in its brightest region.

2. Spectral line intensity: This method involves compari-

son of brightness of certain spectral lines, and comparison with

tabulated relations of spectral line brightnees and temperature.

This method might provide means to measure temperatures in zones

16. Reef, I., V. A. Farsel and R. N. Kniseley, "Spectroscopic Flame
Temperature Yeasurements and Their Physical Significance,"
Spectrochemica Act&, Vol. 283, March 1973, Vol. 29B, March 1974,
Vol. 30B, May 1975 (3 parts).

17. Millikan, R. C., "•easurement of Particle and Gas Temperature in a
Slightly Luminous Premixed Flame" Journal of the Opttc. l Society of
Astr.cs, Vol. 51, May 1961.
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I and 3 (gone 1, using spectral lines of lower oxides of

aluminum, present primarily in the flame envelope).

3. Particle radiation: This method involves comparison

of brightness of the smoke cloud vith that of a calibrated

tungsten filament lamp. This method is discussed further in

Section 6. From the description of the temperature zones of

the aluminum combustion, it to evident that most of the sokse

is in zone #3, i.e., the same temperature as the gas. In

Region B of rhe plume, where combustion is complete, this is the

temperature of everything present, and vould be the same as

that given by chemical equilibrium calculations (Figure 7) if

there were no heat loss or inaccuracy in methods. In Region A

of the plum, the meaning of thermal radiation measurements

is complicated by uncertainty of smoke emissivity and plume

density, and presence of radlaLioC of a different temperature

coming from temperature tone I of the aluminum combustion

(teo Section 5,3).

from the foregoing it is evident that no definitive optical pro-

cedure for temperature umasurement was found entirely suitable, nor is

one likely to emerge in t~ht near future because of the microscopically

nonuniform nature of the medium and of its temperature. This ts dis-

cussed further in Section 6,

5.5 Status of Temperature Information and MeAsuresent

While definitive temperature determination by direct weesurements

is still a remote prospect, the various sources of inforration permit a

fairly complete description of the temperature field. The I-nformation

and mechanistic arguments available from Sections 2, 4, 5, and 6 are

collected here to mumarize the temperature field and the basis for the

temperature information.

5.5.1 Immediately e•ove the progell•nt surface, where aluminum is largely

unburned, the thermochemical equilibrium calculations are probably the

best means of determining temperature, and indicate a temperature of



about 23500K. The aluminum droplets would be at about the same temperature,

with flase envelopes at about 3800 0K. Because of low smoke density, line

reversal methods would probably be useful to confiru the temperature of

2350 0 K.

5.5.2 troceedins outward in Region A, the bulk temperature increases

rapidly for roughly 20 to 30-cm because of heat release from aluminum

combustion, with the temperature of the (shrinking) aluminum droplets

remaining around 2500*K and the flame envelopes of the droplets running

around 38000 K. The Increseing amount of Al 0 is mostly at the bulk
2 3

ctperature, except for the oxide on the burning agglomerates, which is

at the droplet temperature of about 2500 K. These temperatures are based

on thermodynamic argumants and constraints imposed by combustion dy-lamice.

Measurcents are reported in Section 6 based on ceasurement of thermal

radiation, which support the above temperature estimates (particularly

the bulk temperature). The temperature of the flame envelope could

probably be determined by the spectral line method, and such measurements

would probably help to evaluate the thermal radiation measurements of

Section 6. Such measurements have been made in simple aluminum .;ombusticn

situations (Reference 18), and support of flame envelope temperature 3800K

given belvw.

5.5.3 At the outer limit of Resion A and in Reoii B, the aluminum is

all burned and the temperature becomes microscopically uniform. Zn a

large propellant sample where heat lost to the surroundings is minimal,

the rhermochemical equilibrium calculations are relatve.rly accurate, and

predict 3000 K. Measurement by the thertas radiaticn method (Section 6)

on laboratory site samples yields somewhat lower temperatures, although
the asissureants were not malde far enough out from the burning surffic to
avoid the difficulties of concurrent radiation from hotter flame envelopes

tfurther measurement by this method seems desirable), Other optical

methods of measurement eri ,t particularly promising in this region because

18, Mitchell, A. C. C., and M. V. Zamanaky, Resonance Radiation and Excited
Atoms, Cambridge Lniversity Press, London, 1971.
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of the smoke dnresity, while uncertaLnLiee in the smoke particle size

distribution (Sections 8 through 1l) complicate even the thermsl radia-

tion method (Section 6 and Appendix EI.

5.5.4 Teoweratures in the air admixturte RLe.,, (C and D) were not

measured (because of limited intearest) beyond the preliminary estimates

implicit in theruochemical calculations (figure 7), the photographs of

plume spreading (Secti--n 3), and the calcuLations of the mixing region-

(Appendix A). These inputs indicate that temperature change in the radial

direction due to air admixture is gradual if air admixture do*& not involve

breakdown of the plume because reaction vith air initially counteracts

cooling by the air (r.o temperature rise i.e indicated). In the current

tests on laboratory scale samplca, the complicating plume. breakdown was

so rapid :hat air was excluded by use of a combustion tube. In larger

samples (e.g., 0.) meter or so) the air admixture region is not likely to

be important except as a poezible barrier to optical weasureatents of the

propellant combustion zone.

60
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6 RAD 1,. iC

.. I Introduction

Radiation in the combu, ti ,n en'Lronment is of interest for two rea-

sons, first because it is a tau e of !nergy transfer to objects immersed

in the fire enviroflrnew:., .n"d se ond 'i1 r. means of diagnosing the state of

tl.e environment. it w ,is cx' , ct :d tha: the radiation would consist of

eission lit11. of t.xcti uj c I 3 in :lie pa!; (including aluminum flame en-

velopes), and of therm-l :ad:at on f'n the AI\.3. Further, the optical

density of the fire en'irkn m, nt due 3 '1,0 droplets is i factor in all

radiation. In the pre:,ent work a -itl~er superficial examination of the

overall spectrum was meide, aid ,ubseqiert measurements were aimed at de-

scription of the emis .vity vnd temperature of the prirary radiators, the

A\1l,0 smoke droplets.
-3

o.2 Spectrum

The overall spec, ru'A .:,,s xa.'d fr open plumes writh no attempt

towards spatial reo1iv. t": !:, v ewin: tlhc *'lurw. A wavelength-scanning

spectrograph was used :-i thc phl togrnilhc m..oe, with repeat tests in dif-

ferent wavelength intecvals. S.gure'. 3O :hows the resulting spectra.

.'he various fam itc.i o. s:'* ri. 11.ncs ý ,'erc comparcd with lines tabulated

for species ex'ected in t!.e la .c, a:lJ "iA .es due to chlorine, iO, and

iron were identified. A strong soiii.:- doublet was also present, although

s tdiv'. is present in the pro;,l .ant n'nly as an impurity.

The spectrograms iere a~so recorded by graphs of the output of a

photomultiplier unit. This type of record showed a great deal of fluctua-

tion in brightness dur..iig the t.rme of" a wave)ength scan (about 20 sac),

with the spectral line:; notlwivy rasolvJ from the bright continuum

radiation and W.:h mor.•-cr-h:sq randa• su;ýertmposed flurtuations (Figure 31).

.-is observation indic.ited t.at

9) the contirt:t:n !ci4,atio-, involved much more energy than

the line spectra . ala)

b', tCe plu?1 . l.=,i 'Vos it:: varied apprcclably with- time due to

7 
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unknown causes (Figure 31b).

because of the dominance of the continuum radiation, subsequent studies

concentrated on it. From much studies one might hope to determine the

emissivity and temperature of the bulk smoke cloud and plume gas,

and at leant probe the question of whether the numerically small but

optically bright smoke droplets in the flame envelopes contribute appre-

ciably to the radiation field. In the process it was necessary to con-

sider also the random fluctuations in luminosity noted in the photometer

records, a subject discussed in Section 6.4.

6.3 Continuum Radiation

The radiation from the bulk smoke cloud might '-e expected to conform

to a black, or gray body radiation law relating radiation intensity, wave-

length and temperature, given by Equation (2):

SeC T (2)

In Equation (2), the coefficient C contains a factor 9 which is an

unknown effective emissivity, equal to one for black bodies (refer to

Appendix E for further details). Figure 32 shows the relation in Equation

(2) for a - 1. From the figure it is evident that an intensity measurement

at any particular wavelength establishes the temperature, if the emissivity

is one. Concurrent measurezents at more than one wavelength should then

give the same temperature, as only one constant temperature curve goes

through a given intensity-wavelength point, and all other intensity-wave-

length points froc that radiator temp-rature will be on the same constant

temperature curve in Figure 32.

H4owever, concurrent measurements were made at three wavelengths in

order to deal with practical problems such as the following:

a) Emissivity is usually not 1.0, is likely to be in the

range of 0.10-0.80.

b) For droplets in dhe size range of the oxide smoke, the

l"
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emiesivity is dependent on wavelength.

c) In the present study the intensity of the source

is nonunitform.

Ume of the 3-color "•saurwmnts to correct for a and b in discussed in

-Appendix E. Problem c is discussed further in the next section, and

appears to have affected test results considerably.

As to the results (Appendix K), Table 5 sumarizee typical tampera-

cure* determined from the intensity masuremmnts. An emissivicy of about

Table 5. Summary of Teuperature--Emaisaivity Calculations From
Intensity of Continuum Radiation Measurements.

Wavelength Temperature Emissivivty
pair used calcul..ted corresponding

to listed
temperature

5050 1 and

b0 A 284LI-K 0.03U

4050 A and
6000 o 3330c 0.006 to 0.025

4050 A and
5050 A 3750-" 0.001 to 0.008

0.030 and a temperature of about 28007K are indLcated in the basis of

intensizy was-.rements at b000 and 5050 A. This temperature agrees

moderately well, with calculated values (Section 2.3). Hovevor, the tem-

peratures based on the wavelength combination 4050 and 5050 A are higher.

This result may be due to either problem b or c above. However, a currec-

tion (Appendix E) for prohlem b above, using concurrent intensity measure-

mentB at three wavelengthe fetAed to reoolve the problem, suggesting that

prroblem c. the nonuniformity of temcperature due t•c the not flame envelopes

around burning agg-xlerates, is cc~l'cating irntcrpretaticn o-f the eassure-

ments. Consideration iA now being given to a t'.ao-tceprature Interpretation

I'
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of measur~emnti, In the Qantirnc, the tv..ecr&Lur|s indicaLed by combina-

tion o,. the r.ca:urvf.-s at t.020 and 5050 A are in rea,,n.hIL agreemwnt with

other indljaters of buil sc,•,-e and gs$ teperaturc, anJ the higher iidi'ated

temptritua.," t :aLlatc- :4':; .i~ e : -,asure*-wnts 4, the ihLorter wavtlernaths of

"05'3 and ,,)'C a sua.-st pr,.s , ,f't a hi.hc: temperature source in thne feid
o: v ic',.

6.4 ObservaLion uf Optically lie ,Lot L*5 Frl's

Tne contrast in brightnoes of the. bulk of the flow and that of the

ftIe#, env.elope around the burning agg.,-.;vrstes vwa & complexity of the fire

enviror.ncnt t.iat was consistently difficult to observe; as a result it wsI

considered in so-c dttall. Specifically, calculations were made of the

effOCt Of atglu.•.eratcP passing in the field of view of the photometer

system, and a qualitative diago.i,. W.;-, .-'-ade of the resolution of aSglomerates

in photcgrapl-y (Appendix B).

6.4.1 Tho Acp.ara'.ce cf Agglo-ratoe. -n the Photoucter System

T'r pioto'eltctric monitoring In thc plume was accomplished by view-

ing the plume.r-_ thr'xo.gh a tube having -'!. ,'nd opening inside the plum. This

lighi t b ,e flitcd t:.e field of view s•vn by thv photowultiplier tube.

Initially it rnas &&su%=d that the am.k- w'.'.d be too dense to see many
ai-ilomt'rAt's. ( . ' 1. 1 } t e-'*., t: -,• ,n'Fie, Co t"-:e "ka~h t Cl.' iecning wc'o l!l be

V'e) nder thr.ic *-c ai asa,~' an agglccnerALO

thr.-.• i.-,' t,•. vfi",. .. '. ',:' " a very brief (apiroxi..atelv. 0.-15

T- C t.•.p ".;'J,::;, I :. 4;;s '. , V.,' .er 3 C. S-709J c. "c 1'a C g.- nd.

)[.ic.'cr, o~scr,'.-:; o' ti.,: ".-•t r•,'rdI• I:.'.•. cd '?t, rnh.,;. fi.:c~t.a t1 oen it-.

::-•ns~:, .'-I dl•r4L1,11 oý fl-jtuat-•,ns hrit g t'•' t a •. randcn (Figuare 3 V ).

Tl. a .iv I tr 'it• i'p.1t!d tLth t tv plutne va• -u,h 1-sa uni forn thAn

p "~'~5 .. - v 'i;y.- -,. ?. ,- this )p imt i n 'iv pi. ,ro Am iL hnd hver. dec-drd

'f'-r 0'•o'r rvkasos, .,ect-r. *n.'-.2 take 1igh fijecd -otlot- pictures o!

-r ,i.: . 7".. p 'r,'s re. -,. t*.A" the plu,'C WA 1e s de;'.s thaSV.

F , J "ha" ,-.. daat Q was rcnhnlfor'. J1 Wre 33)1. 7h',i.s rre

'-cu.! :xPeCt .' see -. or" ag,-c-•rates tt-nj)h ".e 11ght tlr'e In the ?hoto-

.'-tcr s e-en tIan prvmici tly Atppcc.', and wc.I.dd e"x ect to' see also sik-Ver

'n AT;>ArenL intcniiLv of the sr,'e cloiid due to papsage o0

* 1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _.. . . _- =



i ... . ... . . . .. . .. . -. .. -• • •7 •• • -

(a) Knhanced visibilitv of (b) Nonuniform amok.

agglomerates due to 61ort distrlbution.

exposare.

Figure 31. IIKh-SP6Od pictures of details of the plum*

R- egion A.
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nonuniform cloud past the field of view of the light tube. These results

eszplained the intensity fluctuations in the photometer traces, bWt posed

the problem (problem d of Section 6.3) that the field of view through the

light tube was deeper than supposed (i.e., smoke wos loss dense) and

would thus show more agglomerates than supposed. 'Whle this result Le a

positive contribution tc knowledge of the fire environment, the realization

of lower smoke density and higher agglomrate visibility serious complicates

the interpretation of radiation measurements.

To examine the number of agglomerates to be ewpected in the field of

view of the light tube, calculations were made of the number of agglomerates

to be expected based on the aluminm droplet size and aluminum mass fiow

from thy burning surface (Appendix C). This simple estimate of aluminum

droplet population is siumarized in Table 6. Fro= the data sho•wr, it

Table 6. Particles in a I-L-m3 Field of View Lot
a Photcgraph of Duration 7.

Time (second) 1.0 l.:'40 1!100 1 f000 0.0

Diameter (..m secono sercomd second secuno secono

100 4.bxO' 4.8xIA 4.SxlOC' -. 8xlO lb
6XI .O x9 ,O2 63ti1 6 2

3 2
300 l.8bx1') 1.86xlO • lSbxlO I.86 0.6

appears that a field of view frco a 0.5-cm diameter light tube into a
plut* 1-cm thick wo'uld typically contain four. 1O0-ýAm agglomerates at any

moment. In other words, radiation from the flame envelope atound agglomerates

vould be visible in varyinS degree most of the time through Lhe liht tube.

This is consistent with the conclusion of Section 6.3, i.e., that the

thermal radiation reflects two sources at different temperatures (tones I

and 3 of Section 5.2). Thus the Pxperi•ents and theory indicate a

variation in intensity with wavelength corresponding to concurrent con-

tributiono from a hot source (thermal tone 1, the flam envelope around
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the burnLng s&,1marate), and an appreciably cooler source (thermal Iaone 3,

the bulk gas smoke). The results also indicate a variation in time,

reflecting a photographically observable nonuniformity in smoke density,

and a density lower than expected. While no quantitative measurements

were made, an absorption coefficient -f approximately 0.1/cu to estimated

from photographs.

6.4.2 Photography of Plume Optical Heterogeneity

One of the first problems encountered in this investigation was re-

solution of the burning agglomerates in the oxide smoke cloud (a classic

unsolved problem in rocket actor combustion studies). Figure 10 shoved

how conepicuous the agglomerates were when the smoke was blown away, but

how inconspicuous they wert in the smoke cloud. Thts was the reason the

smoke plume was assumed to be optically dense. However, this conclusion

was difficult to reconcile with other photographs that showed the plume

density to be lw enough to discern objects through a 5-cm plume.

Resolutipon of the contradiction followed from more detailed considera-

tion of the exposure of the fil, during a single frame. Considering a

point on the film that to' craversed by an agglomerate image during the time

the camra shutter is upen, that point receives smoke radiation during the

entire time the shutter is ope.a (Figure U4), but receives the radiation from

the agglomerate orly briefly while its image traverses that point. Thus.

even though the aggLowerate flame env*1.pe is much brighter than the smoke,

its ccncribution to the ,ota) exposure at a point on the film can be small

compared to the smoke exposure (Figure 34). Hence within the combustion

plume the image of the agglomerate is a faint streak. hardly distinguish-

able frce the sooke background, in spite of the greater brightness of the

agIlomerate flame envelope.

The outcome of the foregoing considerations supportP the repeated

observAtion that the flame envelope around the burning droplet is indeed

at high temperature, in spite of its low visibility in pictures of Region A

(Fi pre 1) of the plume. It also resolves the apparent contradiction

between photometric and photographic results regarding absorptivity of the
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(3)
Long Exposure

ST (2)Short
Exposure

(1)

Short
S~Exposure

P d

"im

Intensitv-time variation at a point on
the fil= traversed ýy an Agglimsrate inage.

-0 1

w 30
* h.0

aC

8.2
* -N -4

L. _

Total exposure at points oni the film vith
different exposure t1les and/or passage or
nonpassage of agglorate imige.

Figure 34. Intensity versus time at a point con the photo-
graphic film during the time the shutter is
open.
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smoks. Further, this interpretation #uggests that pictures taken vith a

very short exposure time (comparable to the time for a moving agglomarace

to travel only 2 or 3 diameters) would lead to high contrast letween the

hot agglomerate flame envelopes and the bulk smoke. This was verified by

taking photographs at - 3000 frames per second with a high-speed motion

picture camera. Figure 33a shows two successive frames of such a film,

in which agglomerate streaks show against the smoke I.ickground. Figure 33b

shows a sequence in which an inhomogenetty in the smoke cloud is also evident,

as referred to in discussion of photometer records.

6.'5 Status

The radiation field in the combustion zone shows spectral lines of

several gaseous species, siid a higher loval of thetrmal radiation from the

Al 20 smoke cloud. Measurements of the smoke cloud indicate a temperature

of about 2800K, an emissivity of 0.03, and an absorption coefficient of

about 0.Iicm. Zntensity-emissivity measurements are wavelenth-dependent,

apparently due to presence of that suuilt SMOU•Lt uf *iwve that is t.n the

agglomerate flame envelopes, which is much hotter than the bulk volume.

The methods of the present study could apparently be adapted to resolve the

smoke and flame envelopes, but were nut atteipted in the work to date. Also,

It is deolrable to carry out a more systematic study of the smoke redlation

as A function of location in the plume, as Lhe contrlbution frot, flame en-

velopes is a function of distance frcm the hurning surface.

The results clarified the details of spatial nonuniformity of luminosity

due to aglomerates and nonuntformity of the smoke cloud, end the require-

ments for photography or photometric resolution of these nonuniformittes.

While these details are not porticul .y important to effect of the fire

environment, they are important to a consistent and mechanistically correct

interpretatior of test risults, and desitn of future expertiments.

* Observations 13-cm from the burning surface. A s.0tematic measurement
as a f!nctinn of position in the plume was not. completed,
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7 VELOCITY, DENSITY AND MASS FLOW RATE

7.1 Introduction
In analysing heat transfer (or mass deposition) on an ooject immiersed

in the fire environment, the temperature plays a critical role (as in

Equation (1)). However, any detailed analysis of heat transfer calls for

further de:ails of the flow such as flow velocity and density. As we have

seen, the heat transfer from two-phase flow involves velocity of both gas

and condensed phase, which may differ just as the temperature may differ.
Indeed, the behavior of dhe condensed phase is so important to the present

problem, that we have, and will in later Sections, dwelled at lanith on the

droplet site distrioution that controls deposition. In the present section,

the arguments regarding the values cf the classical va-tables in heat trans-

fer are collected frm various analyses and measurements (some detailed

else•here in the report, e.g. Appendix F).

7.2 Mass Flow Rate, Gas Proporties

The f•ow rate is governed by the burrning rate of the propellant,

which was reported in Table 3 and observed to be about 0.1:7 6.;#'ec

(atmospheri, pressure, 20'C). The propellant density is 1.76 g/c,

hence the mass f'4o rate from 1-cm of burning surface is 0.2224 g/c• eec.

When the aluminum is completely unrtacted, the mass flow rate of Sao isS2 2

O.1Sb gicsm i2ec and the mass (low rate of aluminuim is 0.036 glcu2 /sec.

When the aluminum ts completely reacted, the -asa flow rate of gas is

0.156 Si•', sac, and the mass flow rate of AO)3 is O.Cb8 g/cm',iec. These

fkigres are based on Lhe assu.ption that the ;low proceeds perpendicularly

from a fLat burning surface. The spatial distribution of the transition

from all aluminum to all At 2 0 3 is discussed in Sections 8 through 11.

7.) Density of the flow

N;ear the bmurilng surface, the valuies of temperature and mnolecular

veighL of the gas given by the thertmochekical calculatioiqn are 2350 K

and 23.8. Assuming a perfect gas, and negligible volume for the condensed

phase, the density of the gas is
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p.4
r 0 *RT

where R is 82.05, for T in OK, and p in atm. Thus fir M - 23,,
-4 3SI * 2350 K and p - I at., p o 1.23 x 10"*I / . For the gas in the

F region where all the aluminum is reacted to A1,03, one gets hi * 18.7,
-4 3T - 2990 K &ad p, I atm, 0 Iso 0.75 x 10 / M.

7.3 Velocity

Follovwng Sections 7.1 and 7.2, it is possible to calculate a corres-

ponding plume velocity from the relation

* O-

The velocities obtained from this relation are show•r in Table 7 for

corresponding mass flow rates and densities. These are the velocities

calculated from the thermochemical data (i.e., valuesa of temperature and

molecular weight), and pertain ta i 7hysical situation where flao is one-

dimensional, with condensed material moving at the same speed as the gas.

In experiments, the velocity may be more or loes than these values, and

are discussed below and in Appendix F.

Compared to the one-dimensional flow calculation, the real situation

Is considerably more complex. The inertia of the aluminum agglomerates is
sufficient to require a significant portion of the burning time for them

to come up to the speed of the gas flow. This velocity lag effect ts cal-

culated in Appendix F. and tho dependence of droplet velocity on dis•ance

from the burning surface is shown in Figure 35 for various agglomerate

sizes. From the standpoint of either experimental observation of velocity,

or calculation of impingements on objects in the combustion zone, the velo-

city lag is a significant consideration. Beyond the combustion zone, the
residual oxide droplets are near to the gas velocity.

In combustion studies with convenient size samples, the velocities

may be below or above those in large-samqple fires. In an open plume,

velocities tend to be reduced by air entrainment, and experimental obser-

vations tend to emphasize these more visible slower agglomerates, which are

not obscure by smoke. In enclosed plumes, velocities tend to be low near
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the tube wall, but can be higher than normal on the tube axis (Appendix F).

As a result, experimental observations of velocity made on axis may give

values higher than those in Table 7. Higher values msy also result if

the propellant sample burns irregularly with more than expected burning

area.

Experimental observaticns were made by single frame snap shots, high

speed motion pictures and streak caiaora methods (Appendix F). These

methods collectively show velocities of agglomerates and make. The

principal resuL:s are eumrized in Table T-3 of Appendix F, and are in

reasonable agreement with the resu'.t based on the thermochemical and

velocity lU& calculations.

In the event that a more refined determination of the velocity field

for agglomerstes were required, a more thorough series of inasurem•nts and

calculations would be desirable--including more accurate determination of

the initial agglomerate esze distribution, and calulation of velocity

la allowing for changing size of the agglomerates as they move out in the

plum*.
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Z 8 BURNING HISTORY OF SINGL.

ALUMIN'TIM DROPLETS

8.1 Introduction j
The experimental determinations of spatial distribution of aluminum

combustion and of aluminum and oxide droplet size distribution is a singu-

larly difficult task, not vet fully accomplished in a quantitative sense.

An analytical representation of the combustion of the aluminum droplet

population is an important means of supplementing and suwariting experi-

mental results. In the process, current and past experiments can be re-

latoed to mechanistic arguments, and zhe analysis then provides a basis

for representing collected results in a form needed for future studies of

effect of the co,•b-otion eiIrenrint on imrsed objects. In the next

three sections, an analytical procedure is developed for description of

the evolution of the aluminum droplet cloud into an aluminum oxide cloud.

In the present section, representation of the burning history of single

drops is discussed and developed. In Section 9, the analysis is extended

to the burning history of a population of droplets, and in Section 10 the

development of the A1,0A droler population to descrtbed.
23

8.2 Aluminum Droplet Diameter vs Time

.uch published work on droplet burning (e.g. Reference.s 19 and 20)

describes results in terms of burning tine of droplets. Although results

are somewhat divergent, Equation (3a) approximates most experimental

results

*kD (3a)
0

where - is the time to burnout and D is the initial diaoeter.0

19. Davis, A., "Solid Propellants: The Combustion of Particles of Metal
Ingredients," Combustion &nd plame, Vol. 7, ;o. 4, December Pý63,
P. 359-367.

20. Hart.man, K. 0., "Ignition and Combustlon of Alumintum Particles in
Propellant Flae Cases," Chemical Propulsion information Ajencv
Publication 220, Vol. I, November 1971, p. l-2,.
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Ucptrirtental values of n range from 1.5 to 2.0, and there is no com-

pelling argument for a specific valuo in this range. The factor k is

related to several variables, the most important being the concentration

of the oxidizing species.

In the present analysis it will be assumed that Equation (3b) applies

anytime during burning of droplet, i.e.,

,"kn (3b) ,

Since the droplet changes its character by accu-mulation of AlO0 on the
& 3

droplet during burning, this assumption is not trivial, but there is no

way to validate it or make a more precise representation without further

reseaL ch.

If time, t, is measured from the start of burnin3 of the droplet,

then it can be shown fror, Equation (3bl that the droplet diameter decreases

with time (Appendix G) according to

D t kD

0

This relation continues until burnout given by t - - kD , at which

time the surface oxide is presumed to vensolidate into one, or a few

droplets that contribute to the local oxide droplet population (Section 10).

E.ý Alun•inun Drcenlet Mass: Ox-.de

For most practical purposes such as determining percent aluminum

burned, or impingement characteristics of dropl.ets, the droplet mass is

more important (but harder to measure) than the dameter. For this

information, Equetion (4) is easily used to obtain

2. * - (5)
o 0 kD

0
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L Figure 36 shows the variation in diameter and mass of the aluminum droplet

with time, based on Equation (5). Section 8.4 discusses briefly the signi-

ficance of the accumulation of oxide in the agglomerate surface, and then

attention is turned in Section 9 to the analytical representation of a

population of agglomerates.

8.4 Oxide Rbesulting from Burning of Droplet

At all times the burned portion of aluminum is assumed to give Al 02 23
and therefore at each time we have a certain aMount of oxide produced. An

a fraction of this goes away in the fine smoke form and (I - o) portion

reiains accumulated on the droplet itself.

In the forcgoing analyvsit it has been assumed tchat the aluminum

droplet is spherical, an assumption motivated partly by lack of sufficient

infor•ation for a better quantitative representation of agglomerates, and

motLvated partly by computational dlffi.culties in use of more coW lex

modelsI, However, it is recognized from the start that the aluminum droplet

has one or more oxide looes ef uncertain shape and size. It is assumud

for convenience ýand lack of evidence to r.he contrary) that. each aluminum

droplet has one oxide lobe, that this lobe contains a mass fraction

-(1 - ) ef the tots, oxide pc v.ý.o-' :-v the droplet, that it is retained

,ntil burnout of the parent aluminum droplet, and then forms a single

residual oxide droplet. W'hen t - kD

8C

Vor ••' 02 -13.

DO _Al,_0 --

In our computational scheme, the ex~reeeton on the right is a constant,

I•:•u o~l .6 Apnl .)
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9 WUMC HISTORY OF DROPLET POPULATION

9.1 General Trend of Population

As noted earlier, the nature of the droplet propulation starts vith

some agglomerate sine distributio-a leaving the burning surface, vhich can

in principle be measured by high speed, high resolution photography. The

population then proceeds to one of Increasing oxide, vhich consists of

three distinct kinds of droplets (Figures Z and 22).

a) burning agglomerates vith lobes of molten oxide,

b) oxide ddle ts formed from he agglomerate oxide residual

oxide droplets: e.S., Jroplets remaining vhen the aluminum

buris to completion),

c) fine oxide droplets (s•oke) formed in the detached flame
envelope around the burning agglomerate.

The trend: of these three parts of the droplet population are ent~rely

diffetrsnt so the material mves avay from the burring surface. Further,

our interest in the parts of the population d'.ffer, as does our ability

to measure then. in the present section the trend of the aluminum popula-

tioins is analtzed.

9.. Scrategy for Calculating Population

To calculate the droplet ?opuletion versus position in t1he plume, it

is assumed that the initial droplet population is determined oxperifrentally.

A widely used empirical burning rate law for luMir.UM= .ropl4etS is used to

:salulate the chaniný -ite of the akg1,omerates, with the parameters In the

law adjusted -, the bamn. of results of varioums experlnenai investigation

(i:ioluding particularl7 those of the present project).

Summation cf the al~inum droplet population gives the aluminum con-

cent-ati'fn and fraction of slu•,.nu= bl'jrno--., yianti- l:;a.-; " also

drter'ined experimentally to pe;mit a furthegC cheCK on selection of drop-

.CL burnina parametors. Fturtner, thie rercernt-mli•=num-bJrned figi;re rermits

use of the chemical Lquil-brlum data to deterin"e 7 -•u)1ti-n of gases,

the density, and temperature,
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9.3 The Initial Droplet Distribution
E: • A measurement of droplet size leavin$ the burning surface is obt~ained

by measurIng the diameter of all droplets for a period of time (Appendix C),

over a small surface area. It is asavmed that this is equivalent to

usasuring the si.e distribution over a large area of the surface in a short

time interval, L..., that surfacervise averaging is analaogus to tivise

averaging. The resulting measurements are tabulated as W vs Do, as

illustrated in the sketch in Figure 37a, or as As/AD ve D as in Figure 37b.

In Figure 37a, the number of droplets to indicated by the ordinate, while iW

figure 37b, the number of droplets (in a ýD interval) is indicated by the

area under the curve

IN * Ordinate x AD (7)

and tha total numb.er of dreplets in thc %olume a&=ples is the area under

the total curve. For the present purposes it to advantageous to norm'alize

the distribution by dividing by the total number of droplets

",D• Ordinate
-. (8)

".f the histogram is based or an *4uuate sampie, it corresonds to A

d.strbuLirn fun-tion tor the propellant, Zo(D su.ch that (see Appendix G)

-.0 , (9,'0 w ; OD• dD0 (9a)

Nt ' % 0.1

Vse of a differential nctatian implies that otte is describing an indefi-

nitely large ja=p.e, vhic .Is cbara4cýrttti: of the particular propellant

And combustion vnvirotinnt. The subscr!pt 0 refers to c.anditltns nea-

the buritng q'irfaca, where the appr,-x'.mte o zt. d~stributicr. ts measured

rxpertmntaliy frcm ),igi speed riticn pctures (see Appendlxes I and C).

To: tne present tn~es~jJ:•.n, the mcAs-otxe distrrhi-ti,. 19 probably

01 4 ."eter inteest tlhan the nu-ber-s*t, diestribution in E.qatlon (9). The
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mass-size distribution may be vritten in terms of the number-size distri-

bution as F in
0

- 0 F D dD 
(10a)

0 '.0" 0

vhe rv

dm0 -%D. d m 3 . D)3 N O D 40
0 0 6 0 0 0 0. 0

and

".Do&= -" " 3
Is dmO % • O D3• •o dDo

00 b J 0 0 Do,

Th e ni

D 3 D

F . 0 0', 01 I.
0 03 3

D0 30' D 1d0

4he distrit,•tt•mn D and F D0 DO, timt *ted fr'. the -notion pictures

taken near the buritng surface are shewn in Figurc 30.

9... Change in S Ize Distribution vith Time

As tin aluminum droplets torve aayv frc-m the burning surface, thtir

sizes decreasv due to bur.-t.nK iSectimn 8V. Th. notatiorn for the nu-bor, and

mass distribut'tco functions is generalrzed to represent the changing popu-

lation as foltlws

' ID,t) dD (9b)No0

S- F(D,t) dD (6 Ob)
I- 0

.-
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and by an•logy with £quation (Ila),

3r,.D~) -•D~t•(Ilb)

3 ,DO 0\ DO dD0
D0 %\ 0 / 0

Thus the definitions of the distribution functions have 'een extended to

apply to later ties, after the initial droplet population has moved out

in the combustion zone, and the relation between the number and mass dis-

tribution function has been correspoodinl1ly extended. It remains to show

how these functions can be related to the Initial distribution function so

that they can be calculated from .ne experimentally deternined initial

distribution.

When the droplets burn, they are assured here to follow the relation

of Equation (4,. A set of droplets d.' in the initial size interval

D to 0 0 nast satisfy both Lquation (0a') 4L t - 0) and Equaticn (9b)
0 0 0

at the lattr time , i.e.,

dS
DdD -(D,tOdD*I

00 0' TO

or

0'.'t 0D (121)"01. 0, 4,D"

where dD ts the interval in whih the d:. droplets are contained at

time t. This dit-arrn.i[ can '3Ce .bLained fr,.i Equatioun (40 in terms of
dDO and t; 9.qaLton (ý;-1O)

•l-n);n
n

\dD/dD, * 1 - t/k D 0  (13)

i his assumes that all droplets meve out at the iacu speed.
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Then, corresponding to Equation (G-13)

,' D n\(n'1)/n

:(D,t) I - t/k D ,O D

for DO > (t,"k) n (14)

3(D,t) - 0 for DO < (W k)1

which giles the distribution function at time c in terms of t and the

initiai ýistribution function, 30* The second equality, 3 a 0, corresponds

to droplets that have burned out, and accounts for the decrease in . with

"me.,

As noted before, we are concerned particularly with the mass-size

distribution, now as a function of time starting with that in Equation (11a).

The desired function is defined in Equation (1lb). and the goal is (by

analogy with Equation (14) to express it entirely in terms of the initial

size distribution and time. Combinations of Equations (l1b), (13), and (14)

gi-ves the desired result

n (r.+2),n 3
I1 - -/ k D O, D

. ((D,t) • idD 0 D
mO 0 3

D ZoD dD
-0 0\ 01 0

for DO > kt.k) (15)

F(D,t) - 0 f :or DO < t/k)

Collectively Equations (14) and k15) provide the neans to cal-ulate the

size distributions durirg burning, once the initial size diptribution 13

kr.n-,n. The specific burning rate law for droplets is reflected in the

ccerficients involving (1 - t:k D 0) and in the :urnout condition implicit

in the limit D - (t.k) Figure 40 shows the number-size distribution
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-ýD,t) at scvetral tims durin bur.in%, based on the initial distributLon

shown in Figure 38. Fibire 39b sh,,- the corresponding mass-sliz diltri-
bu t.izn s F(D,t).

r
The areas under the 1 3nd F curves correspond to ',D and ,FdD,

,which -n turn correspond to the proportic-n ,f droplets And droplet mass

respetivsly at ea.ch time t. The areas are shown in Figure 41 as a

function of time. The curves shc, , as one might epeq~ct, that the number

of droplets decreases very rapidly as the stller droplets burn out in

large rumbers-- while the mass del.reascr. less rapidly because the

original mass was in the larger d-.am ter, longer-burning drop'ows. FNity

percent of the mass was burned tn O.c-.5 s,:--od. Y.-r a flow velocit-i of

15 misec in the pl-u.a, this correspc;nds to O.ub .•t%ýr ;25 incht-i) froti the

burning surface.

9.5 Rctilon cf Other As-pects of t0.v

r-10 u~u~ drzop'Ct PCPUItAsnQ- 11 4n~' A(r~ ~b~ ~ .sr

t.on of the fire environ.•e•r t t,:- t•rt reasons.

1. Combined with lnfurz-atioo on veloct'v, th.e populition .AesZribes

the si-e of alumrn•. drop.c:s prci*,nt to, i.pigve ,.n izerrsedj ob'ects.

2. Yhe integrsls o. the fst-,uXon tinc.on give the r.et amoi..r,t

of aluminum burs.ed, whlch is needed to -. it the che=taV Gquilbltliuzs cal.-

culations to get local tc..-crratk:re hind c•cpositicin.

3. The dev;e op-ent of Al,0) 1. , tH, plitw- res%;Its from Lho i anglrjg

alurinum popula:iin. and I1 deacrlbt-,d ir !e rnext sectj'n. The ,ie dis-

tribucto, oi the ox.de L.ropLets .s ;npo'ta:t to thu effect of the fir,.

envlronmnrt kin it-mersed on~e,:s.
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1O PRODUCT OXIDE POPULATION a

10.1 Evolution of A8glomerates into Oxide Products

Gien the initial aluminum agglomerate population, Figure 38,

oxide products are formed at all subsdquent toss, Figure 42. Close

to the burning surface, the condensed phase material will be moatly

aluminum agglomerates with small oxide lobes. These 4elcmaerates shift

to fewer droplets of smallet sizes with =ore attached oxide as they move

further from the propellant surface. The decreasin aluminum further from

txe surface is reflected i-, Increast,•g oxide, in t*'e forms of fine oxide

smoke, surface ,xide on the aluminum agglcmerate, and residual oxide drop-

lets formed from svrface oxides of btrned out agglomerate3. The smoke

droplet population is not really kano-, but tt is believed to be insen-

sitive to variables ot Intercst except t'.at the a-mount of snoke Increases

as the amount of aluminum decreases further frem ýhe s';;ace. The size

of smoke dropiets is relativ'ely uni.-pqrt.%r for the Tresent nrobler4.

The VCsidual oxide droplets are large enough so that a substan-

tial portion will impinge on i-ersed Cb]•.ct•. Their size distribution

can be masured, at least routihlv. T•u droplets for.• d early in the

plm,. (i.e., near the propellant surface' probably result !rom burnout

of unagglomerated aluminum -'ar:icles and steall agglo-4wrates that burn

-vt qui:kl','. .hus early reý.id-al o'xid.'- dr.•)lets tend to be rat!her small

and devendent ,, original alu.a= particle .tZe. The residual oxide

droplet ?oprm'.,tion is criced by l:rce 1~. ,,rer droplets as they

m-,ve awa.. from tho surface, as a resj, .)f a ,!,rn.u :" 'f aggloemrratcs l-f

increasingly larger ori6.'-.al size.

* S-e residual oxide drolets mA-% actually result frcm expuiaion fro n

the A,4ýlonerate ouring burnir-g 'no evicence, Z'ut i, occurs it, sorwe

,'or-propellant 1,:horatory exper-.ent ,

4
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10.2 Aluminum Oxide Smoke

The aluminum oxide smoke formed in the detacnhd flame around

burning aluminum droplets has not been a subject of detailed interest

because the droplets are so fine (< 2-,.m diameter) that they flou around

objects in the reaction zone without deposition. However, there is a

need to estimate the j of oxide smoke, in order to understand the

radiation conditions in the plume, and in order to complete mass con-

servation arguments relative to other forms of oxide droplets of more

direct laterost.

Calculation of amount of oxide smoke ts based on past experi-

ance, that shows aporoximately 80. of the oxide going into smoke form

(References 21 and 22. For the present purpose it will be assumed

that the proportion of smoke oxide to total oxide is ar, to be eval-

uated experimentally in :he sanple collection studies. Then the amount

of oxide smoke vs pcsition in the plume is obtained from the amount of

aluminum burned, portion going into smoke, and ratio of oxiLe mass to I
constitute aluminum. rigure 40 is uscd to get the required alu-.inum

mass. Pence

. 10 - W: (16)mox, S 4 0 •

Subscript 0 on the right hand side refors to initial time, and m

without an ox subscript means aluminum droplets. moxs vs time is

shown in Figure 43 for .2 0.8.
I

21. Crachukko, V. P., A. M. Stepanov. and A. A. Khvaltsov, 'Estimate

of the Dispersion of Products of Combustion of a Mestal Particle,"
FizikA Coraniva i Vzry-;a, Vol. 12. N;o. 4, 'uly-August 1976, pp.

519-530. (Combustion. Explosion and Shock ',aves, translation
copyrighted by Plenum Publishing Co.).

22. Eisel, J. L., E. W,. Price and B. G. 3rown. "Al 0 Particles
Prodtced During Solid Propellant Combustion," i, Vol.

13, No. 7, July 1975.
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10.3 Residual Oxide, Amount

The balance of oxide is formed on the aluminum droplets (Figure 42;

Sections 3 and 11), where it accumulates and forms larger droplets than

the smoke (Appendix G). The total mass of that oxide is determined in

a manner similar to the smoke oxide:

o 102 -" m0 -m (17)
ox,R 37 '

The resulting variation in the mass of residual Al203 with time is also

shown in Figure 43. It should be understood that some of this residual

oxide is in the form of droplets that have formed upon burnout of aluminum

droplets (i.e., for which D0 < (t~k) /n). Some of the residual oxide is

still on the surface of burnin4 aluminum droplets (those for which

D 0 " (t/k) /n).

10.4 Size Distribution of Residual Oxide Droplets

When an aluminum droplet burns out completely, the surface-accumulated

oxide forms one or more droplets whose diameters are different from the dia-

meter of the original aluminum droplet. We will assume for simplicity here

that only one oxide droplet results, whose diameter is smaller than that of

the origianl aluminum droplet by a factor 1- (which depends cn the densities

cf oxide and metal and the fraction of oxide that turns into smoke, C,

and the stochiometric factor for Al20 3 , 102/54; see Appendix G). As the

population of aluminum agglomerates burns out it gives rise to the popula-

Eion of residual oxide. This means there is a one-co-one correspondence

between original aluminum droplets and final residual oxide drolets, so

their final distribution function has a similar correspondence a&ounting to

linear transformation of the coordinate scales. This is demonstrated in

Appendix G, and can be written

C 0 tý D /"ox ,- ' ° Di•j (18)

where OX ox, t is defined on the usual way (e.g., like Equation (9)V.
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Equation (18) permits direct calculation of the residual oxide droplet

distribution from the initial aluminum distribution function. This is

illustrated in Figure 44.

The presence of a t in the functional notation on the left would

be unnecessary if one were describing only the final distribution of

residual oxide droplets as outlined above; the t is needed when one is

concerned with times when all aluminum droplets are not yet burned out.

This to illustrated by the vertical line in Figure 44 at D - 125. At aox-ntime t = k(D /9) all the aluminum droplets with initial diameter Do /
or mller are burned out, and all the residual oxide droplets with diameter

D or less are formed. In other words, that part of the oxide population
OR

curve to th left of the vertical line has been generated. As time pro-

gress*&, the vertical line moves to higher diameter until all the aluminum

population of the sample is burned and all the residual oxide droplets are

Senerated. It is this aspect of the function U (Dot) that is time-

dependent, and is elaborated in Figure 44 by the time scale at the top of

the graph.

The mass-size distribution for the residual oxide droplets is developed

in Appendix G from the definition

dm
o.253 D t dDm0 ox \ox'/ ox

0

The resulting relation to the number-size distribution is

3
0 D ~ D !5o2 0AI ¢OR o OX ox

OR~ .Y'Ci - F 0 \/e UR 3-________~Al CAl fO NdW0 \D 0 / d0o
C

" "D 3 D ,t
* *x OR OXOX (o9)

Al 3 O 0 dD

0 0
C
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This maes-size distribution is thus similar in form to F0 (D0 ) except for

the linear scale transformations 5('pox/pAl) and (1/5), as illustrated in

Figure 43. As in the case of the number-size distribution, the population

builds up from small droplets to larger ones, with the vertical line in the

figure reflecting the limir of the ,opulation at a specific time (top scale).

10.5 Size Distribution of Surface Oxide

Part of the residual oxide calculated by Equation (17) is in the form i

of residual oxide droplets, but some is in the form of surface oxide on the

larger, still-burning aluminum droplets. Thus to describe the population ]
of burning droplets, one must also describe the amount of oxide on the drop- I
lete. At any given time during burning, the smallest aluminum droplets will

be almost burned out, and the droplet will be largely oxide. The larger

droplets will have a larger portion of their weight still in aluminum form.

In order to describe the surface oxide population as simply as poe-

sible for computational purposes, the weight cn each aluminum droplet will

be described as a sphere of diameter Do, as if it were already an oxide

droplet (but growing at the expense of the aluminum). Then according to

the usual procedure, a mass distribution function can be defined by

3
1 \ ox /6' DNDD

oxs 0 mO dDo mdDo7i
0 xf 0 Oxf

Using the corresponding definition for the mass distribution function of

the original aluminum droplets Equation (lOa), one can obtain

.. & D o 3 
_,dD

oxe DO D dD 0'D/
0 0 ox8

The objective is to get F in terms of D and t, and the procedure
oxa 0ox bjciv s 0o 0er oxs

is to get D /D0 and dDo !dD in terms of D and t using Equations

(4) and (17). This is described in Appendix G, and leads to the result
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0° 9EXA1 213 n) \-t/ n3/n •5/3• O/O-

F o 0A (20)
r 1- - t/Don) 3 n" -t t/kD0" 3-)/

Actual calculations of F vere not made because of time limita-

tions; however the trend of F is suggested by the sketched curves in
OX.

Figure 46. which helps to clarify the meaning of the analysis. Curve A is

the mass distribution function of the original aluminum droplets and Curve

B is the mass distribution function of residual oxide droplets after

alumiunum burnout (Section 10.4). The point P on curve A corresponds to a

particular size aluminum droplet, and the point P' Is the corresponding

residual oxide droplet. At the moment during burning when the droplet

indicated by P burns out, the resulting oxide droplet at P' is formed,

and is the largest one in the population at that point in the flow. Larger

ones still consist of surface oxide and a,-minum and will burn out later

to give larger residual oxide droplets. This section is concerned with the

amount of oxide on these larger droplets, which, to the right of P', is

still increasing with time as indicated by Equation (20). The dotted curves

in Figure 46 approximate this trend in amount of surface oxide at succes-

sively later times, a trend that culminates in the final residual oxide

population upon burnout of the largest droplets.
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11 COLLECTION OF CONDENSED PHASE MATERIAL

IN HE COMBIUSTION ZONE

11.1 background

Tha importance of the condensed phase material to the heat transfer

was demonstrated by the immrsion probes (Section 4). The nature of the

condensed phase material (Al and Al 203) was described earlier (Sections 1,

3, 5, and 10). With initial droplet population obtained from the photo-

graphic method, the calculation of the droplet populations at subsequent

times is ,ealt with In Sez:rions 8 through 10. However, the basis for

calculations needs to be supported by direct experimental measurements.

To serve this need, extensive eiiort was devoted to obtain the droplet

population at various sections of the plume.

Samples of comdensed phase material are obtained by quenching the re-

levant portion of the combustion plume by app-.oprLate means. The collected

samples are used in population studies and to determine the free aluminum

content in order to provide a check on the results ot population calcula-

tion techniques and also to provide information for application of the A

thermochemical calculations (e.g., F-gures 5 and 6) to the actual plume.

A
11.2 Test Procedure

TVe appropriate method of quench-collection of population samples

was by no means obvious at the outset. Similar earlier efforts at rocket

motor pressures (References 23 to Z5) have remained of questionable validity.

Z3. Churchill, H. L., R. W. Fleming and N. S. Cohen, Aluminum Behavior in
Solid Propellant Combustion, Air Force Rocket Propuloion Laboratory

TR 74-13, May 1974.

24. Levashenko, C. I., and L. P. B&akhir, '"ethod for the Withdrawal of
Particles Formed During the Combustion of Metalized Condensed Systems

in a Constant-Pressure Chamber," Fizika Goreniva . Vzryva, Vcl. 9,
No. 2, Mlarch-April 1973, pp. 330-331.

25. Belvaev, A. F., B. S. Erm*oiaev, A. I. KorotK0V and Yu V. Frolov,

"Combustion 'haracteristics of Powdereo Aluminum," Fi:ika Geneniva
"zrvvs, Vol. 5, No. 2. June 1909, pp. 207-216.
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However independent tests at aL-lospheric pre3sure prior to this project

had shown that condensed material settled out of a horizontal combustion

plume and quencheU upon impact in a metal plate, Accordingly it was

anticipated that in the present work, tests could be run with horizontal

combustion plumes allowing aluaminum agglcmcrates to settle out by gravity.

However, with UTP 3001 propellant, quenching was not consistent (see

Figure 9), and collection efficiency was indeterminate, negating the goal

of detertmination of populations by this method. Accordingly, an experi-

ment was developed in which the combustion plum, confined by a stainless

steel tl.be of appropridLe length, was diretvcd into an alcohol bath that

would querch burning droplets tFigure 47). Alco'hcl quin-chin; was suggested

by a technique developed by Russian investigators (Reference 25', although

the experi,-ental design was quite different because of the less de.-.anding

environmental situation kat:os%'hLri. pressure and the larger •obust±.n

tore. n-.e arrangement sh -in "n Figure -. 9a was used in a s5.ries t, tst,

using com'stion tubes o! Jtkerent lengths. The s..-.il s...ke pc tl.s

(< 3 .) are expected to travel with the gas around the tube openinj into

atmosphere, wheteas, the bigger particles ,ith greater weight, heat

capacity, and aucirun oontent arv expe,.Led to t•llw a graviLatio-.al path

to the alcohol pool bt-lw.

11.3 Sa-.ple ?reparati'on and Analvs-%

The sample, quencheu and ici•-cd in the al,'ohcl potl, .; cleaned

and dried for further study and ana-y's.s. The sa.-le this collected

contains hydrochloric a&id whizh is rencved by rpeatcedly scrubbing the

mixture with water and then the water -iz the sa.-le is remo',ed by repeated

scrubbing of it with fresh alcohol. The technical details are deSi.rbed

in Appendix C. The sarle is finally dried and weighed.

1, A weighed subsa.ple is removed and tested for free alumlnu'rm

content. This involves solution of free a'uminum in:o HC1 and

cleaning ot AIC by s rubbing it with water and tiltering. The-3-"

rezaining oxide is weighed. The loss of weight gi.es the a.-,runt of

akumknun, in the subsa-ple (Appendix C).
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I-
2. The rest of the original sample is sieved through a series

of screens and the fractions then weighed, giving a rough mass size

distribution.

3. The sized er'ctions are examined microscopically to deter-

mine the nature of tne population.

4. The sized fractions are tested for free aluminum content.

S. The results are compared with the analytical-corputer model,

11.4 Results

During the present reporting period, sct 80 tests were run. Mass-

size distributiotns of the enrire samples for certain distances away (roei

the burning surface are shown in Figure W8. The results of the acid

etching ot the subsample were used to plot the alumintim content in the

sample at various distances; see Figure 49. Typical photographs of the

samples collected are ,hc-.n in Fliure 50.

11.5 Discussion

Direct quanI.a'.ttie ¢o=pariscn of the e.peri-ontal rest!ts with the

results predicted b,' theory is not made. Such a comparison was not consi-

dered Justified because tie sample collection -. ethod was found to be in-

efficient, and suspected of being selective (i.e.. did not give an unbiased
A

sampling of kinds and sizes of droplets preser.t in the plum).

Qualitative examination was =ade of sarmles collected at different

distances fr-.-. the propellant surface, to see il the evolutionary process

of burning droplets described In Fip~re 4.2 was evident. The Inevitable

decrease In agilomerate size with distance was cvident, alcng with the

irncreasing size uf residual oxide particles iFigu:e 5C). The oxide lobes

on agglomerates were evident in samples ever.-he:u in the plume. Relative-

I- few examples were seen of agglo$erates in which the oxide lobe had

beco:w the dominant t of the aggieaerate; it wat speculated that such

droplets might be frag-'ontrn,, b¶t no fragmentation was obherved, and it

ma' be that the rapid burnout of such confisurations makes their observa-

tl-n im•robabie.

A modifled coilec!..n •.4thod jTigure 17bý was adopted and used in
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Figure 50. Ctvndensed material frnn .1hohtol quench sampling 7.b
cm from the birninp' surf•,rac (moat of nmterial is alui-
inum a y. ani fit ,n 4.,N1.
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preLiminary experiments that yielded high collection efficiency. Samples

collected by this method are believed to be suitable for quantitative

comparison with the analyses of Sections 8 through 10, but such studies

were not made.

I
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iii
12 IWITIAL SIZU DISTRIBUTION OF

ALUMINU AkGLIATtS

12.1 Introduction

The importance of droplet size of aluminum in the combustion sone

has been noted in preceding sections. It relates to the dimensions of

the combustion &one end nature of droplets contributing to interactions

with immsteed objects. The sizes of the aglomerates leaving the burning

surface constitute the initial condition to the population calculations

in Sections 9 and 10. Fortunately. the size distribution is susceptible

to measuremist by photographic means in the vicinity of the burning sur-

face, because the droplets are still moving relatively slowly, and because

the general oxide smoke density is still relatively low and doesn't obscure

the individual qglowrates. This is evident frca Figures 29b and B-2.

In the present study, sizes of aluminum agglamrates were measured from

high-speed motion pictures, and a size disttiL' ion 4stl 4.-1 for use in

calculation of site distributions further away m • :zo (Sections

8 through 10).

12.2 Procedures

The photographic method used is described in Appendixes B and C.

A 16-%s Hycas camra was used, vith 2 to I image-to-object size and a frame

rate of 2150 frames per second. Propellant samples for these tests were

7.6-rn high by 6.6-an wide by 2-im thick. The pictures showed the larger

agglcmerates for several frames as they moved out of the field of view

(FLgure 1-2).

The first step in population determination was to project the frames

onto a screen where the enlarged im•ges of the droplets could be measured.

The field of view was limited by masking, to show a columnm 4.4 cm wide

(actual width 1.1 ma) perpendicular to the burning surface. In this

column, the sizes of all droplets Leaving the surface were measured and

tabulated for typically 100 frames. The resulting data were used to

construct a distribution function. However, som corrections to the

masurements were made first, as described below.
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Photography by self-luminosity shows the aluminum droplet as a

brilliant sphere with a convective tail (Figures 29b and U-2). The diameter

of this sphere is indicative of the flame envelope, with the aluminum drop-

let being smaller. The present photography does not usually show the droplet

itself. Measurements of the ratio of flame envelope diameter to droplet

diameter are reported in scattered coments in the literature, but are the

explicit topic of Reference 26. Results of that reference were used

(Appendix C, Part 4) to convert the present flame envelope diameter to

droplet diameters, to be used in determining the size distribution

(Sections 9 and 10, and Appendix G).

12.3 Initial Site Distribution

Figure 51s shows the droplet size distribution obtained by dividing

the diameter range (Appendix C) into intervals, tabulating the number of

droplets, 'N, falling on each interval, and drawing the corresponding

histogram of .IN/MtD vhere N 9 A:ýN. This corresponds -- A sample from

a populatLon represented by the number count size dlstri.)Jtion function

"3)(90,0) referred to in Sect. n 9. For the present purpormn the mass Size

distribution is probably mor significant, and thr dro, let smzes -.,;re also
3tabulated in Appendix C as -/i -r-AL Do . The orcc diameter range was

divided into intervals and the combined droplet -eas in *ech irterval, L.m,

was tabulated. From these results (Table C-1) a hihtogram of ý.m/m D vs D
0

is shown in Figure 51b. This corresponds to a sampl.e from a population

represented by the mass-si?- distribution function M(o).

It is the change in 3 and P during burning that is sought in

S-cti.n 9, and it is the histograms from the photographic studies above

that are used to approximate 3o and FO, The total area under the histogram

is one for t - 0. At later times (Section 9, Figures 38b and 39a and b)

the area will be the mast fractiot of aluminum remaining.

26. Boreisho, A. S., A. V. Ivashchenko, and G. G. Shelukkin, "Prohlem
of Determining the Sizes of Burning Metal Particles,"
Fizika Goresitya I Vzevva, Vol. 11, No. 4, July-August 1975,
pp. 659-660.
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13 GAS A.ALYSIS Of THE OMMSTION ZONE

13.1 introduction

Composition of the gas mixture in the combustion zone is of interest

for two reasons. First, future choices of materials for radioisotope

thermoelectric generators (RTMs) may be optimized by consideration of

reactabillty in the propellant product flow. Second, the gas composition

ti an indicator of the state of aluminum combustion (ac) and of air

admiXture (a&). As noted in Section 2., the gas composition can be cal-

culated from theory, except for the uncertainty as to extent of ac and &a.

In this respect, measurement of gas composition provides a supplementary

No previous measurements of gas composition in metalized propellant

combustion were found, and there are some profound difficulties in measure-

ment because of the presence of HCI and A1 2 0 3 . However, it was decided

that gas samples could be withdrawn into sample bottles without Al2 03 by

sampling through - porous plug filter, and that HCL could be inactivated

by including a suitable neutralizer in the tample bottle. If this could

be done, determinations could be mode of relative concentrations of other

gases versus position in the plume, using a gas chromatograph method.

In the following and Appendix G, the results of such measurements are

reported.

13.2 Experimental Arrangement for Sampling

The general arrangement for sampling is shown in Figure 52. Evacuated

saple bottles were equipped with valves (stopcocks) and connected to a

sampling tube that extended into the combustion zone through a hole in the

combustion tube. This probe contained the filter plug to collect condensed

material. The stopcock was opened after the propellant sample was burning,

and closed before burn out (e.g., open 15 seconds). The sample bottle was
4

kept cool in order to condense w, vapor and retard further reactions.

One sample was taken fo, each tetc, and the test was repeated for different

distances from the propellant surface. Samplet were collected until ready

for gas analysis, There was some indication in the test results that the
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samples contained air, indicating leakage during storage (the indication

wam the presence of 02, vhich is not belioved to be present in the product

flow inside the combustion tube).

13.3 Gas nalysis and Results

Details of the gas analysis are presented in Appendix H. Figure 53

shows a eaple gas chroomtograph record and Figure 54 shows the trend in

concentratioe of kit, CO and CO2 with distance from the propellant surface

(the ordinate scale is in arbitrary units). The expected trends are

exhibited, vith the decrease in CO2 and increase in CO with distance re-

flecting the reaction with aluminum. The increasing H 2 reflects the re-

action of aluminum with water to give A1 2 0 3 and H12* The data suggest that

the aluminum reaction is substantially complete at 15 cm. However this

may be deceptive, ao the aluminum droplet population measurements and

calculations ahvw a large portion of aluminum that is in the large

(slow burning) part of the droplet population.

Measurement of water content was complicated by condensation of an

unknown amount in the saupling tube. Further the presence of HCI was a

more serious problem in measuring water. However a gas chromatographic

method was evaluated that can probably be used successfully. Preliminary

results (Figure 54) exhibited the expected trend of H 0 concentration
2

decreasing with distance from the propellant surface.

13.4 Discussion

Gas analysis shoved the expected trends in concentration of CO. C02+

M 2 , and H20, the principal species involved in oxidation of the aluminum.

The cathode used can aLmost surely be upgraded to give quantitative ronults,

but the masurements obtained in the current project are regurded as only

qualitatively valid. They suggest that the gas phase approximates equill.-

brium, validating use of the thermochemical calculations of Section 2.

"The results further suggest rather rapid aluminum combustion (e.g., it! the

leveling off of the V2, CO and CO2 curves beyond 15 cm in Figure 54).

This conclusion is not supported by all the results (e.g., H20 concentration,

Figure 54).
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NOMENCIATUhZ

C Constants in grey body radiation lav

C Effective beat capacity of an imersed object or probep

D Diameter of a droplet

r 4aa-si- e distribution function, dm/m 0 dD

SlNumber-site distribution function, dNI/NodD

Hi Coefficients in heat transfer equation, Equation (1)

I Radiation intensity

k Constant in the droplet burning time law, Equation (3)

I Mass; of a droplet (Equation (5)) or a collection of droplets

N Number of droplets

n Exponent in the droplet burning time law, Equation (3)

T Temperature

t Tice
* *

t t *t/k

I Distance, e.g., from propellant burning surface

v Velocity

a Portion of oxide occurring in smoke form

B Ratio of diameters of residual oxide droplets and parent aluminum
droplets (In turn equal to .,1/3
.L 6Al/OAI 2 03 J(0/4ý

I Number of resid-ial oxide droplets per aluminum droplet
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Wavelength of light

T burning time of an aluminum droplet

Al Aluninum

Al 0 Aluminum oxide
2 3

bo at, or after burnout I
I

0 initial, time a 0, 4t start of droplet burning

ox oxide, may refer to all oxide or residual oxide, see context I

oxS oxide smoke

oxsR refers to all residual oxide, both ftree droplets and surface

oxe surface oxide on a burning droplet

oxr refers to free residual oxide droplet (i.e., parent aluminum
is burned out)

9 gas

p probe; propellant

I

I

A

I

I
I

I
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APPENDIX A

TWO DI)gSIMIOAL MIXING LAYER CALCUILATIO

A-1 Technical saues

The combustion products of UTP 3001 are reasonably fuel rich and

are capable of reaction with the surrounding air, even if the aluumm

hba bqnnd. A resctin mixing layer between the hot propellant aaee

and the surrounding air may therefore develop. For a large block of

propellant a subetantial length above the propellant vill exist where

an essentially two dimensional mixing layer is a good model for the mixing

process. This layer is assumed bounded on one side by the equilibrium

products of propellant combustion, but with the aluminum in various stages

of complete combustion, and on the ocher side by quiescent air.

It is kown that at the prevalent conditions the mixing layer will

become turbulent within only a smell distance (small fraction of an inch)

above the surface. so a turbulent mixing layer will be a@sued. For sim-

plicity, the presence of aluminum vwil be ignored in the mixing layer,

thus neglecting the mass, momentum and energy source/sink for the gas -A

phase in the mixing layer. Consideration of the effect is beyond the

scope of the program. The equilibrium computations of Figure A-1 show that

the thermal effect of aluminum combuation in the presence of air is reason-

ably weak (approximately 20Q. effect on absolute temperacure). The neglect

of this effect sets the spirit of accuracy of the present analysis, where

several approximations will be introduced.

Two limits vili be considered: a) the gas phase reactionu between

fuel rich propellant combustion products and air are nonaxistent (pure

mixing case) and b) the reactions take place with infinite rate. In both

cases a distributed reaction vithin the mixing layer used not be conaidered,

but in ctse b) reaction will occur at a mathematical surface in space,

because fuel (CO and H2 primarily) and oxidiser cannot coexist at any point.

This latter case will be treated by what is known as the collapsed f1

approxm•ation. In both cases the boundary layer equations with the turbu-

lent exchange modelled in boussinesq form with turbulent Prandt) end Schmidt
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numbers of uanty are

PJ U + V t oa (A-2)

Vertical Moentum

ha" . 0 (A-3)

Enerly

zux + Ov(A-4)

Species Conservation

Perfect gases will be assumed so that

w - r- T (A-6)

Th a C M T dT (A-7)T; P

The reference state enthalpies will be taken from Reference A-1. From an

A-1. JANAE Themochemcal Tabies+ Dow Chemical Copany. •idland (contin- I
uous update).
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tnspection of the thermocheaical equiibrium calculations supplied by AFWL,

the dominant species to be considered are given for the propellant sues

for two limits of alunonin combustion in Table A-I. Also shomn in the

table are temperatures and velocities of the gases for the propellant gas

flow, uhich vill be tezmed the core flow. These conditions form the A

boundary conditions an Equations A-1 through A-S at y - + U. At y - -

the conditians are cold quiescent air at T T ° d Y 0.767, Y0  C

0.223. 2

Table A-i. Compositions and Temperatures Used for the
Propellant Combustion Cases in the Limits of
0 and 100% Complete Combustion of Aluminum.

Mole Fractiobs

Speciles 0 Al burned 1007. Al Burned

H20 0.32 0.12

It., 0.14 0.34

CO 0.23 0.29

CO2  0.06 0.01

N2  0.08 0.09

Hil 0.15 0.15

Molecular Weight 23.7 19.4

Cp 0.435 cal/g. K 0.452 cal/g. K

Tisprsture 2500K 3000K

Enthalpy, he 861 cal/g 1143 cal/g

Velocity 18.5 u/sac 25.1 &/see

* H and Cl are also present in a minor amount and have bean lumped into
the components showm.
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Equatiot A-4 and A-5 admit the solutions

h - A + B u/u (A-8)U

Y. 'C + U/u* (A-9)

an may be checked by direct substitution. H•re A, B, C and D1 are

constants of integration. Consequently, the solution to the problem is

reduced to finding a solution to Equattone A-i and A-2 with the boundary

conditions an u that

u(C, 2) - u (W) u(- -, x) a 0

u(z) rill be later determined by a separate equation concerning alumi-

num consumption.

The eddy viscoeity vill be chosen as

2 2 o(X) p.- U X (A-io)

which is a form vIth empirical support (Reference A-2). With this choice,

where Y is an empirical constant to be determined, one further assump-

tiou allow@ a rather simple solution to the problem. The assumpti.on is

one of iocal siiilarity by introduction of the variables

1/2z - i* ( : /;. ) dy n - z/xK (A-1l)

and a solution is sought for flov variables depending an r, -lone, rather

than z and a. This is found permissible if u is a slovly changing func-

tion of x. By slowly is mant that the length scale over which u0  changes

substantially (aluminum consumption length) is much larger then the aixing

A-2. Alber, 1. E., "Integral Theory for Turbulent Base Flows at Subsonic
and Supersonic Speeds," Ph.D. Dissertation, California Institute of
Technology, 1967.
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layer thickness, a fact which may be chocked IL gtesiori. Introducing

the variables

' - u• 1/2

* i m uf'Su U.

- 1/2" ° uft (f i f)

v -a + u j7 WAL dy (A-12)
0

Equation A-I is atomatically satisfied ad Equation A-2 collapaes to the

ordinary differential equation

f'" + f fP" *0 (A-13)

with the boundary conditions

f'(*) -1 f"( -. ) -0 (A-14)

While Equation A-13 subject to Equation A-14 may be solved numeri-

cally, in the spirit of the approximation used here, an appropriate ana-

lytical solution is desired. Before doing this. however, a comon problem

should be noted; the third order differential equation has only two boundary

conditions in Equation A-14. Therefore, the problau is ill-posed u it

stands. This is really a strong interaction problem where the behavior of

the universe around the mixing layer can influence the cant or tilt of the
mixing layer relative to the horizontal axis. An additional condition will
be imposed here that there are no lateral forces acting on the shear layer.

A careful examination of the transverse momentum equation reveals that an

additicnal boundary condition is
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v(M) - 0 - lim (f - •f') (A-I5)

This am makes the problea solution unique.

Inspection of Equation A-14 shows that the asymptotic form of f

are

4-* f 4f , a constant

Insertion of these form in Equation A-13 above and below '1 0, respect-

ively, converts Equation A-13 to a linear ordinary differential equation.

Demanding continuity of f, f' and f" at 71 - 0, the two solutions

may be uniquely matched at , * 0. The solution which satisfies Equations

A-14 and A-IS is

f' - 0.5694 + 0.8613 e /

"•0

C - 0.5694 a 0 6 0 3 5 1 (A-16)

where f-, -0.6035. Equation A-16 is plotted on Figure A-2.

For the case of no reaction Equations A-8 and A-9 yield

yh Y (1-f)
0 2 02
02 - 02 (-f'

YHCA, H2 0, H2 , CO, CO2  YIICL, H2 0, H2' CO, CO2

2 " 2 2 2 Y9 2
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Frcm Equation A-7, if an average specific heat is used,

T - T-0.a (A-l8)
h Te" T_0

For zero AA consmpcioan ;p - 0.391 cal/S.°K and for 1007. A• consumption

;p a 0.423 cal/g.°K, where these are calculated on the basi that

h c (T T )

and he is calculated from Reference A-1 and the composition of Table A-1.
For the case of reactions betveen 02, CO and H2  the computation of

the enthalpy wd mass fraction profiles is more complex. The reaction con-

sidered is the one step irreversible reaction

02 +aCO+bH 4bH.O + a CO2  (A-19)

at the collapsed flam surface. From Table A-I it may be calculated that

a a 1.24 a - 0.92
07 Al burned 100?. AL burned

b - 0.76 b a 1.08

From Reference A-3 it is known that the functi•o•

2 + 2H2 WH2(-b)- - 0 2

R T h" W (G + W

A-3. "JilLim, F. A., "Combustion Theory." Addison-Wesley, &dUIAJ.DL,
pp. 9-13 (1965).
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satisfy

" + (1 f')(, = ) (A-20)

everywhere in the field, even if reaction is occurring. By calculations,

the sum in the denom.inator of a is approximately 1.3 x 10 cal/mol for

both limiting cases of Table A-i and is assumed a constant. Since at the

flame surface * Y - 0, Equ-:zion A-20 delermines f' at the flafae

surface locarion. Thes4 points are shown in Figure A-2. 1 ray then be•T

calculated from Equation A-20 and is shown on Figure A-3 for the two

limiting cases of Tab'e A-i. It is seen that the primary effect of the

reactions is to extend the core temperature into the mixing layer and

effectively viden the hot zone. Figure A-3 essentially shows the brackets

on temperature to be expected in Lhe mixing layer.

So far, results ha':e been expressed in term's of the similarity

variable n. -o get the results in physical y-x space requircs the

inversion wh4ch follcws fro.. Equation A-11.

XK 1./(p ;)d

where * i" is calculated from *quation %-6. 7or the three cases of no

reactions, 6..L burn.ed with reacti,• and 100% . 2 burned with reaction,

the inverzsion to Thysica. spae is shon in Figure A-4.

The final relaticn, necessary to complete the mixing laver cotiu-

tation is the u. u x) relation, which is determined by a calculation

of aluminum c--ns'ption I n the core flow. Because the temperature in the

core is nearly linear vith the a=ount of aluminum consumption (see Figure

Al), a linear relation between the velocity and amount of aluminum con-

s'uimptiyr. is quite acclirate; yjj,

u - u +(M ( -0u ) (A-21,
o *
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where U and u are given in Table A-1. The aluminum will be

asesumed i velocity equilbrium with the core gases and the consumption

time for an aluminum agglomerate viil be asumed to be (ReferenCe A-4)

T (see) a 6.7 x 10.6 Df/ 0.
6

o k

n- 1.5

a 0.6

D in n

Assuming that the overall time to burn is the overall result of the process

dm oK Dn
dt

where K and n are constant, it may readily be worked out that

d(ta d (a/m ) )0 U W 0 (3 /Wa 1/2
dt ) dx 0

Upon integration and use of Equation A-2 the formula for aluminum consump-

tion is

r 1/21 +rl.(.,.3/21A2
X u -T l(./) 1 (u -""s) ( A -22)

A-2 Sample Calculation

To proceed with an actual calculation, two things are necessary;

a) an experi"mWal definition of the outer edge of the mixing zone, and b)

A-4. Belys"v, A. F., B. S. Ermolaev, A. I. Korotkov and Yu V. Frolov,
"Conbustion Characteristics of Povdered Aluminum," Pizika Goreviya
y Vxryva, Vol. 5, No. 2 (1969), (translation in Combustion, Explo-

sion and Shock Waves, Plenum Publishing Co., 1972).
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an assumption or experimental statemert of the extent of reaction between

-0,, CO and H'. In this example a) thi outer edge is defined as the straight

line vhere h/h has dropped to 0.1 (the temperature has fallen 90'. of

the original temperature difference) and b) there is no reaction between

the 0", CO and .
2'

Concerning the aluminu.-, this calculation as'•-..eb a unimodal agglom-

erite size distributiotn. For this calculation D 100 m is assumed.

Furtherore T " 3000K is assumed.

Step I

4) 7 ,•T Go is ccnputed as a linear iinctimn of n,- , using

Figure A-I. :. is plotted in Figure A-,a.

b) u,(x) is cmputed fron ?qqtntlon A-21. This is plotted in

Figure A-5a.

cl •"/o is plotted as : f ;ncti-., of .t'i.il dlsta:nce fron the
0

propeIla.it f.rn .•quat ion A-2 nnd is plottt-c in Figure A-3a.

step I1

, , the ai sumod mc.asur ..en. , tai.c V ix m - tan 10 ° as .he

equation cf th0 straiat li.t e definlng tVie outer ed•e of the

!n.i xi•n g --une,

bi 7ro-. Fisg'.re A-2 the no--,.actt.;n case (assumed), h/h * 0.1
atL - U -. 2.S.

c) :". Fiiurc A-. !--r the no-reactlon CJ .t - - 9. at

:. .,3.

a) Fr=., Figure A-3 ,ýr thu nv-reactiLm case ', i = 0.9 at - - 1.2.

This defines the inner edge of the mixing zone. Frot Figure A-4

y 'x'. - i, at L',, Inner e±4c. .'Leoi.-mg /x - 0.17 frym the

.n%-'.-tn -iming coefficient. The tv strai;ht lines defining the

z.ixing region are shown on Figure A-5b. From Figure A-Sa, several

positions of various aiuminu= ccnaumption are shown on Figure A-5b.
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(a) Core velocity, ratio of core to cold temperature mad phyiLcal
axial ditstane as a fuacioam of mas of Al burned.

0.05 1- *0. 171
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0 Mw 0. 0.- - 3
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+ -- Ica-1

100% i101 .. . .019

(b) Alasst spread of the mixing region versus axial distance and
illustration ef axial locations of various Al , consumption.

0.040

T

0.02 --

-0 / 0 U (4dIJoI

(c) �Clculation of velocity ead tomperaturs profiles at the 9Wr. Al
consumption point assuming no reaction of air vLch the Al.

Figure A-5. Sample calculation of mixing zone.
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Stp I
a)Cos atclrailsttohr hsna hposiionfor90'.aluinu conumpion

T-T1

taken fsomad tihat A-a an-D the 'r to y conversiontae

T*-T

is taken from Figure A-4. The result is plotted on Figure Ai-5c.

For the case where infinite reaction rates between the 0, and CO

ard H, are assumed the calculation procedure prctceds as above, but the

cal(culation of the enthalpy profile and the edge of the mixing layer are

sligncly more coc-plex. Thes ed~e of the :n±,1nn layer will be slightly. curved

in this case, and in. Stcp 1'*-a it Is nec.essary to spocify n~ot only that the

90*. point is kn~own but the amount of aluminum consumption at the x-point.

The re.1su is that in Step 141-c an iln~erpalatian betiwcon two y/xr,' vs

curves is rsquircý to define K.. *In Step 11-e an iaterpolation between

two h/h. vs " curves is required. In Step 111-b an interpolation Is re-

quired or, Figure A-4. In Step 111-c interpolations are required on Figures

A-3 and A-4. It La recommended that zhe value of K deduced in Step Il-a

be taken 4s a constant which will yie~ld a slijghtly curved edge .Q 0ha mixing

Zone, owing to the continuous shift in~ the curve used in FiguJre A-4

The mass fraction of tne various species may be calculated umia.;

Lquation A\-17 or E~uation A~-20 denand~ng upon the teaction state whicn is

considered. In E~quation A-20)
YY

C- O 2-a
CO)

_H2 0 Wiio 0.,
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BHC.L - HCA

Y + Y02

•022..
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NOMENCLATURE

(Appendix A)

c Specific heat at constant pressurep

D Aluminum agglomerate diameter

b 'Enthalpy of formation of species i at T0

h Sensible enthalpy above reference state, c dt

K F Eddy diffusivity coefficient T

S ,Mass of aluminum agglomerat.

p Pressure
T0 Reference temper3ture (air tem.perature)

u Velocity in x-direction

v Velocity in v-dtrection

v Transfor-ed vertical velocity

W Molecular weight

x ,sal coordinate parallel to propellant side

v Coordinate perpendicular to propellant side with origin At the
propre I 'ant

th
Y Mass fraction of ih, species

z Transforwd vertical caordinate

e -,urbulent eddy difffusi'ity
V

C, incoapre~sIble eddy diff'usivLty
0

Stoichi.-ctric cacfficicnts if reaction equation

2ensity

Streaxt :unction

Aluminum burn time

Suibscripts
9- Point at which h/h has dropped to 0.1

U

10 Point at whichi h/h has dropped to 0.O

' H4ot propellant core conditions

Cold atmospheric conditions

I Species i
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Subscripts (continued)

0 Coditions at x-O

I Conditions at 1OO% alum.num conuumption

Superscript

Left hand ,ida of reaction equatLion

""Uht hand side of reactioC equation

1
IJI

141
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PI4OTOCLLPMIC METHIODS

5-1 Introduct ion

Photography was used extensivelv as a research tool during the

course of this investigation for numerous reasons. Photography, especially

with the use of telephoto lenses, is a remoote data acquisition system and

thus no components are threatened with destruction by the hostile en%-iron-

ment of the propellant fire. It also provides a permanent record which

can be anal%.zed to determine plume height an.d burning conditions such as

one-dimensionalit, of the burning surface, crosswind effects, etc. Ph.oto-

graphy is used to magnify specific areas of interest wi-hin the combustion

zone and reduce the light intensity thus revealing details which are not

visible to the naked eye. A sequential rccord-ng of events such as depo-

sition or. A test object ýh.ich o'ccurs over a relati.,ely long period can be

obtained using a ,-i• canera w-ith mctorized film advance. Sequential

events s,:ch as aluinu-im shedding from the burnint surface which occurs over

very short tim periods can be recorded using a high speed motion picture

camera. M1ore importantly, photography can stop action, that is, it can

reproduce an image wiich exists f'-r as short a time as 10O5 sect'md; an

image which the hum•in eve cannot resolve.

The photographic equipmei.t used in this research is described in

Sectin. 3-2. "n Sections 3-3 through R-6 the appropriate combinations

of cameras ind lenses for ?hotogra-phing vari.ous reoi-n, of the propellant

fire are d"escri'c. Thutter 87eCds ,and aperture settings for various firis

are also given in, the.i secti,'ns. "n Section 3-7 a brief explanation of

factors govering the selvc:ion •,f filsa, shutter speeds and filters is

presented.

3-2 :escriptian of Equipnent

Burning sa-rles of =-? 3001 were photographed using still 35---.1

cameras with either manual or motorized film advarce and with a 16--

.-j'cam mot.on plcture ca=era. 7!,ree high-resolution ::ikkor lenses and t'-'o

',ivitar lenses were used interchangeably for the still and notion picture

camera$.



I71
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B-2.I Caamera:

Nikon 7-1. The Nikon F-1 to a single-lens reflex 35-n camera
with through the lens light meter readings and shutter speeds of 2 second*

to 0.001 second. This camrae va fitted with a Nikon motorized back which

autmatically advances the film and cocks the shutter. Using the motorized

back, photographs can be exposed singly or an a sequence of photographs at

either 1. 2, 3. or 4 pictures per secnd (ppe). This back holds bulk fila

rolls which will permit 250 exposures per roll.

Nikkorsat EL. The Nikkormat Li also a siagle-lens reflex 35-rn

camera with shutter speeds of 2 seconds to 0.001 second. This camera

has automatic exposure control which uses a between the lens light meter
to select the correct shutter speed. The light motor, however, averages

the light intensity between the bright plum and the dark background and

thus overexposes the plum and underexposes the background. Thus, best

results were obtained by manual selection of aperture and shutter speed.

Honeywell Pentax Spotmatic. The Pentax to also a 35-rm single-

lens reflex with through the lens light metering. The Pentax was used

primarily as a backup camera for tests with 10-cm diameter propellant

simples.

Red Lake Hycm. The Hycam is a 16-rn rotating prism motion picture

crame. Normal motion picture cameras (ply-type intermediate speed frm-

ing caomro ) operate on a principle similar to the Nikon F-I with motorized

back, only at higher rates. Thus the film advances, stops, the shutter is

opened and the film ezposod, the shutter close@ and the film advances.

Cameras of this type are limited to about 500 pps. The ycam (rotating

priem cmra) moves the film continuously between two reels and the image

is synchronized with the film mow t by the use of a rotating prism.

If it were not for the pri•m, the image would be smeared across the film

as in a streak camera. In fact, by reversing the optics and avoiding the

prism, the 4ycm can be used as a streak camera. The Myca is capable of

filming rates of up to 11,000 ppe with exposure times of 4 z 10 second.
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3-2.2 Lenses:

All lenses ere used interchangeably with all of the above cameras

(both 35-m still and 16-mm movie) using adapters.

Nikon Zoom Nikkor (200-to 600-um) f/9.5 to f132. This lens was

the most useful one for these teats. Using this lens, it was possible to

photograph agglomerates (200 microns) on the burning surface from a dis-

tance of 2.5 meters, It was also used for photographing agglomerate

streaks in tube tests.

Nikon Zoom Nikkor (43- to 86-u,- f/3.5 to f;'22. Used with chopper

for plume photography.

Nikon Micro "ikkor (50-mm) fi3.5 to fV32. Used to photograph

apparatus and overall plume height photos.

Vivitar Avtomatic Zoom (80- to 230-=m) f/4.5 to f/22. Used -ith

Pentax as second camera in tests of large (10 centimeters) propellant

samples.

'.iv-tar Automatic 85-= lens, f/1.9 to f/i.,. U'sed with yvcam camera

to photaoraph a locierates leaving the burning surface in the window bomb.

3-2.3 Films:

All piotography was carried out using Kodak films. 7or the 35-m

cameras, !7igh-speed Ektachrome ('Fl-135, ASA 6O0), Ektachrome 200 (ED-135,

ASA 200), and ?ktachrome X (EX-135, ASA 32) color films and Plus-X (PX-135,

ASA 160) black and white film were used. The motorized back was loaded

with 250-exposure rolls of Ektachrome :-R (OSA tbO0, a color film, similar

to high-speed Ektachrome, available in bulk rolls. the Hyca camera was

loaded with either Ektachroze EF-430 (ASAI60) or EFB-430 (ASA 125) color

films or Tri-X TXR (ASA 160) black and white film.

3-3 Photography of the Entire Pl,-x-e

Initial photographic experimnents involved -hotograph:. of the entire

plume to determine plume height and methods of obtaiinng colu..ar pluzs,

i.e., avoid edge burning. Far these tests either the ':i.kkornat FL camera

with an 8-= lens or the }ren•ax camera ".-ith the 80- to 2310-,-n lens was

used. These sare cameras and lenses "-'ere also used in the chopper tests .I
* -4 i
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(see Figure 10). When Using fast films (ASA 125-200) camera settings

were 0.001 second at f/16 and when using moderate films (ASA 32) settings

of 0.001 second at f/3.5 or f/4.5 were acceptable. All settings should

be considered as base line settings. During the run several shots at the

next larger and next smaller aperture settings should be taken. For exam-

ple, with Ektachrome X (ASA 32) with a shutter speed of 0.001 second,

several exposures would be made at apertures of f/3.5, f/4.5, and f/5.6.

B-4 Photography of the Burning Surface

Still photographs of the burning surface were taken with a Nikcn

camera with the 600-rn Nikkor lens. These photographs were taken to ob-

serve aluminum burning on the surface (see Figures 12, 14, and 23), to

test the effectiveness of edge burning Inhibitors (Figures 9 versus 13)

and smoke trails frm agglomerates on the surface (Figure 13). For fast

filns (AS" 125-2CO) a shutter speed of 0.00 second azd a;-erture of £/32

and for moderate films, a shutter speed of 0.001 second and ape:ture of

fill or £/16 are ruvoametndvd as base i tt s:i.-;g -ith the 400--n lens.

For detailed exaz.-iation of al.riinuen agglomeration on the surface,

a small sa-rle (7.6--n by 6.6-m by 2-=) of UTP 3C01 was mounted in the

combustion bomb. The conbustion bomb (see Figure B-1) had two quartz

windows, one for additional illumination of the sample from a 2500 watt

Xenon lamp ;.nd the other for photography. A nitrogen flushing fiou Was

used to prev2ent smoke obscuration. The burning surface was photographed

with the 'iyca.= movie camera set for 2,000 pps. The Vivitar 85-rm lens

was rev.ersed and meounted on a 70-m extension tube to obtain a 2 to I

magnification ratio. Using Tri-X fila ýASA 160) and the Xenon lamp, an

aperture of f/4 gave a satisfactory exposure. These movies (see Figure

B-2) Were used to measure the size of agglomerates leaving the burning

surface.

B-S Photography of Agglomerates in the Plume

Mte apparatus used for photography of aggloaerates at different

distances from the burning surface is described in Appendix F. Initial

photography was by Nikon camera with the 600-m lens using Panatomic X
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Figure .B-1. t:onbustici bamb w'it!, ",-.,m cvir-.i and xcnm lamp.

vi ni

Figure B-2. Agglomerates burning on the surface of IVTP 3001.
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(ASA 32) fLlm at 0.001 second and f/16 to f132. For motion pictures

. using the Iycam cmrare, Ektachroem 11B film, end the 600-rm lens set at

f/22, a framing rate of 4,000 ppe Is recemamded for distances of 15 cm

or lose f 5ro the burning surface mid 2,000 pp. for distances greater than

15 cm. In Section 5-7. the reason for decreasing exposure time is de-s

cussed.

B-6 Photography of Deploatin of Condeonsed Phase Material au Test Objects
[I •A notedl ia the twm, deposition of €oademsed phase material ins a

major source of heat transfer to objects in the fire environment. Several

exploratory tests weoe conducted vith simple test objects (rods) tmmrsed

in the plum at vatioas distrces from the surface. Sequences of photo-

graphs were taken (see Figure 24) usLng the ,•ikon F with motorized back

and the 600-m• Mikkor lens. The film as automatically exposed for 0.001
; secoad oe-ry sscond 01 pps) using an aperture of f/32.

B-7 Resolvi$g Moving Objects

,he subject field Lo be photographed in these studies was self-

luminous, ard bright, hence easy to photograph. However, the motion 3f

the objects to be resolved and their 9s1l1 size poses a severe problem of

stop"Jr4 the motiov. In addition, the field of view conalsts of a cloud

of aluminum oxide smoke (droplets too small to resolve) and burning alum-

inum droplets (which need to be resolved); the smoke caeds to obscure the

aluminum droplets. Some skill is required to assure image contrast betveai

the aluminum droplets and the smoke.

B-7.1 Stopping Motion

Relative to stopping motion, the problem is that resolution is

required for droplets 150 W in dianeter moving 15000000 ýkm per second.

Even if the goal vere merely to limit smear of the image to 10'. of the

droplet die ter, this would require an exposure time of one microsecond

or less. Mo effort ve, made to achieve this. Insteed, photography of

droplets wan done near to the burning surface, wnere velocity of droplets

was still low (Figure 35). There, motion pictures at 2,150 frmes per
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second were used (Section 12). For photography further out in the plume,

pictures of droplets consisted of bars or streaks, the length of which was

used for velocity measurement.. At 15 m/sec, a 15O--m droplet moves 1O-

diameters per second, or 100 diameters in a 0.001 se,:ond ;=sera exposure. A

".'hile there are cuatce-built drum c~meras that take pictures at speeds

,hglh eno~lgh to stop notion (resolve) of the alu,-dinu droplets, they are

not generally available, involve other experimental problems, and were

not critical to the objectives. In the present work btill camera shots

at Q.Ol to 0.001 second exposures were used. In addition, the Hycam

motion picture capera was used at 2,150 pictures per second, and can be

used in Suture tests at ri.tes up to 10,.'00 pictures per second.

B-7.2 Proper Film Expcsure

Ancther p-obleta in resolvin,. the alu-iin,Lm droplets was the presence

of an :anke cl.-id, which tended to obscure the embedded alu.-inuv

dr •e •. :c ske cl•d was -art .of the c,.-,bqistion l.•-i.e, and was hot

and lu.r-rx;s. T-ere was a tendency to expose tL.c iiin proeerl:." for the

smoke luw•iacsl-,' hiich left very littie !atitude in the fiL-, response to

resolve the br..,hter ... n- drplets �ec Section 5, which were then

e.vrex;'o.led, 71,is was not suc'. a seri-us Frrblen in the high-speed motion

pictures because o- %he short exposv:re t-Ic. znd low smoke density in the

case of ;ictures near Zhe btir-i:;g ,

B-7.3 Contrast gor Moving Cb,1ct-C-ntinu,1us .ackirourd Situotion

.er "as a mnrc e ;- . than overexposure Involved in

resoiv i .- a;u.i.u drop,'ts i:. .he snoke fIe .d, ".ich was described

brief!-.- in. Section .-4. The proble- arose "rc'n the fact that the t~tai

radiation reaching a point on the fil:z consistcd of radiatic from both

smoke and burning alu.rninum dreplits. The earlier discussion showed that

the radi2:tiz- fri'.. the dro;let laitcd -nl%' about IC. - second, w.,ereas the

smoke field xt`l.a srdti'n lastod for the f.,;il open-shutter tli-.e. This

resulted in *i very: low conir-.s tetween droi'leL streak and Fmoke background,

unless the it; 1 -werate w-is -ich. brighter than t0, s-oke or the camera
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shutter time was very short (e.g., 10 second), or both.

The foregoing is illustrated by the siaple analysis of film expo-

sure. If the radiant flux reaching the film is i' for smoka and 12

for agglomerates, then the total exposure (per unit area) at a point

whers an aluatnum droplet image passes during exposure is

twat t+6t
Q-Q + Q2 il dt + r i 2  t - i a + i 2 6t e (-1)

where At is the shutter-open time; 6t is the time for the image of a

burning droplet to move ons diameter (Ot - Div); and ii and i2 are

assumed to be time-averaged values. It was noted earlier that Div vwa

of order 10'" second, but larger near the burning surface where v is low.

Nov the contrast between image points where a barning droplet passes

and adjoining points to given by

Q +Q i at +i i !
1 2 1L........... 2 :z I (B-2)

QQi IAt i I At

From this expression, the contrast to high if (il/i 1 ) (Ot/At) is large

compared to 1. As noted in Sections 5 and 6, (L 2 /i 1 ) may be quite LarBp;

however 8t/#Ac tends to be very small. Cood pictures of burning droplets

in the plume region reqire that very short exposure times be used, or that

pictures be taken at lomations where droplet velocity is still low, or that

the smoke be blown sway as in Figure 10. As a matter of interest, operation

of the Hycm camera as a streak or smar cmira is one way to reduce At

down to the se order as 6t, since At becmes the time for a point on

the moving film to traverse the width of the vieving slit.

8-7.4 Selection of Film and Filters

Choice of film (it a choice is available) is governed by two con-

stratnts. It must he fast enough to be exposed during the short exposure
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tines and it must be slow enough so that it is not overexposed.

Kodak manufactures three films for the Hvcam camera: EF and EFB

(color films); and TrI-X (black and white). EFR is balanced for tungsten

illumLination and this filra was used primarily for photographing agglo=-

crates in the pluze since the tungsten balancing makes EFB more sensitive

t3 i 2  thereby increasing the ratio of i 2 to I1  over EF film.

There is a much larger selection of films for 2--mm still cameras.

Exposktre guidelines for sc'ae of these fil..s have been re orted in SeCtic'ns

B-3 through 3-6. Acceptable results have been obtained for most films.

In Section .- 6 it was recommended th'at a shutter speed of O.OC,1

second and arert.;rc of f/32 beo used with fast ftiris when using the COr.o

lens to photograph the pl"u.wi. Even with these settings, the film is

slightly over. Aposcd but since this is the .'Anlmum exposure ti.c and ,.1inI-

. aFerture it is .necessary either to use a neutral density f•lter or use

a slower co.or :fil. S.ýcc filters f"or the £-:K'-..n lt-'s are veor expensive

and verhyard to obtain, t-',c usc of a s.v.c: color .I'm is rcc,.=endtd.

Filters ro'uld iso !e us':ful in raxiniizing •, .i:t r a A s prtr.dC

•-:.5 Co>r CtM tvast

-.he te ;ernture i ',nsic for t:IC ,!o.r4 .rte lT:O1in ' -ZWCh

higher thoan t'-e tenrpi ratutre of the smiKe ba&:kjrpu1L '.ie-.t.i6-ire Ai a re-

suit, tie ratio iwi., .hicn -,.ried as the f.r:: ;, er of tl'.e ratio of 1
these te.%•crat-res, tended to be -ch ;arur t:.n .. n addition, the

a&glerato radiatm %.&.; snifted to shorter :'av' (?lg.ze 30). As

a result :he ratie cf i-.enbities at short wavelengh :'as greater than tre

ratio of total radiation. -hLs narrow bazid otograp:. at s'iort --ýavelength

by use of filtrrs "xu.d give better contrast. This tichnique was explnred

only superficial'V.. but would J robAbl:" hel-p 1-.-:rginal sltt'ations.
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NOM•CLATURE

(AppeadSx B)

D Dii-ter of agglamrate

LI lRdiant flux from smoke per unit area per unit time reaching castra

Radiant flux from agglomrates per unit area per unit tim8 reaching
the cawra

pps Ptctures per secoed

Q Film exposure per untL area from smoke end an agglomerate

1Film exposure per unit area from smoke

Q2 F7.la exposure per unit area from Sn agolowerate
V Velocity of a"loerate

t Timo

At Incre t of time the shutter is open

8t Time for image of a agglasmrate to move one agglomirate diameter
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APPENDIX C

EXPERI?•NTAL DETETMINATIXi OF

DROP'LE.T SIZE DISTr.IBUt.bTJS

C-I Introduction

Civ~n tha importance of droplet i-pingemnt as a means of damaging

objects i-nerse% in che fire enviror..cnt, considerable effort was devoted

to detnrminatio01 of the dropCLt ropulatLoiu. This was done by observation

of the initial populaticn (-.car the buraing sorface p'hotographic.ally.

This led to an initial size distribution that wat. needed for calculation

of downstream po;-ulation, (SectlUnj 9 L.nd !J). in addition, sa.Lples were

collected directly fr.-n the. plu-.e at different distances from the buir,ng

surface. an( studivd for si-e dictrýbut.or,, uss, portion. that, is aluminum,

ard nature of dripeets, in the sarm; 'e cillecticMn is des-

cribed first. ind ther, tie :.--rayu o:rdi • ,e dc:tjl.led.

C-." collectio,. of S,-.,plC

h,'c ,ra mose -as to obta£-. - of ,i-.iLn•-L .'.n u a ,.nin'. oxide

#r" en:closed ý"U-eS L" burnin,. ;-c.- diam0w-ur sa-;,les of a'-inlnizcd pro-

rel lants. ';e 0inec~t1e .;as to Collect I .er particl, (3 0-dianerter and

up) and to 'ep t-e sa-rles as zlea , ,,• !or hubseque:lt stud. Cf

size and -. ss d'st'.-Iri on.

C-2. ?.;A'4 r i?=•ent- a e•t;;

:, V Xrk'd Scfs f-, a d '-,%'.- . v 1 -nv of a b ..d prPe'l-ant piece,

birn.n u;'s~io d,'•.-, in a .- •i di' eter :tinless s-e o tube, wVre received

in c boaw. 0' alco1:'. .' lco•,ol ••s used here as it quenched the cidensed

droplcts i-ti.,ut A:atter'n. ":, .\ TIrt C.* the -1hoI'e plume w;s quenched

dcpendini; on the -mt.od. the sa.-iple cclle,.-.!d in alcohol was washed R.1d

dried •.•ter t`.e test.

.e tests deszribcd w - e:eioied ovcr a •ertod of time. 1 r

-yýjodt 3.f collecting tie quenc:.ed ,articles %.ere cinsidered. The sar.qle

of $o014 pr.'ollont ,:sed i7, tnosr three 7-4thods -'os the s&&e shap-, and saie.

"aa sample -.as o - "f-.:er a.d t.7 -ct tick, ",ei4Png a:'rrX-

t anoI



mately 45 j. It was placed in a stainless steel tube backod up by epoxy

to hold it in place. The samples were inhibited around the cylindrical

face by paper tape and no ipgiter paste was used. The average burning

surface of the sample was placed at a given distance (7.6 cm, 15.2 cm,

22.8 ca, 30.5 cm) may from the alcohol surface.

The alcohol to quench the condenaed phase material was in a collection

bowl. The collection bowl for each of the three methods differed because of

the nature and position of the plume to be quenched in each case.

The IJ&=gL of the . gau•gu L involved the whole plum imping-

ing onto an alcohol pool. The heavy particles were expectad to go down

under gravity, while the lighter smoke particles were expected to turn

vith the gas flow and escape. The collection bowl for this is shown

in Figure 47s. The base consisted of a steel dish with a frustrun shaped

interior to increase the depth of alcohol just below the sample. The outer

diamter of this dish was approximate 13 cm. It held and supported another

steel cylinder that provided an adequate wall to confine the fire.

The exit of the steel tube holding the sample was about 2.5 cma

above the alcohol level. Directly under the ample where alcohol dc

was the greatest, a Teflon disc of 5.0-cm diater was placed to avoia

&n7 sintering of the condensed phase material onto the metal bottom. The

tendency to-ards this decreased as the distance from the burning surface

increased.

The outer cylinder was provided with a helium flush for the purposes

of avoiding coebi•stible alcohol-air uixtures in the apparatus, and extin-

guishing alcohol tires after the test.

It was observed during tests that substantial smounts of burning

alumimum were present in the deflected flow from the apparatus during

tests. Weighings of the collected material in the quench reservoir showed

collection efficiency of only about 16%, an outcome that raised some ques-

tions about the intetpretation of results, as noted in later discussion.

Although it was concluded that a modification of the experimmt would yield

more decisive results, most ot th3 axperimantal r suits were obtained with

the first setup.
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The sece.d collection setup was contrived to avoid unwanted properties

ot the first saetup. The second setup (Figure C-i) was designed to collect

samples on the ad.s of the combustion plume, where it was postulated that:

a) The s3unple was least affected !y the wall effects of the

coebustion tube.

b) The collected sample was least deflected by radial deflection

in the exhaust flow, hence rnight be m.ost representative of undisturbed

flow.

c) The samplc woulc be quenched in an inerL gas before irpinge-

ment on the alcohol.

Limtted tests by this methad yielded part.cles that seemed to be good re-

presentatives of the flow, but -c% s'.'ste.-tat!_c tests or optimization of design

were carried c'ut.

A tird mrt.-d "--as ,cvelored conc".rrentl'. with the secad one, and

was desained tj collict no.e of the conder.,ed ;'hase m--crl.il in the alcohol.

T!,,- arrangement (- 4,-:,_ 7bi 41, was --such like the first cne, ,xcept that pro-

vision was nade f-r A.. larger resernoir of nlco.iol and percolation of the

entire prrpellant ex:-aust :.re,:gh the rcserm-oi, P.'el-lninary test. in.

this ex'eri.-ntal se:.p .."c'ldcd a i100". collection effIciency, but the nurl-

ber of test, -'is too fe'. f r s-ste-ati c processing of samples. Alcohol-air

fires were =ore cf a prz-blen in this arrangement.

C-2.2 Test Procedure

In each of toe exneri-e:,tal setu;., .*-e propallani sample was wei:.ed

before the test. :t was ,-xunted n te xcxbsLIn tube at the desired dLs-

tange fr= the eCXit. * .e sidcs if rnt± sCi '1e we:e inhi~bited ov vasceline or

paper tape or both. 71he pajer t.pFe was .ircs "cd to mi'e the simple

Lit snugly in the tube. igit~ti• was accyplishcd b ".h Lng i6nition wire

which heated the surface of thc p'r~rcllant lccallv to a temperature at whi•:h

the propellant i,4nlted. :n .,rdr tc ens,•re tnat fire ýpread al l"a(r tlu

surface quickly, a- igniter paste " used. 7.e c(.Wnbustin ploductb of the

igniter paste were bl,•ri awi'. or weri! "dasnd away ,: t. •ea.Lr.g Of the

sAzipl C
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C-2.3 Cleaning and Drying the Sample

*he samples collecttd at the end of tests contained m.ainlY alcohol,

suspended particles and other chemicals such as HCl. It was necessary

that particles of interest be separated from active ingredients. In order

to do that, the acids and other solublc chermcals were scrubbed off with

water. Then the water tioist suspension was scrubbud with alcohol again in

order to remove moisture ara make drying easier.

A general procedure is described below.

1. Pour and rinse the contents of the cc:lection, bowl into a glass

jar.

2. Re-nove the liquid from the r, xture. Thls ci; e bu done using a

syringe after aoing it to settle for so-e timc. In the third zcchod,

however, filterinr, is required to rceove the liquid as the volw.-c of liqu.id

invo•ved i too large to be ;1andlcd hy the siringe. A"lso, ii takes too

lo=g and reactifas .1-.;ht occur -.iich arc not desirable.

3. Na' tiv rcitdual with wa-'c:" '-nd re=.Qvc i1quid .agaon, eithe: by

a syringe or by filtering. .his %.:.*.' alor acmunts of che.i-a's soluble i;i

water are rmacved. Three or ftur rov, eLLti,:rn of ,;ater-scr'l,&nF wi.,ll. assure

a sam-'le almost free of liCl and ,t:ier such chvC-.c.ls.

4. Tne residt-al sample from sLep 3 is wiathcd ht alcohol to remove

water. Again, three or four re etitios will rcn.xvc almosa all of the mols-

turs.

5. Pour out the --Uxture of ilt..cicl and particulate ,'t-oLter -nto a

flat dish (usu II-: a petri dish' ; .low It to dr-.,

C-3 C..,racterization of sazplle

The entire sample was weighed initially. :tie weilht was nor:oli:ed

with res;)ect to the unit weight of alum'i.int in the original prcpellant

sample em). A plit of thin quantity against the burning distance for the

first a'coi:ol i~rptnge-.en: .iu--e .e-thod is 're.,ente, in ri-,tre C-2.

C-3.2 Aicroscoptc Observae -n and Fhotography of ;'naized Sample

The entire sample wa observed ",:nder moicroscope and cm-zrnts were

m.ide regarding its zlpearnnce And other v-.s,:al characteriatics. The -tsa.ple

!I
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contained the following types of particles:

Shiny particles of irregular shapes, mostly sintered together.

This part con•ained mostly al,.;minum and had hardly had a chance. to burT.

These came in large si:es (150 - up).

Shiny and gray alumin= balls with oxide caps on them. These

canoe in all sizes. They were essentially spherical. They contained more

aluminum than oxide, but the oxide proportion was not necessarily small.

Translucent oxlde balls with little or no aluminurm ottached to them.

These are called the residual oxides in the text. T1-se resulted from
I

complete burn-out or possible spewing of oxide from large alumainum drop-

lets. Thev were nosti'- sr'..l.er t.an about 30 -. Typical pictures are

shown in Figure c-3.

C-3.3 .4ass and Size Aistribution alsis

In order to st.,•. t"e -ur:nin, htsror. .ud further fire cn..aracteris-

tics, t'e size, shape and mass dts:_rLutio:; oý th.e particles had to le

'K.owr. T7e col'o'ttcd sa,-ple wat., therefore, d:'.d J Into subinter-:als of

varying sizes b: sieAng the sa.ple through a nuae -o screens. The grid

column used in t'he presen: anal-sis Is s.ou- n:- :1.yre --4. The sanple

was placed an the topmos- screen x,,J the co`r-.., was s'Ai.en so itha: loosel-'

sticking particles would separate.

The weights of sanples =n op of eac' screen were noted. :1i. parti-

oles biger th.an tQ0 .. were alw:%,s sc-re c.,.bin.,tion o s,-aller particles.
Therefre, th.e u-.t of t.'e :tar.cl,.s t n rCil b.-ter'.'al was distributed to

all t-e interv.als in proport,-' of th:eir 'ndt':idual wlc'hits. us we had

a set of corrected wc1_'-ts foa all the intcr':as. T'•e weights were nor-

maliz-ed by the aw-ount oC al•-an= rresent in the original propellant sample.

The qms distribution over unequal intervals was hard to compare. There-

fore, the normaliaed ,eight• in ua t, crw.l vere further divided b.., the

site of that interval, thus arrlvir,6 at tn.e follwlwng quantity (weight of

the sample per micron of the interval per unit weiiht of aluminum in

original onrplec.

Plott.d over t:,e particle s-.e, this ga'.e us the histogram-s shown
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600 < D

180 < D< 600

149 <D< 180

125<D< 149

90 <D< 125

63 <D< 90
45 <D< 63

37 <D< 45

0<D< 37

Figure C-4. Grid €3Li-. used to separate the sa.mple into
size intervals. (All figures in microns.)
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in Figure 48.

Plots of this mass fraction against the burning distance for a

given interval are shown in FiSure C-5.

C-3.4 Microscopic Observation of Each Interval for Impinoing Plme Method

A sample in each interval was separately observed in the microscope

in order to make comment on its visual characterization.

1. Size interval D > 600 •.

This interval mainly contained irregularly shaped shiny material and

smaller balls sintered together.

2. Sign interval 180 ; < D < 600 •.

This interval contained irregularly shaped shiny pieces and spherical

particles. Some of the balls were sintered together with the shapeless

material.

3. Site interval 149 6 < D < 180 •.

This interval mainly contained spherical particles. Sam of the

spherical particles vere gray with oxide caps attached to them and others

appeared metallic and shiny. Some smaller shiny balls were found sintered

together with irregularly shaped shiny particles.

4. Size interval 125 . D < 149 .

This interval mostly contained spherical particles both gray and

shiny. The spherical particles had oxide caps on them. Small amounts of

irregularly shaped shiny material were sometimes found sintered on the

spherical particles.

5. Size interval 90 A < D < 125 •.

This interval contained gray spherical particles with oxide caps.

There were a few shiny balls oresent along with irregularly shaped shiny

material.

6. Site interval 63 a < D < 90 i.

This interval contained gray spherical particles with oxide caps

on them. There were some shiny balls connected together with other shiny

material.

7. Size interval 45 A D < 63 •.
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A

Trhis interval contained nostly spherical particles and little

irregularly shaped material. Cray and shiiy balls were seen i.i various

sizes. .Addit•.r1ally:.. to•rr xnte translucent balls were evident in this

size interval. These were non-metallic in their appearance.

8. Size interval 37 . D 45 .

T.tis interval contained gray and shiny balls ir eyu-U proportionn.

Sotw translucent oxide balls were also observed.

9. Size interval C - P - 37 .

The fraction of white trar.slucent balls in this Interval was more

than the pravtou.i one. All the particles w'ere regular 1.V their shap(.

:pical Tiat,•graphs are shc-w-n in F- ir, C-),

C-3.5 Analystis of Ar.,Y.nts If Alui:nu-z P'rcsent in the ,7llectLed S-ar:-le

TV,.e collectcd sa-n'le contair,'d tho. fl 1 ,,vwing ty'cs of rarticles.

I. A u-. '1. x n article•s 'tth thin lat.er of oxide.

.. A~ nu. .'articlus wlt:n thick- 'aers c! oxidc or cxide cz-;t.

3. Oxide ai.is -w'!tV little er no free ao.•-a ,n then.

The qiie distributic)n o; t-e total sa,:-, le, tCere;ore, did not gi-e

"-%e en-tire ! t o fLe .t Ce '.sm.-In,' , . te -a.er ntervals had

-are ox.idc balls t::an in t':e iarger intervals.

7a "Ind LaC act'oal al cýnu, LnntntL !f C smple, one n'jbt separate

oxide from ":e ý-.Ctal arnd L'..is is ver:y di u'J.t: wirhout destro,'ns, the

sanple. A f!cta-to-. -Vd ,s th-4't to 1.,,onsih>v, 1ýut has not been

explored. :n. te..., a r2•.i 'ev ni:. .th~cad of acit L','ifln the , -.;,le

chen ica a ," I a&s r d c e c ace tr. -.tin I.n -. n s e 1 C -aa eit e-I a.ayN

tlis telt was 7-erf 1.-cd after a!l' the other obnervations were .-ade ( photo-

graph:.-, etc.).

.he. prcacde to al4 the !.C (CI .) to react wit'. the sample

fr atbout '5 m.inites. "ts.' strength, ;!Cl has relaivelv no reacuti

with t':* bi,,ger oxides cr thick Cxide lA-ers. It does, hawe',er, break

thro-og:h the ga;ps in :he thin oxide layer and reast with t-;e ,-tal. ".'igor-

ous hu~blirg folloed b" sl.ner reactio. takes plae. Te gas given out

is .. drogevn so care -:sL be taken "ile conduc'In the.e tests.

16..
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After about 15 minutes, almoet all of the aluminum is reacted to

soluble Al Cl. This mixture is filtered and rinsed with water several

times. The residue on the filter paper is dried in a desiccator

and weighed. The difference between the weight of original sample and

this residue gives the weight of aluminum in the sample.

This gives the fraction or percent of aluaminun i that sample.

These figures are used to calculate the weight of aluminum metal in the

corrected weight of sample in each interval. This, than. is normuAized

with respect to the weight of aluminum in the original sample. The sum of

weights in all the intervals gives total aluminum at that distance whicb
is shm. against distance in Figure 49.

C-4 Photographic Determination of Initial Droplet $ite

Determination of the population of condensed phase material in the

combustion zone has two general purposes. One is to know from direct ob-

servation what is present that is likely to experience imp.ngement on ob-

Jects in the flame. The othor 41A to verify the conceptual pattern of how
A

the population of droplets occurs, and how it changes vith location in the

combusrion zone. Sections 8 through 10 establish a.n analytical scheme,

embodying the concepts of how the population changes during burning, a pro-

cedure by which the results of experiments and of analysis can mutually

support and correct each ocher. However, the population calculation pro-

cedurs presumes that the initial aluminum droplet size distribution is

determined independently and adequately. The most accurate means availible

appeared to be high-resolution photography of the aluminum iMediately

above the buruing surface, vhere observational conditions are, fortumatel7,

quite favorable. The following describes the procedures used, and results.

Combustion photography near the burning surface was widely used. and

the procedure used here vas fairly routine. The physical setup is described

in Section 12 and Appendix B. The motion of the droplets was slow enough,
and density of smoke low enough near the surface to give fairly clear pic-

tures of agglomerat (e.e., Figure B-2). These were measured by first

projacting on a screen for further enlargement. Tvo difficulties were:
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1. Unequal velocities of droplets of different sizes. This

made the size distribution in single pictureb nonrepresentative of

the true population, and required sequential frame observation to

identify each droplet and count it once only.

2. Obscuration of the altinum droplets by the luminous flae

envelope oi the droplet. A diameter correction was applied usir.b

flam standoff data from the literature (see Section 12).

Table C-i sun.narize5 the measure:d droplet sizes observed over a

period of time. Also shc-vn are the diameters corrected for floa: standoff

and the grouping of the data in diameter increments correspcr.ding to the

histogra,:.s in Figurc 5". ."t; so data were used else.+.ere in the report for

the initial alurnin%ý-r dro-lez size dIstributio.,.

:t was noted lar in the investigation that the alutdnum mass flow

calculated !rom the droplet cmont data was it:bstantiall-." less than would

be expected frm tC xThser-ed r-l:nt .in. rate aI d olumi~u. •.ss

fracr I ,. Sintc no r-,.ch calculati.'n has been rtported in ;7rior work, t.ere

was no bns•s for dttcr7-Uini, v.ether this ana.el reflected a correspondirpn

failling in tcie driplet dete.'tný.naon-. !iowcver, it is deemed desirable to

make .-ore extensl'.'e observations that -_i'h: s:.e-W s.-.ple-to-sa-'Iple variations

in population and -. i.. f'c rate. Furth:er, it is of cmn,7arable i'nportance

that the fla=e envelope standoff be dcte-rined for this specific propellant

(standoff versus droplet %LZc). 7h.tograph." -th ..tiised monochrcmatic back

lightint s��huld prov.rie the recessar'." e.cri::ntal resu'.ts fcr standoff

me as u-ien t



Table C-1. Tabulatton of A81omrate Sizes (from Combustion Photo-
graphy) and Calculation of Droplet Size Dtitributtion.
(Diameters in MIcrometers.)

Observed Corrected
Droplet Droplet FTv- &N AM
Diameter Diamecer qu.ncy N N&X a &

1 25 8.6 9
2 37 15.0 1
3 38 15.1 1
4 40 16.0 2
5 43 17.9 1 24 0.174 0.00435 0.00054 0.000495 0.000012

50 22.7 2
7 55 26.2 2
8 58 29.0 1
9 60 30.1 1

10 65 33.0 2
11 68 37.8 2 i
12 75 44.1 5
1- 80 50 2 j
14 83 51.9 4 17 0.1232 0.00616 0.00313 0.00298 0.000149
15 85 53.4 1
16 88 58.7 3
17 90 60.0 4
18 93 64.1 1

19 95 65,1 1
20 100 71.4 3

21 103 75.2 3 14 0.1014 0.00338 0.008b9 0.00629 0.00027622 105 77 .8 1
23 108 81.5 1

24 110 84.6 2
25 115 90.2 2
26 117 94.4 1
27 118 95.0 1
28 120 96.0 1
29 125 104.2 4 15.5 0.1123 0.00375 0.02588 0.02469 0.00823
30 130 110.2 2
31 130 113.2 2
32 135 116.4 2
33 138 120 1 i
34 140O 12,1. 7 1 i
35 145 128.3 2

36 148 133.3 1 12.5 0.0906 0.00302 0.04401 0.04199 0.0014
37 150 136.4 4
38 155 140.9 2
39 160 146.8 2 i
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T~able, C-1
(continued)

Observed Corrected
Droplet Droplet rre- -A A 1
Diameter Dia- ter quency N M m AD

40 163 150.9 4
41 lo5 15,.. 2 1 1
42 168 157.0 3
43 170 160.4 2 !

1 2.2 1 0.3 C4 0.00435 0.11526 0.10995 0.00366
45 173 A3.2 I
4u 150 109.8
47 1 5 17.•.2 3
46 ISS 179 1-
49 19 .3. 3
50 ".93 183.8 1
51 :00 190.5 1 0.O7• .0.0 2! 0.11599 O.110•n,- 0.00309
52 2)5 195.2
53 213 105.2 2205 2 i

5 3. . 0•4.5b :3 0 219 2 I
57 2.3 " 1.5 2. " 0.,D725 ?.3024-2 . 1,75 C.-15,-9 '.00l4
53 245 233.3 1
59 *. 235.5 1
t, 250 238. 1 3

~1 53 243.3
v2 255 24,5. ;
"63 2, 150. 0 .0507 0.001•, 1. &.165 0.5 58 0..05029
b4 270 2-9.' i

3 07 27i.2 0 7
o7 3)0 26d.5 . ?.02(7- 0.),073 , 0.09392 0.003131
t 31.2 302.. 1.
69 .. 4 01 C1.290 0. 0009 7 0.11714 O.1b68 0'.00563
70 325 315.4 1
71 2: 315.4 1
, - 35) 339.8 3 I 1. 0.7 . 100 �.- 158,
T3 375 376.. 0 2 . 0. 0 7.6, 3 7.- ... , .

:77c



APPKNDIZ r

MLUAURDM4TS ý?ITH IHMRSION

HEAT PROBES

D-1 Introductory Caoment

There were no illusion* at the outset of the iuvestigavLe.on that the

fire eoviromment could be characterized by a uniqua tempere'are, or that

such a property could be measured by insertion of a thermomter in the

plum. On the other hand, it was clear that a heat-sensitive device in the

fire would respond, and would be responding to an experience similar to that

of ay test object (radioisotope thermoelectric generator) in the fire.

Accordingly, several axperimsats vere made on imnersion devices ranging from

bare thermocouples to water-cooled calorimeter tubes. Huch of this vas re-
ported in Section 5.

D-2 Bare Thermocouples

At the outset, a number of tests were run with thermocouples i rsed

directly in the combustion tone. These thermocouples experienced direct Lu-

pingement with droplets in the flow, gave very erratic readings, and survived

only briefly (the most heat resistant thermocouples were of the platinum/

platinum rhodium type). The results foretold later conclusions, that impinge-

umat-depoeition processes were major factors in measurements. S measure-

meats made in the wake of deflectors (a region relatively free of condensed

material, see Figure 16) survived longer and gave better records--however,

it was not clear how the temperature there could be related to the free strem

temperature, even if the thermocouples survived.

D-3 Lmmrsion Calor mter

In m"surement of heat in high-temperature flovs where imersion

probes deteriorate, masurements may be based on the heat-up rate of the

probe during temporary imnersion. This mounts to operating the probe as

a calorimeter. A probe was designed for this purpose, and was used to cal-

culate heat transfer in the fire enviro•nent. This work is described in

Section 4, and the purpose of this portion of Appendix D is to describe how
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the recorded probe temperature data is handled to obtain an effective

plum tcmperature

The details of the probe are shovn in Figure :5, and typical ther-.o-

couple output curves are shown in Figure 26. Equation 1 was used to calcu-

late plume temperature, neglecting the radiant heating term and rewtrting

as follows

dT 4 4
T - A - + B(T - T ) + C(T . To) (D-1)

5 dt p 0 p 0

The quantity T is measured, and the quantity 7 is the .om temperaturep 0

(296 0 K). The coefficients A, 3, and C were dete=rn-re by calib.stion of

the probe in combustion gases of known te=Ferastures, -..here only A, B, and

C are unknown.

The values of A, 5, and'd C vere 'u'aej i a mn .ustrated

in -able :1-1. The tible sh',.-s a set of S dadt points kT vs t (from a
P

calibration run; .M4 a~w calcu~.ate±sL ".a.cg d. idt. This lends to

three sets of . dT Pdt and t wh'ich should s;atisfy Equation :-1I. ',hen

substituted in EqLation D-, these sets give three equations in A, B, and

C (rable D-I, center), which can be solved to ai'.-L values cf A, 3, and C

(Table D-l, bottom). Th.ese values are then used in LIC calculation of T

from Equaticn D-1 and tests In propollant c.cbusti.ý!n plumes. The calibration

procedure was carried -ut on each-, prooe, before and after each test. :he

calibration gas ,-ov was 1.,90K. _.ýe resulL3 of cal.brat4.on after tcts

were .nuch different than those before tests, because of depos-tIcn on the

probe. Lacking any ."et:er guide, the ass-mption was nade tnat t'.e change

in A, B, and C writh tLi- were linear functi.r's of time during tests.

In the propellant plume tes , a temperature versus time curve (e.g.,
Figure 26) is obtailned fr •., the hevrnocouple in the probe. ,A set of 6 points

or so is measlired, tabulated, an.d converted frco'. millivol:t to temperature

;Table D-2) inF. using ther•-ocouple response tables or independent cali-

brart- i. :"ro. r!ese Toints, corresonding values of dT /dt are calculated.

7-he resulting data are sabstituted into Equaticn D-I to deter"iIne 9. In

this calculation the linea: interpolat.on. o? the parameters A, B, and C

I
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Table D-1. Data Reduction From the before-Test
Calibration of Teat Number 170.

Part A. Test Data

4T a
t (sec.) Mv T C T dt o1pm mm dt see

30 1.55 213

40 2.125 278 551 6.40 a
50 2.7 341 614 5.80

60 3.2 394 667 5.25
70 3.7 446

Part 8. Evaluatlon of Parameters From
Equation D-1 ands Part A of This

Table: Ta a 16590K. L
10

6.40 A + 255 B + 8.45 x 10 C - 1102

11
5.80 A + 318 B + 1.34 x 10 C a 1045

011
5.25 A + 371 8 + 1.90 x 10 C - 992

Part C. Values of Parameters efore Test Number 170.

A B C
-I0

161 0.135 5.07 x 10

11

17)



between pre- and post-rest calibration is made for each time during burn-

ing (Part B of Table D-2). The Table shows (last colutv.) the indicated

gas te--p-t:ature at iour tims during the test. and these temperatures are

shown in the graph of Figure 27, plotted at the 7.6-cm position above the

burning surface.

Many tests like number 170 were run, including ones in which the probe

location was at 14.2 and 23 cm fron t.e burning surface. Various problems

were encountered such as failuie of the probe, anomalous propellant sanyle

burning, or shedding of the deposits frcn the probe before the second cali-

bration. however, satisfactory tt:et.s vere obtained at the 7.6-, 14.2-, and

23-cm 1)ca-ions above the burning surface. -lhe result. are suý-rarizej in

Section 4 (Figure 27), and discu.ssed there. Th-e filn.'oing arguments are

advanced:

1. The indicated p!ume tcc•era•urcs nre 1nordi:-._ .- v high

beca-.us exte.sive %.eat transf:r is produced bv de-osition of *ic

oxide and al..4nu= and by oxidati.ln of deposited aluninum, '•-hereas

,all heat transfer In .•uati.n '. i.: assigred to co'nvection . a

gas at :emperature - (and heat Lransfar ccefficients are evac -

uated in a clean gas).

2. The decrease in indicated te,.Perat-re -wth distance from

the propellant surface is due to c.,id air mixing with the p'unme.

decreased deposition :n the probe, and decrease in alu.•inun oxida-

ti)n ,n the ?robe.

3. 7*e trend of increast.e; indicated :enperat-re Witt-. time

is due to increasing accumulition rand o;zidzation rate of alumidnum.

an ar7'-ent that is su'ported ,:. t.-. reduced tiz-e depc.ndence at 23

cm, •hiere the availability of aluninum is substantially less.

.he principal result of these particular tests was ti bring out the

importance of depositiou and reaction of ccndensed material, and the dif-

ftculties in tr[,ing to represent the .ire environmnt in te--.s of a simple

flow of a high temperature - Clear*-', the effect on i-orsed )bjects

is strorn'-v de-erdent on the i-r.;-i.-.ement-retentior.-reaction-shedding of

condensed =zterial, ".'ich in turn depends on the cmcFosititn and size of

]-.

t%•L• • • _• :• ._•- , • n •



Table D-2. Data Reduction for Test Number 170.
Test Burning TLme Was 26 Seconds.

Part A. Temperature Data

t (sac.) 1V T C TT 0

9 3.2 194

10 3.55 441 714 51.5

11 4.2 497 770 55.5

12 4.75 552 825 57.0

13 5.35 611 884 56.0

14 5.9 664

Part B. Correction of Parameters for Deposition-Calculation
Of Gas Temperature From Equation D-i.

t (sec) A C T 0 K

10 216 -0.72 2.94 x 10"9 12,278

11 221.5 -0.81 3.18 x 10 13,773

12 227 -0.89 3.43 x 10 14,856

13 232.5 -0.98 3.67 x 10'9 15,541
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droplets present.

D-4 Water Cooled Probe

It was noted earlier that one way to assure survival of an i ersion

probe was to use a cal)ri-,te"e type system and limit irmmersion tl.e. This

approach was used in Section D-3. Two major problems were: sloV response

time, which limits the amount of meaureecnts (i.e., the plume cannot be

tested at several locations in one test); change in calibration during

measurement due to buildup of deposit.

An alternate means of issuring survival of a probe is by ccoling it

to limit its temperature rise. Such a probe -w'ould -easur4, coolant temp-

erature rise and fhow rate, as a .teans of rasuri-.6 heat Lr.Insfer. Respcnse

time could be low enough ti permit operation, in a traversing omode; alter-

natelv, if deros'-tion char.zed calltratiofn drasticalyv, measurements could

be made wv-h s.iort enough duration to -.dnimize che'nge in calibration ojr-

ing indIvidial measur%;ents. 7urttar. the change in calibratio-n could be

characterIzed zn a tire centinuous basis by sin.piv noting the cihange in
heat transfer with t'nc durL:g a long test with statior.ary Trobe.

.hese considera:ions m.)otivated ex.loCrat'.rv tests cn a system shown

diagramtaticall; in: Fgr .1. g1,;lc the tebt3 were not cxtensive enough

to develop systematlc data, the. show'd tVe fil'.owing -romisin: characteris-

tics.

1. :eos~t.n -was n:ch less t-ar ;or t,-e -:ncooled calort.metcr

p r 3e.

2. Cooling water tcmper3tu-' r:se of 3C'C occurred with a

conve-nient water flow rate of l.' g sec.

3. Steady te-..eraturcs were reazhcd in 2 seconds, indicatirg

reative".' short time response.

.',1.',t i call., the response of this rrc!-e can also .he represented by

Fquz:icn ' -ivever, -ne woulAd n~o-r-.a2'v. 0.oerate it .s a steady state de-

vice. ei:-inating the need for th~e d 'd- term. In 'ddition, temperAtureS

w-'euld remain 1w eno,,h to elir.inatr need for a radiatim term-, ar.d .he heat

conduction out -ould be modified to reflect convettion out b:- the water

17b
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CouIVOc tive Transfer by Heaat transfer
Cranwsfer, gas tj depasttion cf con-l through tube

pro3be sur,.ace densed maiterial Wl11S

Heat remioval Hc&ut removal
by coolant by conduction

0
m w C kT + L -7

a n mugaha

are~ *ss% 2nv c:-it, the hent, c: onvc ted c,101~iir is . c.. ~rger tha

the heast CCI Out c L~-tc n !4L. !rapped. Ther.

we hav "., *qt C. %

H T

0. 0

T 
m

ti
0!

W

Co~vect~v Tr~r~f= b t•=tanfr

I:-~ser ga o dpsto fcn truh tue

prb s--Ic dac ~tra .'ls:
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In this ezpression, the coefficient of T8 to iudicative of rhe

relative importance of heat transfer by gas convection and by deposition

of condensed material, being of value one when there is no condensed mater-

ial. The coefficient of the first teru on the right can be deterumned by

calibration of the probe in a clean flame, where T8 . &, AT and T would

be meaeured, and

- tT
( + L) . °(D-4)

With this result and the meuured values of 1, ATv and T in a pro-

pellant test, one can obtain IT from Equation D-3. Indeed, the behavior£
of IT could be observed " a function of position in the plu (traver-£
etng probe) or as a fuection of time (ionitoring effect of accumuLating

deposit). As in the case of the uncooled imersion calorimseter, the values

of IT vould presumably be sreater than the trute temperatures due to8
deposition heating. In this case the effect is localized explicitly in the

factor I for study by suitable experiments. Hreoiver, this line of inves-

tigation could not be pursued within the lImitations of the present project.

9

I

I
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(Appendix D)

A,3,C Coefficients in Eiuation .1-1, related to heat transfer

C .Seat capacity of vater

Coefficient of hea& transfer due to deposition of condensed material
(Equation O-Z)

it Coeflicient of heat transfer due to convection from gas (Equation D-2)

Ht Coefficient of hvat transfer through tutle walls (Equation D-2)
0
M Flow rate of water (Equation "-2)

-• lemperarure of floviig gas

T --- perat-re of probe outer suz:ace t.2quation- •j. 2

azverature oi surroundings

* .'=perature of ;oolant water tin.itiall:,' *w4 0

t"'

cxnde•.sed :-tr~.i-a, dcposl.Li•.-. to •alcuited t,.•'era'•re.

rI

i
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APPENDIX E

RADIATION FROM DROPLETS

E-I Introduction

The majority of the radiation in the combustion zone originates

from A 20 3 smoka. As a result, efforts were made to obtain quantitative

"ameaurgmants of smoke radiation. At the outset, it was expected that the
smoke would be optically dense, and wetly near the temperature of the
Sam in the sae region. Accordingly, it was assumd that if intensity at

2 or 3 wavelengths could be made (by comparison vith a laboratory standard

lm; of knowm temperature), a meaningful measure of bulk temperature and

droplet emissivity could be determined. In the following, a suimary is

given of the analytical basis, experimental procedures, and results of

meaauremnts of temperature and emissivity of the plhm- based on intensity i
at three different wavelength regions. Specifically, the radiation is

measured by mans of three phot.altiplier tubes fitted vith narrow band-

pass interference filters. The varelengths selected are 4050 X, 5050

and 6000 R. In addition, a fourth wavelength can be monitored using a

monochromator. The intensities .maitted by the plum at these vavelengths

are compared with the corresponding intensities emitted by a tungsten

ribbon filamnt Imp at a kown temperature. The ratios of plum intensity

to Imp intensity at the three wavelengths are then used to determine tamp-

erature of the AI03 smoke by three techniques:23
1. t'uing meseurmeats at one vavelength and an assumed eassivIlty.

. Using neasurements at two wavelengths and assuming a gray body.

3. UsIng measuremnts at three wavelengths and using an assumed

dependence of emissivity upon wavelength.

Each of these techniques vill be discussed separately.

E-2 Data Reduction Techniques

E-2.i Assumed aiseSivity

For radiation norml to a hot surface, the radiant intensity in the

a-mlensth band between ) and X + d. is g8ven by the Planck radiation



I
law:

I\ I 2 \ Adx

I

where

6 emiusivIty at 'avalength

C1  first radiation co•ttart 0. $S8 x 10 1iC/M

c a seccnd radiation cornst&,t - 1.438 ci°' K

w savelength (c=)

A area of radiAting surface (cmj

"temperatu.ra of the radiator In

i the intensity in watts per r."it solid sngle

For practical calc.ilations a close approximation to Planck's law ir

given bv Wien's law.:
C!

Ik 0 2C 0Ac x e dX (r-2)

which holds with sufficient acciurncy as long as X7 is Ieas than 0.5 cm .-

"For the ten•p.•rat-res And va'-elengths considered in this stud,, this criterion

ts =it and Equaticn E-2 will be used.

In order to d,,ter-ine tenperature .tsing :q'4aa.on Z-2 a calibrition

standard is nreded. s5.ýce absolute i.tenitv rmeasurements are difficult.

A :ungqte: riobcn filamert lag:p with a k,:-.n temperature versus current

curve is used as a stadard. The ratio of itensitles '. /Ii is deter-
x Xc

mined from -.quatim.` E-2 as*

C CI

I C (E-3)
X c C kc *V)

.•ere Is t.e radiant inte, sitv of the calibration lcnp, and c

And - are the corresponding knom emissi-:ity an-.d t~Ferature of theC

tung3ten ribbon.

a valu f :e of .. ss0: to',e A l s,.'ke is ass.rnd, Equa--3



tion E-3 can be solved for the temperature T to yield:

1l/T 1 ,.- -I- 'n (E-4)
c €2 L Ixc a

E-2.2 Gray Bdy

"The emissivity of a cloud of fine Al 0 particles differs from the2 3
emissivlty of bulk Al 20 3 it is a functioa of particle concentration, op-

tical path length. and particle size distribution. Consequently, the

emissivity is an umknown that must also be measured. If the emissivity
is assumed to be independent of vavelength (i.e., gray body), then meaurs-
meats at tvo wavelengths are sufficient to determine g and T. This is

done by writing Wien's law (i.e., Equation E-3) for two different wave-

lengths X and X., taking logarithms and rearranging to obtain:
I6

1 C,

- - �~ "Zn aic X1€ j I'- (E-5a) A

I T l I lc Al-

). T2 ( ) I, - (E-Sb)

Eliminating Zn a from Equations E-Sa ad E-Sb yields the solution

for temperature;

IT l i€T + I Zc LO I/l Jc C 1-x2 2 22

where *1 and are obtained from the knon amuissivity of tungsten at

temperature T . Laing the value of T computed from Equation E-6, Equation

E-3 is then solved to obtain t:

0 # T c T (E-7)k~c
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%.h'ere X is either X or "

E-2,.3 Three-Color Technique

For a cloud of particles, the emissivity wi.l in general depend

upon wavelength And the gray body approxi.mation is not applicable. ThLs

wavelength dependence can be calculated from tLe :Lie theory of light

scattering (Siddall and XcCrath) if the complex refracyivi index of Al 13

particles is knuown. Since no data is availablo on the optical properties

of small Al 203 droplets at high temperatures, an emtpirical formla ='st

be used. Such an approach is used b- Siddall and ý.¢cCrath to describe the

emissivity of soot particles in flames.

Folloving Siddall and M-cGrath, tl;.e mo-ichrocatic emissivity, tX.

of a cloud of -articles is given by

€C - 1 -~ ,- •-

.h..cre KX is the extinction coefficten- and i is the thick',e~s of the

"cloud kassumel homoge L1th0 concenrttrat'. of particle: 's hý,g,-

and'or :he cloud is thick ýorticallv t!ick cloud'. then L is large and

CX -:z; that im. the cloud ridiates likc n black bodv.

For optically thin clouds, the variatiin of with wavele.gt&

m-ust be taken into acco-,it in the determination of temperature bv radiation

measurements. -*or soot jarticles it ý-a. been found that a .,*d approxi-

.atior. for i Is given byA

whore k is a constant of proportionalit,." that depends on the v.'lu"e of

particles per uz.nt volume of cloud. ard a is approximatel/ a constant

for visible lir . Substituting Lquatlon E-9 'tnto quation . -6 gives:

S - L -exp (- a'LA

x.•

l | ,4
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or lumping kL into a single parameter 8:

4 a-l-ezp(-M ) (1-10)

From measurements of emitted radiation at three wavelengths, the pars-

meters B and a, as vell as the temperature T can be determined,

provided that Equation E-9 is a good approximation to the actual wave-

length dependence of %A.

A isLua g that the cloud of Al203 particles is adequately described
br Equation E-10, the following algorithm is used to determine B, 0,

and T fro measured values of I /1IX at the three wavelength&:

Step 1: Guess a value for sq 1 0 4050 2).

Step '. Calculate T from Wien's law (Equation E-4) using

I c and the assumed value e .

Step 3: Calculate t2 and e3 from Wien's law (Equation E-7)
12/12€. '3/1 3c, and the temperature T calculated in

Step 2.

Stop 4: From ,he values of s and calculate acalculat and a

from Equation E-10. The appropriate formulae are:

[,•cl-e1)•
[La(l'a2 )t

a - (E-11)
£An (A 2 iAl

3 - .a (le-) A1  (i w 1 or 2) (9-12)

Step 5: Repeat procedure of Step 4 using 62 and 63 to calcu-

late B2 and o2 '

Step 6: Calculate y a 22 * * If y a 0 (or iYl lose than a

sp-:ifiad tolerance 5), then BV, *I, and T is the

required solution. If ljy > t proceed to Step 7.
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Step 7: Select a new guess for 4 and repeat Steps 2 through

6. Improved guesses of c, may be obtained by linear

interpolation (or extrapolation) based on previous

Suesse$ of 4 and their correspondLng y values.

The above procedure will fail to converge if:

(1) The actual variation oi emissivity with wavelength departs

significantly from that postulated by Equation E-10.

t2) Experimental errors in the measured intensities are suifi-

ciently large that no solution exists or that a solution

exists only for 0 0 or 1 > I (physically meaningless).

E-3 Descriptton of Apparatus for Zmission MeaSurcmenns

The optical syste used for emission =easureents of the solid

propellant plu.e cortsit;s of & vtewing tube with a d..arhran', an achro-

matic objective lens, an! a photeorultiplier detector array. The optical

system, whch is mounted ;n an •pLia& bench, is shown in Figure L-1.

The viewing tube consist! of a 5.08-c= O.D. aluminum tube 15.24 cm

long which is connected to the combustion tube by a 0.95-cm 0. D. stainless

steel tee fittirs at one end. e -cr di.meter optical -.-indj is mounted

at the t-ont eni of the viewing t-jte. A nitrogen purge is introduced

thro-,gh the tee fitting to orevent the hot plume gsses and particles

from entering the viewing tube. The flow %tae of the nitrogen is not

high enough to Appreciably disturb the p*une.

An iris diaphragm is mountee directly in front of the view tubc

window to, restrict the cone of light collected by the objective lens to

about 4.5 (1.27 c= aperture), This restriction on vie'ifng aperture is

greater than that imposed by the tee fitting, which is necessar/ because

the tee fi.t..ng cannot be ised when viewing the calibration lamp.

The ltght from the solid propeliant plume or calibration lanp is

focused by the achromatic objective "ens (85-r focal length) upon a

pinhole aperture (iris diaphra.- at -.Allest aetting, 3.8 M). Thus Lhe

light entering the phctomultiplier array Is restricted to that emitted

fr:: a sall area of 'he plume or calibration iasp filament, Since the
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distance from the detector aperture to the lens (tm.-4 distance) and the

distance from the lens to the lamp filament or plue (object distance) is

the same for both calibration and for test firinis, the area of the e.mitter

is the same in both cases. This allows direct comparison of the intensi-

ties measured during test tirings with the calibration in~ensities in order

to determine the temperature and amissivicy of the plume.

The detector array consists of three RCA 931A photomultiplier tubes

(PMTs) equipped with interference fIlzers (100 9 bandwidth) centered at

4050 9, 5050 ý, and 000 9. Two beamsplitter cubes In series are used to

direct the incoming beam to the three P,?' detectors. All of these compo-

nents are mounted on a minioptical. bench and are shielded with a Lack

cloth to eliminate stray light.

The phoLOmultiplier tubes are operated at 500 volts supplied by a

regulated DC power supply. The output currents from the ?I-7s are passed

through 1O0,G,?0 oh, resistrs and the reS':tin; voltages are an.plifled

(Neff Type 12-^ X amplifiers) %ii:h gains ci 1-50. The amplified signals

from the Ff's are then recorde,4 usinrg three cl.Annels of a Hcwlett-?dckard

Model Db8A Q-channe. tape recorder. Th.c rc-corded outputs ate later plot-

ted for data redu:tion.

E-4 Test. Procedure

The optical system is set up in a fu=e hood for safe rewoval ot

the solid-propellant c,-rzbuetion products. The optical " indvw is removed

from the viewing tube and placed on the front of the calibrat,.-n lamno

housing. The lamp is then placed In the fLr.e hoed with the front of the

vlndpw' mcunt in contact with the large ir's diaphra. With the lamp on,

the system is ali&,ned so thAt the pinhole aperture is centered on the

image of the ribbon filamenz. The lamp current is set at 36A, which cor-

responds to a ilament temperature of 2t.OO &, and the output signals are

recorded. T.%ard the end of -te reciri t. e lamp is turned off and the

backround is recorded. The calibration data is then plotted before ;ro-

ceeding to the test firing.

For the test fr no, the ca!ibrst-cn la-p is removed and the opti-

cal window placed on the viewing tLuos. The viewing tabe is thur. antachec

Is1



to the combustion tube and the whole assembly is then mounted in the

hood with the front of the window mount in contact with the large iris

dtaphragm. To align the system small .asp vith a frosted bulb is

lowered into the combustion tube and the pinhole aperture to centered

on the small circular Image of the bulb in contact with the tee fitting.

The lamp is then removed and the nitrogen flow is turned on. The cape

recorder is started about tan seconds before ignition, the propellant

is then ignited and the P1W signals are recorded for the duration of

the ctst (about 15 seconds). The tear data is then plotted for later

reduction.

E-5 Test Results

Two test firings have been conducted for which plum emission

measuremants have been made. The output signals of the three FMTs are

shown In Figure E-2 for the first of these tests. The data was reduced

in two ways: (1) using the gray body technique, and (2) using the three

color technique. The trmperaturss and emissivIties obtained by these tvo

methods will now be discussed.

E-5.1 Gray body Technique
By aassming that the Al203 smoke particles radiate as a gray body,

temperatures and esissivities w•re calculated using each of the three

possible pairs of assuroments: (1) 4050 9 and 505G X. (2) 4050 1 and

60O0 9, and (3) 5050 2 and 6000 9. The highest temperatures and lowest

emissivities were obtained when the two shortest waveolzngths were used.

For this case calculated tasperavtres were between 3420 0 V and 40600 K

(mean 37600 K), and missivities ranted from 0.001 to 0.008. Somewhat

lover temperatures were obtained when the 4050 9 and 6000 m esuremants

were used (mean 3330 0 K), and tmisesvities fall bscveen 0.006 and 0.025.

The lowest timperatures vera obtained when the two longest wavelengths

were used, and the corresponding esissivities were the largest. These

latter results ate shown in Figure E-3 for the first test. Here measured

temperatures fluctuated bevtoee 27600 K and 29600 K with a mean t•mperature

of 240 0OK, During the first part of the burn, the emissivity was roughly
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0.025, with a sharp riqe to about twice this value after fivu seconds.

The increase in emissivity during the middle of the burn correlates

well with the rise in measured light intensity for each of the three

wave lengths.

The above results were obtained for the first test firing; for

the second test similar restilts were obtained. For each of the tlhrew

pairs of wavelengths, somewhat lover temperatures and higher emissivi-

ties were obtained in the second test, but again higher temperatures

were obtained when the 4050 X measurement was used. The results for

the second test are shown in Figure E-4 fnr 5050 R and 6000 X, where

again increases in brightness seem to arise from increases in e.tissi-

vity rather than terperat•ire. The emissivity variations are probably

due to variations in smoke particle concentration during the burn.

The results obtained using the gray body technique are Inconsis-

tent, because the sams temperature and emissivity are not obtained for

each pair of wavelengths. Thi, diLcrepancy cannot be accounted ior by

a simple cependence of plume exiosivity upon wavelength, since the

three zolor technique iails also, as diacussed below. Tl, me~sure.-rents

indicate excess radiation at short wavelengths (4050 9). which cannot

be eccounted for by gray body emission of A1,0 3 particles. The excess

blue radiat~ou could arise from the presence of burning aluminum aggloa-

erates which are several hundred degrees hotter than the aluminum oxide

smoke.

E-5.2 Three Color Technique

As mentioned above the three color technique fails to give

meaningful results. The data does not fit the assumed functional form

of the dependence of emissivity with wavelength, and no solution can be

found for B, n'. and T. Assuming an emissivity of 0.03 at 4350 5 ,

the data indicates a decrease in emissivity at 5050 X follvwed by an

increase in emissivity at 6000 9. This is clearly inconsistent wuith

the monotonic dependence of emissivity upon wavelength asium d in the

three color tachnique.
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E-6 Conclusions

The methods used in these studies seem to hold considerable promise.

Indeed, if measurements had been confined to the longer two wavelengths,

one would be tempted to conclude that a temperature of about 2800 0 K had

been measured, with an emissivity of about 0.040. The tendency for the

emissivity to rise in the later part of the test might be interpreted as

an increase in tiokc denecy ityruson unknown).

In the course of the investigations, it became apparent that the

smoke pl.me was not optically dense. This would lead to a deceptively

low indicated value of emissivity. It also implies that the radiating

material seen by the phocomultiplier may include more than an occasional

burning agglomerate, which is much brighter than the smoke cloud. In

other words, the pLLu consists of a heterogeneous flow with radiating

condensed phase material of widely different temperatures. While the

temperatures of 28000 K or so deLermined from the longer wavelength data

may give a useful measurement of the general oxide sm~oke cloud, the shorter

wevelmngth then reflects a much higher temperature, probably that of the

aluminum f'lame envelopes around agglomerates. The procedure for analysis

of the measurements does not provide for a two-temperature measurement,

and the measurement of emissivity is severely compromised. Further, me&a-

surement of the expected determination of wavelength-dependence of emis-

sivity (due to Mie scattering) was frustrated by the two-temperature plume.

In the future it would be worthwhile to explore the possibility of deter-

mining both temperatures, and emissivity versus wavelength, using a modi-

fied analysis and measurements at additional wavelengths as needed.

In spite of these difficulties, the experimental technique seems to

have performed well, and Ohe temperature values of 2800 K and 3600 K are

compatible with the expected temperatures of radiating droplets in the

combustion plume. The values of emissivity are more difficult to recon-

cile, because values were essentially unknown at the outset, and because

in the method of calculation from the mewsurements, the calculated emis-

sivity is very sensitive to errors in intensity.
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APPIDMID 7

DETflKINATION O0? VELOCITIES
IN TRE C"tUS~TIOt ZONE

F-1 Introduction

In the combustion zone, the gaseous reaction products of the pro-

pellant accelerate quickly in their reaction region within about I cm of

the burning surface. The condensed phase material accelerates less rapid-

ly, in a manner dependent on droplet inertia, drag of the pg flow, and
A

gravitational force. The oxide smoke droplets accelerate quickly to vary

near gas velocity, while 2 00-6L= alu•minu agglomerates move relatively

slowly away from the su rface and require several ca to approach Sao velo-

city. Deternijatica of these velocities is important because it affects

the interaction vith imered objects. In the piesent investigation, an

analysis of droplet motion (Section F-2) was made to serve as one source

of information and serve as a means of interpreting experimental results.

In addition, three photographic techniques were used to obtain direct

information on velocity (Section F-3). In addition, the resulting state

of knowledge is summarized (Section F-5) and some coments are made on

possible imroved methods of vclocicy determination.

F-2 Relative Velocities of Gas and Particles

F-2.1 Acceleration of a Particle in a Uniform Gas Fl7w

Consider a gas of uniform temperature flowing vertically with a

constant velocity, V . At time t - 0, a spherical particle of density,
S 3Sdiameter, Dp. and mass, m ( - np D /6), is released at y - 0

with initial velocity V a 0, and allowed to accelerate upwards to a

steady velocity. In this analysis it is assumed that the mass remains

constant, i.e., the particle does not burn. Since the particle is spher-

ical, there are no fluid induced forces normal to the gas flow and the

motion of the particle is in the y-direction.

The drag torce exerted by the gas flow on the particle is

F a CD "8 (V - Vp) 2 (Y-1)
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where C is the drag coefficient. For spheres, the drag coefficient

is a U..nction of the Reynolds r.iaber

S(V -V )
Rey -(F-2)

where •. is cihi coefficient of viscosity of the gas. UsLing values of

0 and a obtained from the thermochemical calculations described in

Section 2, it is estimated that a 10-micron sphere will have a Reynolds

number equal to 0.113 at y - 0 where V * 0. As the particle accel-
P

crates, the particle velocity increases aad the Reynolds number decreases

further.

For Reynolds numbers less than 0.1, the drag coefficient is given

by Stokes' law:

c - 0 •(F-3)
D Ry

The us. of Stokes' law greatl-v -t.•plifies the .olution of the equations

and is accurate except for very large particles near the burning surface

where the particle velvcity is nearly zero.

Newton's third law of mocLcn states that the force on a particle

(fluid drag minus the weight) is equal to the change in momentua of the

particle:

dV
Sm M M--Z (F-4)FD :p8 p dt

where g is the acceleration of gravity. Substituting Equations F-I,

F-2, and P-3 into Equation F-4 and rearranging terms gives:

dV 18.
_._.d "% a. (V - V ) + -0 (F-5)

P9P
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7-2.2 Calculation of Velocities

Notice that Equation F-5 provides two sources of information: If

the pee velocity is known, the notion of the particle can be obtained.

Alternatively, if the particle velocity and acceleration are known, the

gas velocity can be calculated. These two cases will be investigated

separately.

7-2.2.1 Notion of a Particle in a Gas Stream of Known Velocity

When V is known, the solution to Equation F-5 is

$2

& -18&. t
- - - exp ( (F-6)vp VS M .

vhich gives the velocity of the particle at any time, t. The position of

the particle at time, t, is

P D rs

- r [2tf t+. 21:1 1 )-
IVj~ 182-x (F-7)

p p p p

Calculations have been made for 10-, 50-, 100-, and 200-microck dia-

meter alumi..oa spheres (o - 2.382 g/cm ) meving through LTP 3001 combus-

tion prod..ts at T - 2841 K (16 W 8.977 x 10"S g/cm3 and ag a 7.8883 x
-4

10 g/cm/sec) and V a 1000 cm/sec. The results are shown in Figure

F-i. It is clear that the velocity lag for the larger particles is signi-

ficant even 30 cm .rom the burning surface.

It ts also clear that there is a limiting diameter for particles

leaving the surface such that particles larger than this diameter will not

be lifted off the surface by the gas flow. In this case. the diameter is

large enough so that the Stokes' law approximation is not applicable and

the diameter must be found by trial and error, i.e., a diameter is assumed,

a Reynolds is computed and the drag coefficient is found from a graph of

drag coefficient versus Reynolds number for spheres. A drag force is then

calculated using Equation F-i and the particle weight is computed. The
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cutoff disaster is found when the drag force equals the particle weight,

which for the previously prescribed conditions is about 2 cm.

F-2.2 Calculation of the Gas Velocity from Observed Particle Velocity

and Acceleration

If the particle velocity is knoim as a function of y. the particle

acceleration can be determined frcr

dV dV
._R . v (F-6)
dt p dy

Substituting Equation F-8 into Equation F-5 and rearranging terms gives

+ 2 Vp dV + 8(F-9)

g p Le P dy

This e4quatton is used in the next section to calculate the gas

velocity using particle velocities at four vertical locations.
A

F-3 Experimental Determination of the Gas Velocity and Particle Velocities

Standard methods of gas velocity determination rely on the measure-

mment of static and stagnation properties (pressure or temperature) using a

probe submerged in the flow. The gas velocity is then computed using rela-

tionships between the gas velocity and the difference between static and

stagnation conditions. In the two-phase, flow of concern in this study, such

probes are quickly destroyed by deposition of molten aluminum and alterna-

tive mthods mout be explored.

In the present studies such difficulties were avoided by use of photo-

graphic methods. The plume contains condensed phase material in the form

of irregularly shed clouds of fine particles and burning alumlnum agglomer-

atom. The velocity of the fine particles in the clouds should ba very near-

ly equal to the gas velocity and the velocity of these clouds can be deter-

mined from high speed motion pictures of the plume. The velocity of the
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burning aluminum agglmerates lags the gas velocity due to the inertia of

the agglomerates. These agglomerate., however, leave very bright streaks

which can be observed on either still photographs or single frame analy-

sis of high speed motion pictures. The single frame analysis of high-speed

motion pictures is preferred since single frame exposures of 0.00b to 0.0001

second are possible while 35-- still cameras are limited to 0.001 or 0.002

second, and the shorter exposure times are needed to allow the streaks to

be seen against the background radiation from the fine AS,20 3 smoke. Indeed,

velocity calculations using both single-frame agglomerate streak measure-

ments and frame-to-frame cloud velocity measqrements can be obtained from

high-speed motion pictures.

F-3.1 Test Apparatus and Procedures

High-speed motion pictures have been made of the plu-me at the exit

of 5.;-c=-dieter stainless steel tibes 7. 15, 15.2, 22.9, and 30.5 cm long.

W'afers of propellant 5 cm in diameter and 1.3 cm thick were cut and a coil

of ignizor wire was att.ached with igniter paste ksee Figure 11). The wafers

were wrapped with masking tape to insure a snug fit into the tube. The

wafers were then pressed into the tube with the igniter wire emerging

through Insulated holes in the tu5e and the propellant was secured along

the bottom wi.th a coatirg of epoxy. Before the test, the tubt (propellant

end down) was pressed inrt a base plate which was secured to the counter

top of a fume hood. Two notches approximately O.b4 cm apart (exa~t dis-

tances were recorded) were filed into the open end of each tube. These

notches are used to determine exact magnificati~m factors in motion pictures.

High-speed mcion pictures were made wi:h a iycam camera and a

Nikon 200-to-600-- zcc lens. The Hycam camera is capable of filming rates

up to 11.000 pps i'sing a full frame format. Filming rate and aperture set-

tings were obtained by trial and error, and it was %oncluded that for the

5.1-cm-diameter tube tests, using kodak Zktachrome T (tungsten)J film and

the lena set for 600-m• and an aperture of f/22, filmi:•g rates of 2,000 to

4.000 pps produced the desired bright agglomerate streaks against the smoke

clouds. It should be noted that the camera does not run at a Lonstant race,
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but approaches the set framing rate in an exponential manner and then

oscillates slightly about the set rate. A rate of 2,000 pps can be main-

tained over approximately 70. of a 30-moeter film roll. The exact film-

ing rate at any frame can be determined fron timing marks printed onto the

edge of the film at 0.001 second intervals by a light-emitting diode (LZ)

timing mark generator. The Hycam camera was mounted on a tripod approxi-

mately 3 rmters from the tube. The Nikon zoom lens was mounted oni an ex-

tension bracket which was then mounted to a second tripod. The two tripods

were adjusted until the lens and camera were aligned, whereupon the lens

was connected to the camera. The stainless steel tube was positioned

within the fume hood so that the carerw was aligned with the tube axis

slightly above the tube exit with the n.,tchies just visible at the bottom

of the frame with the lens focal lunith set at 600 mm. The lens was focused

halfway between the center of the tubc to the front edge. The filming rate

was act at 2,000 pps and the lens aperature set at fi/22.

The ignitic~n wires ware connected to the igniter circuit and the

propellant was ignited. The propellant was allowed to burn for 10 seconds

to heat up the tube and establish steady flow. After 10 seconds, the camera

was started and the 3Y-meter film. roll exposed in two seconds. Cine-photo-

graphy in the streak mode follo;.wed the same general procedure, only the

camera housing was reversed and a special fuiln gate installed.

F-3.2 Data Reduction

The processed fil-s were viewed with an L'•" It.-. -•oticn analyzer

(movie projector) with a frame counter and projection speeds of It) pps,

24 pps, variable slow rates of 1 to 10 pps, and frame-by-fra.ne 3top motion.

A single-frame image was projected onto the portable screen and the magni-

fication ratio determined from measurement of the distance between notches.

For measurement of agglomerate streaks, the film was advanced 500

frames (to allow the film speed to stabilize) and the initial film rate

(i.e., the distance between timing marks) was recorded. The film was then

advanced frame by frame until 25 streaks tsee Figure F-2a for a sample

streak) were measured and recorded. W'hen the 25th streak was recorded a
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finl fF.Jz!.g rate wu recorded. The fila theadvanced to the 800th

-frame, an initeral filodnas rate was recorded, 25 streaks measured and re-A

A

cirded and a final filmigs rate recorded. This procedure was repeated

beg•.nin 4at the 1,500th and 1,800th frams to give a total of 100 streaks.

Each group of 25 streaks was averaged to obtain a group average streak

length and the film speed at the beginning and end of each group vas aver-

aged to obtain a group film speed. The exposure time for a sinale frame

is 1/(2.5 x group film speed). Using these values, a group streak vtlo-

city, V was calculated for each of the 16 groupe (four for each tube).
p

Finally, the four groups from each tube were averaged to obtain an average

particle* speed for each tube. V.p
As shown in Figure F-2b, a single frame contains the bright agSlom-

orate streaks and a rather blotchy mottle of Al 203 smoke. .-he smoke usual-

ly distorts between frms due to velocity gradients vithin the tube and

diffusion, but it is possible (after a considerable ano~rmt of searching)

to find a distinct point (between light and dark spots) which can be iden-

tified in two consecutive froms. The distance traveled between frames is

measured, the filming rate determined, (the time of travel is nov the in-

verse of the film speed), and a velocity obtained. This velocity is refer-

red to as the sioke velocity and should be equal to the gas velocity duo

to the negligible mass of the smoke particles.

T.he background smoke in the 7.6-cm tube vas too bright to permit

selection of a clearly identifisble spot for frame to frame analysis. How-

ever, a movie was made using the 7.6-cu tube with the Hycam camera in the

streak mode. A section of this film is shown in Figure F-2c. The film

speed is calculated, and the angle of the diagonal lines is measured. The

speed of the bright object leaving the streaks is equal to the film speed

multiplied by the tangent of the angle.

In Table F-1, the values of V aVW V as wall as V the
P p p uma

longest agglomerate streak measured in each tube, are presented. Also

given are values of V 9smoke) for the 15.2-, 22.9-, and 30.5-cm tubes

and V (streak) for the 7.b-cm tuule. It should be noted that V (smoke)

is averaved from only two to four measurements for each tube and V (streak
mode) is averagad over about 25 lines.
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Table ?-I. Compartei of velocities at the Exit of PFor Tubes

Tube
length, Vp p V 8 smoke 8

(cm) (n/esc) (a/eec) (Woew) (a/ee) (W/sec)

10.9 %,. e. o, .o

10.04 9.95 21.23 ..... 16.13
7.6 9.61

9.21 ...... ...... .....

11.99 ...... . .. .. ..

10.85 11.21 19.80 16.18
15.2 10.46

11.53 ......

11.74

11.57 11.82 19.60 14.24
22.9 11.75*99 99 9 9999

12.20

12.65 ...... ...........

13.08 13.01 16.13 1.5.7430.5 126

30512.61 ..... .............

13.69 ....... .... ... ..

V - Aggloamrate velocities averaged over 25 frames
P

V P - A" Imerate velocities averaged over 100 frams

Vax - Velocity of fasctet moving 4alomtrate

"i ks V elocity of mok oud

s tres Velocity fron streak movie
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F-3.3 Corrections for Tube Velocity Profiles

Since the propellant is burning inaide a tube, the gas velocity

viii not necessarily be uniform. If the tube length is very short com-

pared to the tube diameter, and/or the kinematic viscosity is low, the

velocity viii be uniform except for a negligibly thin region near the

tube wall. If the tube is such longer than its diameter and/or the kine-

matic viscosity is very high and the temperature is uniform throughout the

tube, the velocity vill have a parabolic velocity distribution. Since the

tubes used in these teats have tube lengths comparable to their dimoter8

and the kinmtic viscosity La high, the velocity profiles lie smemlore

in betwen uniform and parabolic. therefore, correction factors vill be

obtained for uniform velocity profiles (zero length tube) aid parabolic

velocity profiles (infinitely long tubes). Next, using the two extreme

cases correction factors for intermediate length tubes viii be presented.

Three characteristic velocities are useful in describing the velo-

city In nonuniform flow. First, V, is the velocity averaged over an

Area A of the tube and defined by

V(r)rdrV • : (F-10)

rdr

Second, '. Is the mean or mass average velocity vhich is the velocity

given by Equation F-10 when A is the entire area of the tube. Finally,

V is the velocity on the centerline of the tube.
0

F-3.3.1 Uniform Velocity Profile

When the tube length is much less than the tube diameter, the velo-

city is very nearly uniform cier the entire cross sectional area of the tube.

Therefore

v V (-l11)c

V 0 (F-12)
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F-3.3.2 Parabolic Velocity Profile
Wher. the tube length is such greater than the tube dissoter the

velocity profile is parabolic:

r2
V 0 -° . ( ) V (F-13)

FI
In the previous section on photographic results, averqe particle

velocities V wre measured over a portion of the tube. The area, A,

vtioed in the movies is shmm in Figure F-3. Substituting Equation F-13

into Equation F-1O mad performing the requitred integration gives

o s•" , \'-t- 2 * (F- V

If rLhe entire aesi of the tube had been pthotographed, (L I)1. the esan

velocity in the tube wold have been obtaine.n, i~e.

V

2v V 4.1 (F-14)

2

This isa well know result froa the theory of laenar flog ih tubes. The
VV

Lvi* in 1  FSL&•1 L.÷L %1'l-L2]

For the tube ovioes describedl in the previous savtion• these relationships

are

.2 (F-15)
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As previously described, due to the high kinematic vi.scouity and the lao

ratio of tube length to diamater, the actual correction factors lie between
these tvo extremes. Schlichting has shown that the transition from uniform
to parabolic profile proceeds as a function of the parameter

R 2- IVI

where • and u4 are tbe gas density and viscosity, I is the tube length,

and R is the tube outer radius. Schlichting also presents curves of

V /IV] as a fumction of ) for several radial locations. (The curve for

r a 0 represents V /IV].) Using values of a and 4 from the thermo-

chemical calculations described in Section 2 and assuming LV] a 1000 cm/sec,

Pg a 8.977 x 1S"5 x/c 3 and ,g a 7.8883 x 10"4 g/ca sec at 2841°K, velo-

city profiles for the four tubes are obtained from SchlichtLng'v plots and

presented in Figure F-4.

"The correction factors are written

[Vj .5 [1 + Fa~) IV (F-19)

and

, , [.797 + .203 F(A) V (r-20)

A value of F(X) for each of the four tubes can be obtained from Equation

F-19 and Figure F-4. Theoe values of F are then used to obtain the corre-

lation betvsen IV) and V using Equation F-20.

Values of Vp, V p maxt Vs (smoke)' and Va (streak soda) presented

in Table F-I are corrected for nonuniform velocity profiles and given in

Table F-2 as values of :V:. V represents the average velocity of 100
p

streaks in the region shown Ln Figure F-2 and thus this value is corrected j
by Equation F-20. Values of V represent the largest particle volo-p max
cities measured in the Nubes. Since the largest gas velocity in the tube
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Is Vol these values are corrected by Equation F-19. Reduction of data ]
for streak mode photographs and cloud velocities Is not as well defined.

Therefore this data is presented corrected by Equation F-19 and Equation

F-20. Interpretation of these results is presented in a following section. A

Using the values of [V p3 for the four tube lengthe it is possible to esti- A
mate the pa:ticle acceleration by fitting an exponential curve to the re-

sltut. Using the values ý4 a 0.78885 z 10" g/cm sac and the density of

alinm (liquid) P- 2.392 V/el [V I can be related to C V 1 for
3 p

different p"rticle dissiters. Results are shom in Table F-3.

ITable F-2. Mean Velocities at the Exit of Four Tubes.

(1) (2) (3) (4)

£[vi. Iv J Lv I (Eq. F-19) .V (Eq. F-20)

Tube from V from from streak from streak
leagth, P mode or cl€ d mode or cloud

(c2) W=SWc (20 40 (-/44c) (it/sac)

7.6 9.02 16.21 12.31 14.50

15.2 9.80 13.66 11.15 14.14

22.9 10.19 17 89 9.37 12.26

30.5 11.03 10.08 9.84 13.35

4

Tables F-2 and F-3 reprusent the current status of this research

with respect to velocity imasurinnts. Colums 2, 3, and 4 of Table F-2 1

represent estimates of the ma-n Sas velocity at various distances from the

burning surface. Colui 1 of Table F-2 represents the average velocity of

large condensed phase material at various distances from the burning surface.

in order to calculate the gas velocity from the condensed phase material

velocities, it is necessary to know the sire (dimter) of the condensed

phase material at various distances from the burning surface. At the

210
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Table F-3. Me=n Gee Velocities for 10-, 20-, 50-, 100-, and
200-Micron Partic lee

Srv(I I v IvJ [v v [V 3
Tube 9 8 a £

length, (D-0) (D=1L0) (D=2W) (D-50) (DlO0) (Dm2OO")
(cm) (n/nec) (a/4cc) (/0eec) (r/)sac) W W) (a/sec)

7.6 9.02 9.06 9.19 10.10 13.37 26.46

15.2 9.80 9.82 9.87 10.24 11.58 16.92

22.9 10.19 10.20 10.25 10.59 11.99 16.63

30.5 11.03 11.04 11.09 11.44 12.65 17.55

present time, particle collectcon techniques have not been refined so that

the average particle diameter can not be determined exper-imentally with

acceptable accuracy. Table F-3, therefore, uses the condensad phase mater-

tal velocities frou column one of Table F-2 to predict the gas velocity

for various sized particles. For example, if subsequent tests indicate

that the aluminum aggl rates have an average diameter of 100 microns at

a distance of 7.6 cm fror the burning surface, Table F-3 predicts a gas

velocity of 13.37 n/sec.

F-4 Discussion of Results

In Che previous sections, high-speed motion picture films of the

plume of burning L'TP 3001 have been used to estimate the mass average gas

velocity at different distances from the burning surfaces. The velocities

of large (burning aluminum agglomerates) and small (aluminu o=ide smoke)

particles of condensed phase material have been measured from the films and

several analyses have been used to estimate average gas velocities based

on the local condensed phase velocity.

There are still several areas of uncertainty for each measurament

technique relating to three phases of the analysis, namely measurement of

A
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coodowed phase velocities, relatiouship between assured local average

velocities and the mean velocities over the entire plume, and the rela-

tionship between condensed phase velocities and gas velocities. In the

following sections, the areas of uncertainty for each of the individual

imasrsmsent techniques and subsequent analyses will be discussed briefly

e=d poeuivle improvements will be su*geted.

P-4.1 E:tomation of Gas Velocities from Average Condensed Phase Particle
velocities

Determination of the velocity of large (50- to 200-micron) agglom-

erates is quite accurate if camra speed is correctly averaged. However,

when uslng Equation F-10 to relate velocities averaged over a restricted

area to velocities averaged over the entire plume it is assumed that all

streals between the front edge of the tube and the centerline of the tube

(or the back edge of the tube) at• visible and measurable. While this is

true for the 22.8- and 30.5-cm tubes where the back edge is visible, the

background Al 203 smoke is very bright in the 7.6- and 15.2-cm tubes and

the depth of view cannot be determined. Because of this uncertainty, the

extrapolation of local mean velocities to average man velocities over

the entire tube is only approxi•Late. Further, the previously discussed

difficulties in obtaining satisfactory experimental dsta on mean particle

diameter as a function of distance from the burning surface precludes the

determination of gas flow velocity using this technique at this time.

F-4.2 Estimation of Gas Velocities from Smoke Clouds

The principal. difficulties vith this method are in the determination

of the distamce a smoke cloud travels botween motion picture frame and

the relationship betwmen smoke velocities and average gas velocities. As

can be seen in Figure 5-2, the edge of a smoke cloud is a somewhat vague

Sray region. Since it is difficult to def'- a point or edge in any single

motion picture frame there is a '"gres of ".Mcertainty in the distance this

point travels between successive frames. In movies at the exic of 7.6- and

15.2-cm tubes, the background radiation is very bright and only very small

(about 0.5 -m across) dark blotches, apparently near the edge of the tube,
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could be observed. In this case, it seem appropriate to use Equation

F-20 to determine the average gas velocity since the smoke velocities re-

present local values. In the 22.8- and 30.6-cm-long tubes, the background

radiation Is less intense ard larger (~5 mm across) smoke clouds can be

seen. For larger clouds, near the center of the tube, the use of Equation

7-19 is correct since the visible leading edge would travel at VO. The

sake travels at gao velocity so there is no ambiguity in relating con-

densed phase material velocity to gas velocity.

F-4.3 Estimation of Gas Velocities from the Fastest Particle

It is difficult to conceive of a situation in which the condensed

phase material moves faster than the gas. Thus, this analysis simply

assumes that the fastest particle, V found in a movie is travelingp mx

at the fastest gas velocity. V Note that this velocity is not time0'
averaged since only one velocity is used for each tube. However, this

method seems to hive the least uncertainty.

A

F-4.4 Determination of the Gas Velocity from Streak 4ovies

Using the Hycme camera in the streak mode presents several ditficul- i

ties. The film must be loaded emulsion side up and thus no timing marks A

are printed on the film. Camera speed must be estimated from similar rolls

exposed with emulsion side down. Further, after focusing and aligning the

camera, it mast be disconnected to load the film so that alignment vith the

tube centerline is no longer assured. Further, since no distinct image is

for•ed on the film, it is not possible to determine what is being photo-

graphed--smoke or agglomerates. It should be noted that most of these
difficulties might be circumvented by the use of a special streak camera

rather than a Hycam with add-on attachaents. In any event, this method
presents the most ambiguities with regard to results and is not recommended

for further consideration.

F-5 Conclusions

At the present time, the most plausible results seem to be the fastest

particle velocities. 1ting these results (column two from Table F-2) the
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gas velocity as a function of distance from the burning surface is pre-

seated in Figure F-5. Rare are also given at each of the four locations

to indicate the data spread frtom colui 2, 3, and 4 in Table F-2. Also

presented are theoretical predictions frmt Section 7. It to seen that

initial gas velocities appear correct, but due to heat lose through the

tube wall* the gas velocities in the tube tests decreases. The heat lose

to the tube is very evident in the movies where the decrease in light

intensity Li longer tubes is significant. Subsequent tests should employ

better insulation of the tube walls.

2-
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NOIMNIICIATURE

(Appendix F)

CD Drag coefficient

D Diameter of particleP

F Dreg force

F(A) Function of

9 Acceleration due to gravity

I Tube length

Ip Particle Ueas

r Radial coordinate

R Tubz radius

Roy Reynolds Number

t TIme

T Temperature, cK

V GA• velocity

V0 Velocity at r "

V Particle velocity

V Fasteat agglomerate streak found in motion picture

V Agglomerate velocities averaged over 25 motion picture fromes
-P
V Agglomerate velocity averaged over 100 motion picture frames

P
iv. Naes average velocity. Equation F-10

V Distance away from burning surface

Transition parameter, Equation F-18

Viscoeity of gases

o. Density of particle
P
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APPENDIX G

DROPUT fPO1IUUTIO CALCU1ATIONS

G-1 Introduction

While this study did not cover the mechanism of aluminum and oxide

droplet interaction with objects in the fire environment, the results of

Section 4 and Appendix D shoved the importance of Impingemnt of droplets.

This result is also observed in eroeion of rocket motor conponents (Rhefo-

ence G-1). However, the impingement phenomenon and its effect on exposed

objects are dependent on the composition, size and temperature c.f the drop-

lets in the flow, and this in turn is dependent on the progress of burning

of the aluminum droplets. Efforts to determine this information by experi-

mental means are described in Section 11 and Appendix C. However, the

unreliability of such experiments dictates a complementary effort to calcu-

late the droplet populations. Such an approach has the advantage of pro-

ducing a systematic framevork with which to organize results and predict

behavior, and also brings to bear a backlog of fundamental knowledge that

augments the empirical resu•ls of direct measurement.

Calculation of droplet populations depends first on an experimentally

determined aluminum droplet size population near the propellant burning sur-

face, as described in the latter part of Appendix C. At this location,

relatively little Al03 has formed, and the aluminum agglomerates are rela-

tively easy to measure. Civen this droplet size distribution, a burning

rate law for the droplets is used in the folloving to calculate droplet

diameters versus tine, amounu of aluminum remaining, smotnit of oxide formed,

and oxide droplet distribution.

c-2 Burning of Individual Droplets

Various investigators have studied aluminum droplet combustion exper-

G-1. Shchubin, V. K., A. 1. Moranov, V. A. Filin and N. ,. Koval'nogoe,
"Intensity of Reat Transfer Between TNo-Phase Flow and Nozzle Walls
as Function of Particle Motion Parameters," Izyastiva VLZ. Avia-
tionnava Tekhnika. Vol. 19, :.o. 1, 1976, pp. 109-114.
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imentully and theoretically (e.g., Rferences G-2, G-3, G-4, G-5). Most

iuvetigators report results in terms of a correlation between initial

dlametsr and tiem to burnout, in the form

To ak D0n

While ageement on values ot the paramters k and n are less than idea .

values of

k 105 sec/(Ga)1 * 7 5

a * 1.75

sem reasonable for the present purposes (they are for "r in seconds, and

D0  in micromters. and all the values were chosen to fit burning times

observed in the present study).

It should be noted that Equation G-1 is usually intended to relate

burning time to iniLIAL droplet diameter. We will assume here that the

equation holds for any time during the droplet burning, not just for D0 .

C-2. Davis. A., "Solid Propellants: The Combustion of Particles of Metal
Ingredients," Combustion and Flae, Vol. 7, No. 4, December 1963,
pp. 359-367.

G-3. Urtmmu , K. 0., "Ignition and Combustion of Aluminum Particles in
Propellant Flame Cases." Chemical Pronulsion Inforuation Axancy
Publication 220, Vol. I, November 1971, pp. 1-24.

C-4. Friedman, R., and A. Hacek, "Combustioa Studies of Single Aluminum
Particles," from Ninth Svymoslim (International) on Coustion,
Academic Press, 1963, p. 709.

G j. Brzustovski. T. A., and Irvin Glasman, 'Vapor-Phase Diffusion
Flames in the Combustion of Magnesium and Aluminum: 1. Analytical
Developments; and I1. Experimental Observations in OMyn Atmos-
pheres," AIAA Progress in Astronautics and Aeronautics, Vol. 15,
Heterotaeneos Coustion, Academic Press, New York, 1964, pp. 75-158.
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Then

"k Dn (G-2)

If the time to burn from D to D is designated by t,

t "V k (D On . D) k" k0 (1 o D/lO0n

P . 1/no
(t (1 - (G-3)

D0 D0  0

Equation G-3 describes the droplet diameter " a function of time from

t w 0 at the start of burnins, until t a *0 at burnout. Variation of

diameter vith time is graphed in Figure G-1. As a matter for future dis-

cussion, it is worth noting that droplets burn out very rapidly after their

dieters are down to 40M of initial value.

It is to be understood that, while the droplet is nearly spherical

and mostly aluminum at t a 0, it is accumulating aluminum oxide during

burning. In the usage here, the diameter, D, refers to an effective

aluminum droplet size in the sense of correctly describing the amount of

unreacted aluminum, to addition theae is accumulating oxide, which will

be discussed later.

While the droplet diameters are usually the experimentally deter-

mined measures of droplet size, we are often concerned in practical prob-

les primarily with droplet mass. This is given as a function of time

from Equation C-3. Thus

3 3/nJL. ._ 1--- (t < kDon) (G.,4)
O D n 0

0 dK 0

* If one were to seek imprc-vement on this procedure, it would no doubt

be necessary to go back to the assumptioin yielding Equation G-2 from

Equation G-1; this would require information not presently available.
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The correspodting dependence of droplet mass fraction versus time burned

is shon as the solid curves in Figure G-1.

G-3 Formation of Product Oxide

The qualitative nature of aluminum droplet combustion in propellant

atmoepheres is now established beyond doubt, end UTM 3001 is no exception.

It is clear chat fine oxide droplets (smoke) form in the detached flame

about the droplet, and that oxide also for on the droplet surface. At.

or near the burnout of the al•minum droplet, the surface oxide forms one

or more droplets of much larger site than those in the detached flame.

These residual oxide droplets are small when formed from small agglomer-

aces, larger when formed from large agglomerates. Since the large agglom-

erates are the last to burnout, the large residual oxide droplets are the

last to form free of agglomerates. In the following we vill be calculating

the populations of these droplets, so it will be necessary to make some

assumptions about them that may remain quantitatively argumentative. How-

ever, the assumptions are not critical to the calculations, in the sense

Oiat they will be represented by adjustable parameters.

The f or malor agsumytion is that the smoke droplets form in

a mass fraction 0i (smoke mass to total oxide mass), at all times. No

detailed consideration will be given to smoke droplet site because it is

so small that impingement is minimal. The residual oxide mass fraction is

therefore (1 - 0). Experimentil results suggest that Or ranges betweea

0.70 and 0.90 (Reference C-6).

The second M is that surface oxide does not separate from

the agglomerate, but forms n droplets of equal size upon burnout. At all

times the residual oxide may be assigned an effective diameter for the pur-

pose of defining the droplet sue, but it is understood that its actual

shape may vary greatly during burning of the agglomerate. After burnout,

C-6. Kraeutle, K. J., and H. H. Bradley, "Combustion of Aluminized Pro-
pellants: The Influence of Pressure ard Propellant Composition on
Formation of Aluminuft Combuation Residue," CEIA Publication 292,
".olume 1, 1977.
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the oxide droplets do became spherical. Their mass wtll thean be

ot O ( ) ( ) (G-5)
o 0 54

where 102/54 Li the mass ratio of Al 20 to its ingredient l 2 . The volume

of the droplet is

OA1203 Al

and the diameter ratio of residual oxLde droplet to parent agglomerate drop-

let is

D oa ll /3

D 0  OAl 203 54 1

1/3

1.38 (G-6)

In many of the later calculations, values of o and w idll be assumed to

be 0.20 and 1.0 respectively. The evidence indicates chose assumptions for

o and 1, to be reasonable. The result is a value of DU /D 0 0.65.

G-4 Populations of Droplets

The microetructure of the solid propellant is an important factor in

determining alumn, aglomrate size, and the disorder of the structure

results in a wide range of agglomerate sizes. In Section 11 and Appendix C

the size of these agglorates vae reported as a histogram representirn

numbere of droplets observed in certain diameter intervals (Figure 378).

It was noted that a normalized form of the histogram is more suitable for

applications (Figure 51&). In general, one may assume that a histogram of
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this kind represents a saaple from a large popultion which is c-

me an s L. This tarbu populatiog can be represented by r fr-_
quen=y function 3(D~t), such that •S

3• (D,t)dD (C-7)

where dN/N0 is the portion of ill droplets in the sist interval dD, or |
3 is the portion of droplets per unit diamter. The functional notation

U•(D,t) means that 3, as a property of a droplet cloud moving away from

the propellant surfface, describes the number of droplets versus D. and

means that the whole distribution changes writh time (due to droplet burning).

The experimentally determidned initial droplet size distri.butiLon cozrraspmo~

to U•(D,t) evaluated at D a D 0 and t - 0, and will be denoted by

3 0 (Do0 ). Dewlmeant of an initial distribution from an experiment is de-

scribed in Section 12 and Appendix C. and the results are presented there

for U"TP 3001 propellantburning at atmospheric pressure.

If one were interested primarily in the effect of type of propellat

or combustion environtent, a comparison vould be made of 3o0 (Do), a fumction

whose integral (area under the 3,D curve) ti always one, but whose shape

reflects the size distribution. In the present investigation we are interest-

ed in how both 3 v3 D and 3dD change with time for our particular pro-

pellant. and will determine this in paragraph G-5 by imposing the droplet

burning rate results of paragraph G-2 on the initial distribution of Section

12.

Recalling our practical concern with mLs-size distrioutions, m*e

may develop a mass-size distribution function corresponding to 3(d,t).

3 3
O -n16), D0 dN0 D U0(DOt)d0

3 e3
.0 0 '0O00 0o o
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F(DMt) "-L (G-6)

Equation G-8 gives the mwas-stse distribution as a function of the number-

sise distribution function at any tims that the latter is known, including

tim t 0 when D - DO# dD = dDo, and 3(D,t) 3. In Figure G-2.

a Gaussian distribution curve is shown to represent 30 versus Dot and a second

curve is sham that represents the corresponding mass-size distribution

F0 versus Do. In the next section we examne how 3(D,t) can be related to

the initial distribution 30, through the burning rate law.

G-5 Change in Population with Time

In the combustion plume, the population of agglomerates changes due to

burning as the agglorates move out from the burning surface. We will "sum

that all size agglomerates move out at the sin speed (not too good an assump-

tien near the burning surface) (see Appendix F). If one follows a set of

droplets dN in the size range designated dD, the number dN is constant,

so from Equation G-7,

d *l0 N 0O30o(D0) dD04 0 O;P(D,t)dD - dN (G-9)

where d4 and dN0 are the eame droplets, so dN - dN0 but dD 0 dDO.

From this relation the general distribution function can be expressed in

terms of the inirtial distribution and Equation G-3. Thus

U(Dt) - (dDo/d)) 30((D)0

F ron Equation G-3 ,

(dD/dDO) - (1 - t,'I t ')o(n) n (0-10)

3(D,t) (I -tlkDo0 0(IO) (G-11',
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A

which, in combination with Equation G-3, gives 3(D,t) in terms of D.,

10 and t, and the parmitera n and k of the burning rate law. This

number-sise distribution fumction is shown in Figure G-3& at several times

during burning, using the Gaussian distribution in Figure G-2 as an initial

distribution. A correspooding development based on the meaured initial

*ise distribution for UTP 300) is shown in Figure 38a.

The mass-sise distribution varies with time as indicated in Equation

8, which can be expressed completely in term of initial distribution func-

tion time and D0 using Eg ations G-3, G-8, and G-10, thus

3 nIL~ I +Uia

AR D0(1 -t_/kD ) n n 3( )D 0  (I tlkD 0 )f 4
So o- -(D ) dDj 00 0 0

0

D3(l _ tlkD n)n ()

* F(D,t)dD * (G.12)
00 0 (Do) oLD)

"b0 
3

0iD0 0%
0

Figure G-3b hovs the variation in this mass-size distribution for the ini-

tial Gaussian distribution in Figure G-2. Figure G*3c shows the area under

the population curves versus time, which mounts to a graph of mass fraction

of aluminua unburned, versus time. The comparable curves for UTP 3001 are

shown in Figures 38b and 39.

G-5 Product Oxide Population

In Section G-3, the qualitative nature of the product Aluminum oxide

droplets was described in term of parmters or, 0, and j, along vith

assumptions regarding physical behavior determining these parameters or

implicit in the use of them. Sriefly,

or mass fraction of oxide in the < 2 ý.m-diamster range, character-

istic pioduct of the detached flame envelope (value roughly 0.7

to 0.9, assumed to be 0.8 in now calculations here).
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Ti the number of the lager, surface-formed residual oxide drop-

lets resulting from oe alumamni droplet (assumed to be ore in

most calculations).

8 u the diameter ratio nf residual oxide droplet to parent aluminum

droplet. (Usually for ¶ - 1.0, when B 0 0.65 when or 0.8).

The correct values for 1, B, and T for UTP 3001 (or any other

propellant) are not known accurately. In the present work, efforts to deter-

mine these parameters by collection of droplets in the combustion plu were

thwarted by low collection efficiency. However, the specific values of 0.8.

0.65 and 1.0 noted above were suggested by earlier work, and are compatible

vith the present results. Thus the product oxide can bt described as con-

sisting of 801. smoke droplets < 2 6a in diameter and 20% rosidual oxide

> 2 6m in diameter.

Having developed the equatioas for the aluminum droplet population

versus time (e.g., Equation G-12) the determination of mount of oxide versus

assumptions and definitions, that

S102 (o.m GIa
oex 54

of..= (mo " ) (G-13b)
UoxS 54

o 540 (1- a)MO - M) (G-130)
oxR 54 o

Figure G-3c shows how the oxide mas varies with tim- when the initial alum-

inm droplet size distribution is the Gaussian oue in Figure G-1.

In Equation G-13b. these smoke oxide droplets are so small they f.,l-

low the gS streamlines around objects in the flow with minimal impingement.

Accordingly, no effort was made to determine their size distribution (it was

verified that they were in the < 2-6a ringe). On the other hand, the resi-

dual oxide droplets are relatively large, and their site distribution will

be considered in the following.
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The most grosl aspect of the residual oxide is the question (Equa-

tion G-Uc) of how such is in the form of free oxide droplets and hov such

is still present a surface oxide on burning aluminum droplets. This quas-

tion can be ans•ered by examinir$ how much of the initial aluminum popu-

lation is burned out at a Bi-en time t, i.e., that pert for which D0 <

(t/k) /n. Referring to Figure G-2, if the diameter corresponding to Do -

(t/k) /n is located, the droplets at lower D0  have all burned out and

the area under the F0  curve to the left of this D0  is the portion of

the aluminum involved that has contributed to residual oxide droplets.

This smottnts to integratina the Initial distribution function from Do- 0

to Do a (t/k) /n " (t)* ) in

Do(t*) 1/n DO(t*) 1/n
%m ) o ( ' D0 'tO(Do)dDo

f " . f (D dD0 ) - (, .,

bMU0 0 /0b 0"D Z;0 (Do0) dD 0

* U (C-U3)

oxr 54 %0

The gh"-ajjjLg'," g, o r g".g d (after all

aluminum has burned) is, within limits of assumptions about 2 and 1,

determined directly by the Initial aluminum droplet size dis:rtibtion. Thus,

if we define the number-size distribution by 3 O then

dN
o2 a Z (D ,t) d_NO ox ox t Do

N0  -

The subscript "ox" is used here to msan oxide after aluminum burnout,
and refers to free residual oxide droplets. During aluminum burning
an additional subscript will be used to distinguish residual oxide
from that on the surface of sluminum dropiets.
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whore dN ox corresponds to residual oxide droplets in a diactr incrintm
dD .. droplets that in turn correspond to a number dN a (dNa )// of

parent aluminum droplets of initial diameter DO In the diameter increment

CDO, The population 3 Ox (D a) is related to the initial alumzinu droplet

population by

; (Doxt) dDO !!" . I .o0(D ) DoS
ORNo N0

or

3 o x ( D , t ) d D o x a 13 0 ( D O ) d 0 (

D < (tlk) 1/n

The second (burnout) part of Equation G-14a provides the time-dependence of
3ox (D )xt), vith the 11"l diJsjtibtig being given by taking large t so all

aluminua droplets are burned out. To be useful. Equation G-14& must be

modified or supplemented by a relationship between Dox and DO such as

that in Equation G-6, from which one may rewrite G-14a as

(o 0 (Oxt) = '•/ 3 0 (Do/8)

S(ot(G-14b)

D < (1/8) (t/k) 1/nI

From this e 4uation it is evident that the final residual oxide dietribution

function differs from the original aluminum droplet distribution by simple

linear scale changes, illustrated to Figure G-4a for the Gaussian distribu-

tion for values of 4 and 9 of 1.0 and 0.65 respectively. Note that for

times when the aluminum is not all burned out, not all of the final popula-
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tion of free oxide droplets is yet formed. In particular, the large drop-

lets, which form from initially large aluminum droplets. are not yet free

of the aluminum. Specifically, at a given time after the population left

the burning surface, the second part of Equation G-14b applies, and larger

droplets have not yet entered the population. This is illustrated by the

abscissa scale at the top of Figure G-4a, which allows one to find the por-

tion of the droplet populatton that applies at any time after the droplet

population starts burning.

The IJL-ejg • of• the residual oxide droplets can be

developed from the number-size distribution of the oxide or the initial

aluminum population, and will have the same size-cutoff time dependence

as the number-size distribution. Thus

3

da ("ao/6) D d,1 Ox ox oSox(D oxt) a . dD2 T dD

-= ox 0 ox

3 3 3
(____/6)83DO___N_0 2 f _ V6)D

r d 0 odD 0

j.4 .. 2( .a...L~ ~~~25 F (D
~ ~ dD 0  0 00

F(Do.t) D2 0 F (0)
ox0 ox 0 0

* . F (D /I) (G-15a)
- c 0 ox

D < WO/)• (tlk)1/n
ox
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or from Equation 14 (or Equation G-12 with t 0)

2 Paz D_0___0_(__0
F ox(D am t) 3 7 8

Px oxD 0 rD (D 0  dD 0

23 p D /8)

I mDO330(D ) dD0
0

D < (1I0)(tlk) _

Thus the residual oxide droplet population is described in terms of the

original aluminum droplet population and certain approximations involving

droplet combustion mbodied in the paramters I and 0. Reasonable esti-

mates of these parmters are 1.0 and 0.65 respectively.

One more aspect ot droplet discribution is the Igina 2L srLfTaJ

ajA •MLA gIdL g k &AL drgolets. As noted earlier, we have chosen to

ignore this oacde in describing the aluminu population versus time.

However, this oxide is expected to be a factor in impingement on objects

in the combuetion zone, end during part of the burning history of a popula-

tion. involves 4o1e oxide mass than the free residual oxide population. In

the following devetlopmnt, the surface oxide is assigned a diameter, in

order to follow th-; formalism used for the other populations. However the

diamter is simply a means of specifying mass without getting involved in

describing the shape of the surface oxide. Thus, using the previous con-

ventions on notation.

dim O D 3 ddN
F (D .t) -O 1 - -- "L -I....fLa" QX. m dD 6 0dD

D dN dD
. ) ) - ) F0 (D (C-16)

Al 0 0 oxs
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In this expression the ratio of dN oxs/d vill be taken to be 1.0, a it

relates to the distribution of the surface oxide on the aluuinm droplet =

and we are concerned only vith total azs. The ratio of differentials can

be calculated ftro Ds/D 0 , so It remains to determine the relation of

D to D0 and time. which follows from Equation G-13c expressed in

terms of diameter

C(Do 3 ) 0 (l &)(DO - D )
ox. 540

D0 rD0

D , - - 1/3 (G-17)

8M a . - (1 t/kD0  n ]3 n( -7
D 0

were S' is 9 (see Equation G-6) with 1. - , and Equation G-17 it the

desired relation of Dox$ to D0 and t. Nov the ratio of diameter di.-

ferentials in Equation G-15 can be obtained from Equation G-17, and when

the results and Equation G-17 are substituted back in Equation G-16, oue

obtains

2/33/ 53

W) ( OX /Al) O 0(D
F (D ,t) a ' " '
05 0X o" 1-8(-t/kD o") 3 ( n (1-k)n

(t0) 0(-/D )~

D 0 > (t/k)
1 /n

This set of equations dofines a mass-size distribution function for the
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surface oxide, as a function of the initial a1um.num distribution function .

Pop a peaudo-dimter D (or real diamter of parent droplet),

abd time. The thid equation in the set @erate.s the droplets that are

all ode from the ones with aluminum still burning. In other words, the

surface oxide corresponds to the larger droplets to the right of O 0 a

(t/k)1/n in Figure G-4. Howver, the droplets are not fully devloped •
yet, so the distribution functioc is below the final one, approaching it

as in the sketch in Figure G-5.

G-6 Sumary of Population Calculations

The population calculations start with an experimentally deter-

mined distribution of alininum droplets leaving the burning surface,

and a burning rate law for droplets. From this the size distribution is

calculated as a function of time, along with the total mos of aluminum

r.wiainLng and oxide fozued. In addition, the mes-sizea distributions of

the product oxide droplets, and of 4.ccuoulations on burning droplets are

calculated versus tim. Thus one knows the percent aluminum burned, and

the size distribution of aluminum and oxide droplets and the amount of

oxide attached to the aluminum droplets. This time dependence can then be

converted into a spatial dependence by coosideriag the velocity field

(Section 7). From the standpoint of an object in the fire entroniment,

this describes the physical character of the condensed material that may
participate in impingment, heat transfer and further reaction. It also

provides the information on percent aluminum burned, %Aich is needed to

use the thermoch-nical equilibrium calculations (Figures 5 and 6) to

obtain estimautes of gas compoeition, teoperatura, molecular meight, viscos-

ity, etc. This sequential synthesis of results is outlined in Figure G-6.

• A Gaussian distribution was assumed in this Appendix; an experimental

distribution was used in the corresponding calculations for the text.
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.NCMNCLATIVU

(App•edix C)

D Diaeter (of a droplet)
F 4ass-size distribution function; F -dm/iodD

3 number-siae distribution function; 0 U dN/No0dD

k Coafficient in the droplet bumrning IeV T - kD)On

U Mass of a droplet, or a set of N droplets; a J do
Refers to aluminum vhen no subscript 0

N ,Number of droplets in a specified set or population

n Exponent in the aluminum droplet burning laV; T 0 kD0n

PP" Points on the population curve for D a (t/kDo).

t Time (from start of burning of a droplet)

x Distance from propellant burning surface

* Portion of oxide produced in smoke form

B Diameter of residual oxide droplet divided by diameter oi parent

aluminum droplet (for case of *1)

Number of oxide droplets from each aluminum droplet

I Deoity; aluminum unless subscript

¶ Burning time of aluminum droplet

Al Aluminum: mass and diameter without subscript, or with subscript
0 are also a!,u.inm

Al203 Aluminum oxide; usually denoted by subscript ox

bo Refers to burned out material or stsee

0 Value at t a 0, the start of burning

ox Oxide

oxR All surface-formed or residual oxide

oxr Oxide droplets free of the parent aluminum droplet

oxS Smoke oxide (droplets < 2 .m)

oxe Surfaca oxide still on the aluminum droplets
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APPEMIIX H

uAs AMALYSKS

H-1 Objective

The chemistry vffort of this project is divided into the following

teaks:

1. Development of a sampling device for the combustion of ases.

2. Development of an analytical procedure for the analysis of the

gaseous combustion produ, s such as hydrogen, carbon dioxide, carbon mon-

oxide, wter, ad volatile hydrocarbons.

3. Plotting the relative concntrations of the above gases and

vapors at different heights from the surface of the burning propellant and

comparison of the experimental results with those of equilibrium calcula-

tions.T

H-2 The Sampling Device

In designing a sampling device for the combustion Sases we must take

into consideration the conditions of the combustion. The combustion, for

example, of the propellant sample is complete within a few seconds during

which the gaseous sample must be collected. The temperature above the

burning propellant is very high, and this limits the choice of materials

that could be used. During the combustion of the propellant, large amounts

of corrosive hydrogen chloride is produced from the decompoestion of ammon-

ium perchlorate.

The presence of the hydrogen chloride in the reaction gases makes

it impossible to use any chromatographic mthod for their analysis, because

it will destroy the chromatographic column and the detector. It is there-

fore very important that the hydrogen chloride be either excluded from the

sample or be resuved after the collection and before the analysis.

With these considerations in mind the following sampling device

(Figure 52) was constructed. It consists of a gIlss ampule with a Teflon

valve. The inlet of the ampule was packed with glass wool and it vwa con-

nected into & stainless steel tubing packed with fritted stainless steel.

Before sampling, the ampule is evacuated using a high vacuum pump, and then
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it is connected with the stainless steel tube through a Teflon sleeve.

Immediately before sampling, the stainless steel tube is flushed

vith helium to reamoy the air. The propellant sample is burned on the

bottom of a stainless steel pipe placed vertically inside an exhaust hood.

During the combustion, the end is introduced into the canter of

the combustion effluent through an opening on the wall of the stainless

steel pipe. Then the Teflon valve of the ampule is opened and a smple is

drawm into the ampule. In order to stop any reaction betveen the compo-

nents of the sample, the ampule is imrsed in liquid nitrogen during

sampling. Any bass used to neutralize it such as sodium hydroxide or

calcium hydroxide would also neutralize the carbon dioxide.

Successful raoval of the hydrogen chloride was accomplished by

filling the smpling ampule with powdered sodium oxalate according to

the eqattion:

C204Na2 + 2 RCl C204H2 + 2 NaCl (1-1)

m-3 Analysis of the Gases

There are several methods available for the analysis of gases. The

preferred one, however, is gas chromatography.

Preliminary testing indicated the presence of hydrogen, carbon mono-

xide, carbon dioxide and water in the combustion gases. Methane was found

among the reaction products when the combustion of the propellant sample

took place inside a phen&olic resin pipe. Combustion inside a stainless

steel pipe produced no methane or any other hydrocarbon.

From the beginning of the analytical work, it became obvious that

in addition to the hydrogen, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide and water,

there were always present oxygen and nitrogen among the combustion products,

in a ratio approximately that of air. Since there is no appreciable free

oxygen expected in the combustion zone, it was concluded that the samples

were contaminated with air. This affected the choice of subsequent pro-

cedures, as the analysis was now required to distinguish oxygen and nitro-
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Son from other constituents.

Since the chromatographic column is responsible for the separation,

the choice of the col~mn was the most important decision in daveloping the

methodology for the analysis of the gaseaus products. There is no one

single chromatographic column capable of saparating all the ceubustion &ases

and air. Molecular sieves, for example, are very effective for the scpara-

tion of hydrogen, omygen, nitrogen and carbon monoxide. They absorb, how-

ever. the carbon dioxide and the water. Thi porous organic polymers, on

the other hand, such as porapacks, do not aboorb the carbon dioxide aw

the water, but the separation of the other gases is very poor, end the

water peak is very broad and flat, difficult to quantitate.

To overcome all these difficulties, we decided to analyse the water

separately from the permanent gases and to use a combination of c€romato-

graphic columns for the analysts of the gases.

Such a combination is 4 Cr column, available commercially from Alteck

Associates. A CTR columm to a combination of two concentric columns. The

inner column has a 0.95 co OD and it is packed with molecular sieve. The

sample injected into the C'TR column is split between the porapack and the

molecular sieve columns. The portion of the sample entering the molecular

sieve will be separated and %ill elute the H21, 02# and CO, followed by a

peak due to CO,. It is therefore possible to separate all the saes with

one injection (Figures 53 and 5>4).

H-4 Deter-ination of Water

The ,uantitation of the water in the combustion games is complicated

by the presence of hydrogen chloride.

There is also the danger cf condensation of the water vapor on the

walls of the sampling device.

An attempt was made to trap che water on aahydrous salts such as

magnesi•m sulfate And then determine its amount by the weight gain of the

salt. The results, however, were not consistent.

A chromatographic method, on the other hand, shoved more promise.

The sample glass ampule used to collect the combustion Ssses was
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also used to collect a sample for the determination of water. However,

instead of the sodium oxalate used to neutralize the hydrogen chloride,

5 grams of anhydrous barium hydroxide was added into the ampule. 36efore

smplng, the ampule vas heated to 120 0 C and vas pumped overnight in a

vacuum system.

The barium hydroxide neutralizes and removes the hydrogen chloride A -

and the carbon dioxide from the gaseous products.

After sampling, the inlet of the ampule is plugged with a rubber

septum and the ampule is heated again to 120 0 C in order to keep the water

in the vapor phase.

A sample for chromatographic analysis is drawn through the septum

with a syringe. The chromatographic column used for the quantitation ofI

water was a 2 a x 0.95 cm chromasorb 104. The water eluts out of the

cnromosorb after the gases, and as a rather sharp peak which can be easily

quantitated. The results, however, of the water determination were not

very reproducible. This may be due to an obse-.ved tendency for the water

vo condense inside the stainless steel tube of the sampling device. The

reproducibility of the injected volume of sample into the CC is also ques-

tionable since the sample is drawn at 120 C into a syringe of much liwer

temperature. Further refinements in the experiment will be required before

a valid comparison can be made of water concentration in samples from dif-

ferent sites in the combustion plume.

i-5 Determination of Amount of Unreacted Aluminum in Samples Collected

from the Plume

The progress of aluminum combustion can be most directly deter=ined

by simply intercepting, quenching, collecting and analyzing the condensed

material at different locations in the plume. The samples that were collect-

ed were examined in many ways (see Appendix C), but the aluminum content in

particular was examined by two methods. The first vas reaction of the alum-

inum by HCI and rinsing to remove the dissolved products. Co.mparison of

dried sample weights before and after mach processing shoved a weignt loss

corresponding, to the unreacted aluminum weight of the original sample.

This method, and risults, are described in Appendix C.
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The second method of determininig aluminum weight was contrived to

-circuwvent the fact that som A £2 03 reacts with HCI during the previously -

described test (possibly a negligible asount) * The second method sasure#

the gse formed by the RI~C reaction. This method depends on the reaction

scheme

2AI + 6 MCI -* 2A1C1 3 +. 3H2 (H1-2)

A2 03 +6114AC 3  2

Although both aluminum and A12 0 3 yield AlCi3 when dissolved by HCI, the

aluminu~m metal also jrields hydrogen gas, whereas the Al203 yields water.

?'.asurnt of the volume of hydrogen produced from a Imoown amount of

sample will enable us to calculate the amount of aluminum in the sample.

from Equation li-2.

Useing the second method, a very simple device was used for the dis-

solution of the aluminum and ccllection ot hydrogen gas.
The aluminum sample wasa trapped inside a glass fiber filter and

placed inside a 100-al burette graduated to 0.1 al. Then the burette was

filled with hydrochloric acid diluted I to 3 through a reservoir connected

to the tip of the burette with a plastic tubing. The top of the burette

was plugged with a rubber septum.
As the aluoinzu dissolved end hydrogen gas is produced, the surface

of the liquid Jtn the burette moved down. The reservoir was lowered from

time to time in order to keep its surface on the same level with the liquid

inside the burette. It took 75 minutes for the reaction to be completed.

The volum of the hydrogen was read on the burette at the ambient

temperature. Then it was corrected for the pressure oif the water vapor

inside the burette and it was converted into a volume under standard con-

ditions of I &tm and 00 Kelvin.
The amo.unt of aluminum corresponding to a certain correct volume of

hydrogen vas calculated from Equation R-2 from which resulted in
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1.12 al H2 /q Alunum

This procedure for deceraing aluminum contact in & sample was Judsed

to be practical, but was not used extenusively because the method described

in Appendix C was preferred.

2
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